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Disclaimer 
 
This book is not a replacement for medical diagnosis, treatment or advice. The information in this booklet 
is based on the author’s research and experience. This book merely should be considered as information or 
suggestion only. Please do not follow blindly what I say here. Assume your own responsibility for whatever 
action you take in your life. The healing power and strength has got to emerge from your own 
determination and commitment within and not from outside. Nothing stated here should be considered as 
medical advice for dealing with a given problem. You should consult your health care professional for 
individual guidance for specific health problems. This book is simply a collection of information and 
presented strictly for educational and informational use only. No claims whatsoever can be made as to the 
specific benefits accruing from the use of urine therapy or any other therapy mentioned here. If you begin 
this treatment for a specific ailment, try it at your own risk and please accept responsibility for the results. 
Healing through this method may cause the body to detoxify which can cause unpleasant reactions. When 
the body is immunized by its own medicine, true healing takes place. Anyone with knowledge of additional 
information on urine therapy or any other therapy is highly encouraged to e-mail that information so that 
it can be shared with others who may be interested. Further study and investigation is recommended. 
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Introduction: 

Firstly, my regards to mother, Nature and all of its energy sources, we are nothing but part of nature and 
we are made of and from nature. We get energy from different elements of nature each and every element 
of nature has its own energy level and without its energy we are nothing.  

After a long request from all my friends around the world to print all the details of the web site 
www.Shivambu.in or www.Munot.in  into a book so that more and more people can get benefit, I am atlast 
penning it down.  

I am not a doctore or an alternative medicine practisnor but but I have been a sufferer. I have seen the 
diseases and the side effects of the modern medicine claming to cure them. My second daughter got 
infected with whooping cough (pertussis) when she was just 6-8 months old. We got her treated from the 
best paediatric doctors. we gave her all sorts of medicines, inhalers, steroids and antibiotics but there was 
no end to it. She used to get temporary relief but no permamnt solution. A lot of money was spent in vain 
and my daughter’s life was at stake with the most common disease. When she was 7 years old i was blessed 
with twin daughters. They were prematurely born at seven months. One of them was born with cerebral 
palsy and weak immunity. she was unable to stand or walk till she was three years old even she got infected 
with whooping cough and the same problems started again. My wife’s life had become hell. Bringing up 
four kids, with two of them suffering from a very common but an incurable disease, was a very tedious 
work. Thanks to my twin daughters because of whome I had to look for alternative medicines as I could not 
see them suffering and taking so many antibiotics and steroids with so many side effects. 
 
One day my aunt, who practices Urine therapy, suggested me to try out the therapy and gave me a book on 
it and my journey in search for alternative medicines started from there. Before starting the therapy on my 
daughter I tried it myself. First drinking it and then massaging it on my body. I adjusted to the therapy and 
found no side effects of the therapy. I then started the therapy with my little champ. Initially it was a big 
problem to make her understand. The thought of drinking urine was too much for her. But she is a great 
baby she understood my problems and gradually started taking it. Before starting urine we had to visit the 
doctor fortnightly but gradually the frequency of the visits decreased to every  2-3 months and then to a 
couple years. Her immune system had strengthened and whooping cough was cured.  
 
But that was not the end of her problems. All of a sudden she was infected with another major disease 
Lichen sclerosus     (LSA, also known as "Lichen sclerosus et atrophicus"). It is a disease of unknown cause 
that results in white patches on the skin, which may cause scarring on and around genital skin. Several risk 
factors have been proposed, including autoimmune diseases, infections and genetic predisposition. There 
is evidence that LS can be associated with thyroid disease. This is a kind of skin cancer. But how she got 
infected with it GOD only knows and once again my soul left my body. Amidst this how much my daughter 
was suffering only she could understand. I went to lot of dermatologist and everyone had the same query 
about how such a little girl was infected with this kind of disease. No one could assure me whether it could 
be cured or not or how much time it would take. Their only suggestion was to take antibiotics and go for a 
biopsy. I tried urine therapy on it again and by God’s miracle it’s worked. The continuous massage for two 
and half years on the infected area with seven day old urine has cured the area by 90% and only 10% of it is 
left. 
 
After her problems I started practicing different alternative methods for healing different types of diseases. 
I have learned the uses and benefits of urine therapy, meridians and acupressure, Sun gazing, distilled 
water therapy, yoga and meditation. I have also realized the importance of Air, oxygen and raw food and 
the relation of 5 elements of nature with our body and life. 
 
I have read many books and articles on the internet of many experts and have found that everything in our 
body is related with the 5 elements of nature. Our life is balanced if these elements are balanced and if any 
one of these elements is out of order our life will be disturbed. All of us have to understand and follow the 
law of nature which is the Recycling process and Give & take of everything. For everything that you give 
you have to take the responsibility for its results and rewards. 
 
Here in this book I want to share all my experiences with you so that every one can enjoy the benefits of the 
5 elements of nature. I have tried to cover all the aspects of this theory. Some of the information in this 
book is based on my own experiences and some are derived from interviews and literature. So a large part 
of the book is a collection and compilation of data as reported elsewhere. I have not changed much in texts 
where I found that the information was clearly represented in the original version, but have more or less 
reproduced what was already written. Mr. Matin J Lara’s book “Uropathy”, Mr. Tony Scazzero’s book 
“drink your own water”, Dr. Hulda Regehr Clark’s Book “The cure for all diseases” have  provided me with 
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a lot of clear & practical knowledge about the diseases and the application of alternative  medicine and 
urine therapy. 
 
I have stopped using all these after starting urine therapy: 
 

• Body soap 
• Hair cream or gel 
• Shaving cream 
• Shaving lotion or gel 
• After shave lotion 
• Deodrant 
• Perfume 
• Hair die 
• Hair color 
• Face wash 
• Sun screen lotion 
• Mosquito gel 

 
The information given in this book deals with the importance of pure Air or oxygen, different type of pure 
water or distilled water, importance of Urine therapy, history, instruction, scientific informations of urine 
therapy, about solar energy or sun gazing, role of meditation, yoga and our food energy. 
 
It is up to you to decide how to proceed with this theory of 5 elements of Nature, it is just my experience 
that all the 5 elements are related with our body system and they affect our life. 
 
 
 
 
God bless you all with good health for FREE for ever…. 
 
 
 
Om Shivambu 
Sunil Munot     Kolkata 2014     
 
 
  

 

Cheers!! 
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Whole world is a play and all the creatures play their part in a disciplined manner. They do their tasks 
without disturbing anyone or anything. They are not supposed to ask questions but just follow the order of 
God. The human beings are the only creatures that defy every law that is set for them, which leads to all the 
complications in the human beings’ body. Now to cure the complications we rely on the man-made 
medicines which though heals us also presents us with many lifelong side effects. But nothing can be done. 
We have no time to wait for the nature’s remedy which inspite of being. 
The money-minded people of the world often choose money if they have to when presented with a choice 
between a person’s life and money.  They want to sell the nature. After polluting everything they are now 
trying to sell us their products stating that they really are in our best interest. 
 
 

Our Body is Made of Five elements or Energy Force: 

 

  

We get different energies or life force from these 5 natural elements: 

 

1. Air (Oxygen for breathing) 

2. Water ( water or different form of Liquids for drinking) 

3. Fire ( Sun for life energy ) 

4. Earth ( Food for eating) 

5. Space ( Our External body like skin and Thoughts) 

And they have 5 Productive, 5 Destructive and 5 Weaken relation with each other and we have to maintain 
the ratio with each other. 
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The five elements or the five essential qualities of life force energy, which can to enhance, control, or 
balance a space, depending on our needs: 

Metal the quality of shortening, sharpness, focus; when too strong, metal energy can make you sharp-
tongued and critical 
Water the quality of flowing, making relations; too much water energy can make you wishy-washy and 
indecisive 
Wood the quality of easy growth and progress; too much wood energy makes you aggressive or impatient, 
lacking compassion 
Fire the quality of exhilaration, elaboration, adroitness; too much fire energy can leave you stressed out 
and anxious 
Earth the quality of settling down, too much leads to psychological state, feeling stuck or weighed down 

Each element can help you to increase or decrease the energy you want. When these five elements are 
understood well they play an important role in our life. 

 

Healthy person is and who follows regulated life regulated diet & conduct, one who would be able to face 
the dual situations with balance, one who could dethatch himself from the worldly things, one who is kind 
& donates a portion of his income for the weaker sections, one who consider others equal to him (Universal 
brotherhood) and one serves the suffering humanity. 

 
 
 
The basic things that we require to live by are available for free in the world. Those are nature’s gift to us. 
Like: 
 
Water  
Food   
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Sun or Heat  
Air 
Sky  
 
Water: In earlier times water was freely available from rivers and wells and was as a matter of fact very 
pure. But recently the factories have polluted the water to such an extent that we can’t do anything but to 
filter our water through machine or we buy packed water which has been made by purifying the same 
polluted water and by adding some chemicals to it. Now the water which we have been provided with is not 
pure which is leading to all the water born diseases which is not only due to the pathogens present in water 
but also due to its inability to throw out completely the foreign body deposition. For last few years we are 
purchasing packed water and paying for the water but God has provided us water without packing now we 
are packing our nature and they are making money from selling nature. These things are bound to happen 
since we are trying to sell god’s nature. 
 
Food, in early days we use to get pure and natural food from our nature. Farmers used the cow’s dung and 
urine as manure which proved to give higher yield and purer crops. As a pesticide they used neem leaves 
mixed with cow’s urine. Money making people are selling poison as a fertilizers and pestisides for that they 
are developing bacteria and other insects to destroy our agriculture and then they do marketing for their 
poisons and since the time of industrial revolution and globalization the farmers have started to use the 
harmful chemicals as fertilizers and pesticides. These chemicals not only drain the important nutrients and 
vitamins but also infect people with chronic diseases and collateral damage. The fruits and vegetables are 
full of poison and if we try to buy the organic food that is now-a-days very much in vogue are too expensive 
for everyday consumption. These fast moving times, where people don’t have time for each other, has given 
birth to fast food, junk food and packed food. These foods can also be called ‘dead food’. These foods never 
give our body the amount of nutrition it requires and packs the body with unnecessary garbage. This 
garbage in our body causes obesity and many other deadly diseases, which proves the phrase ‘death begins 
in colon’. But the people are so ignorant that they don’t even want to know anything about it. They pack 
these foods glamourously and make a big hype of their qualities and promote the foods by advertisements 
using bigshot celebrities. So it is our own responsibility to be aware of anything and everything that we eat. 
Here also we have packed our Nature (Food).   
 
Sun is the centre of universe. It sustains all life on earth or anywhere else in universe. Throughout the 
earth the life of all organisms are dependent on the presence of sunlight. We find that life is always most 
prolific in the tropics where there is an abundance of year around sunshine and where the intensity of the 
sun's rays is the greatest. In the arctic regions where there is a scarcity of sunshine life is scarce or absent 
altogether. Then, as we go south and the climate gradually becomes warmer, all kinds of life become more 
prolific; in the equatorial regions it reaches its peak. Also, it is to be noted that the plants and animals are 
usually more highly developed where the climate is warmer. 
 
We get energy and vitamins from the sun. But money making people have polluted the atmosphere by 
emitting poisionous gases from the factories and nuclear tests.They warning us that not to expose to sun 
directly use sun glasses for eyes and sun screen lotions for body, air conditions for cooling our room 
temperature and lot of other things to protect us from sun. Now a days new generation is not going outside 
without using all these chemicals. 
 
We are purchasing packed poisons and putting them on our body, using plastic eye glasses cause damage to 
our eyes they release chemicals and gas when exposed to sun heat and this is so near to our eyes that after 
some time our eyes started problem. 
 
Using these sun screen lotions and deodorants the doors of our skin are closed which is the major exit door 
of our body for throwing out toxins and water of our body in the form of sweat, rashes, pimples and any 
other outwardly skin diseases. When toxins are not coming out of the body they get deposited inside of our 
body causing thousands of diseases.  
 
Air, we all know that how polluted is our air that we breath compare to our old age. Money making people 
are trying to pollute air more and more they know it very well that we are getting it free of cost from nature 
and they also know that we can not live without it for a few seconds they have a target and a very big 
market and in coming future they will sell oxygen in packet or bottle through every grocery shop as they are 
now selling packed mineral water.  
 
Sky, Mental peace now-a-days is a very uncommon phenomenon. People are always stressed out all 
the time. People have no time for meditation which provides an immense amount of mental peace. People 
have no time for themselves. They cannot take time out of their day and think about the day and the 
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mistakes that they have committed. With the increase of newer technology every day, people are getting 
deeply involved with them that they don’t have any time to think. Devices like televisions, mobile phones, 
computers etc, are taking away the mental peace of the people. we are going deep and deep in this packed 
world. 
 
 
 
Chapter 2: How season helps us 
 
Seasons are another part of nature. Every season has its own importance. Each season has a different effect 
on our body. We get energy from nature. Anything that helps our body to work is called energy.  
 
Let us see how seasons affect our body.  Our body has three type of “dosha energy” 
 
Kapha (Mucus, water type energy),  
Pitta (stomac acid, fire type energy) &  
Vaata (Air)  

These are the three main dosha which operates our body and disbalance of any one causes diseases. 

Kapha give us the energy of lubrication and structure and its quality is cold, heavy, wet, static, dull dense. 
Balance and imbalance of kapha affects both our mind and body.  
 
Balanced kapha’s effect on mind is love, compassion, patience, nurturing and on body mainly it builds 
strehgthens, nourishes, lubricates, protects, fat, fluids, reproduction etc. 
 
The effect of imbalance kapha on mind is greed, envy, holds, grudges, attachment and on body is 
congestion, obesity, allergies, lethargy, sinus problem etc. 
 
The energy of kapha we get from moon and rain and the season is late winter and early spring. So we have 
to enjoy this season to keep our kapha energy in balance and to absorve the energy of season on our body 
and not to avoid the season by applying artificial atmoshpier in our office or at home. 
 
Pitta: it gives us the energy of transformation and its quality is  hot, sharp, oily, light, mobile and smooth. 
We get this energy from Sun/heat and the season for to build this energy is Late spring and summer. 
 
Balance pitta’s effect on mind is, intelligence, memory, discrimination and on body is metabolism, 
digestion, eyes, blood, skin, brain and heart. 
 
Imbalance pitta effects on mind is anger, hate, controlling, hot temper and effect on body is Acid reflux, 
heart burn, acne, hypertension, nausea, migraines, endometriosis. 

In summer people are using air conditions to avoid the heat but it is advisable to absorve the heat on body 
as much as possible to get the pitta energy but we are going against nature, our houses are full of AC, 
offices are full of AC, our cars are every time on with AC and now a days children are going to school in AC 
buses and all modern schools in India are equiped with full air condition class rooms, what they are making 
to our child strong or weak, that we have to decide. 

Vata: Air, energy of movement and its quality is dry. Cold, light, rough, mobil, subtle and we are getting 
this energy from Autumn and early winter. 

Balance vata’s effect on mid is spiritual, creative, tranquility and effect on body is all movements, blood 
flow, nerve impulses, fast in action, emotions. 

Imbalance effect of vata on mind is fear, anxiety, stress, worry, poor memory and effect on body is 
hyperactivity, dry skin, constipation, gas, arthritis, osteoporosis, PMS. 

So every season of nature are made by God to give us different type of energy so that our body can work 
properly and we have to connect ourself with nature, what ever thing created by God has connection with 
us our with our body system and we have to adopt the system of nature, all the other creature of God do the 
same they follow the system of naure or law of nature that is why they are disease free and we human being 
are playing with nature and we are the most sufferer.  
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What is in univers is in our body and so body is purely related with nature and we have to enjoy every 
season of nature.  

But modern science has developed so much that it is capable of giving us the relaxation mode in every 
season, for extreme winter we have heaters, for extreme summer or hot weather we have air conditions, it 
is good but only under extreme conditions, but we are so smart we always go against nature when it is light 
cold we keep ourself hot, when it is light hot we keep ourself cold and we live in only two conditions that is 
hot and cold, we do not want to accept or adopt the nature we always fight with nature with the help of 
machines and making our self internally weak and more dependend on our machines and doctors. 

Other than extreme weather conditions we must accept the nature as much as we can. It is for our body to 
work properly and for long age. 

Let us see by chart that how each organ of our body is related to 5 elements of nature and how it work. 

Element wood Fire 
Eart
h Metal Water 

Organ 
(Female
/Yin) 

Liver       
(1-
3am) 

Heart 
& Sex 
Organ 
(11-
1pm) 

Spleen 
& 
Pancre
as             
(9-
11am) 

Lung
s        
(3-
5am) Kidney (5-7 PM) 

Bowel 
(Male 
/Yang) 

Gall 
Bladde
r 
 (11-
1am) 

Small 
Intesti
ne 
(1.3p
m) 

Stom
ach      
(7.9a
m) 

Large 
Intesti
ne (5-
7am) Bladder (3-5pm) 

Sens 
organ Eyes 

Tongu
e 

Mout
h 

Nose & 
Sinuses Ears 

Emotion
s Anger 

Joy, 
Peace, 
Intuti
on 

Worr
y 

Sadnes
s Fear 

Mental 
Part 

Mental 
Activity 

Moodi
ness 

Pond
ering 

Sensiti
ve Will Power 

Taste Sour Bitter 
Swee
t Spicy Salty 

Season Spring 
Summ
er 

Long 
Sum
mer 

Autum
n Winter 

Colour Green Red 
Yello
w White Black 

Directio
n East South 

Cent
er West North 

Taste Sour Bitter 
Swee
t 

Pungen
t Salty 

Conditio
n Windy Hot 

Dam
p Dry Cold 

Shapes 
Rectan
gular 

Triang
ular 

Squa
re Round Wavy 

 

 

There exists nothing in this world which can not be used as medicine   

hatt  
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Chapter 3: What is Disease? 

 

Disease, as a word, means very simply not at ease—a person is uncomfortable or suffering difficulties in 
maintaining energies for the functions  

 

Disease does not occur without cause. The main cause for most of the illnesses is Violations of Nature's 
Laws 

 

According to Ayurveda, Rishis say that a man betrays his own conscience. (Nature), overindulges in 
physical pleasures like eating and gets indigetion which is the root cause of all diseases. Mahatma Gandhi 
said," Due to ignorance, Carelessness, Violating eating and leaving limits, disease is caused. "Symptoms are 
not the cause of illness. Symptoms are signals that the body is out of balance, and are the expressions of the 
body attempt to heal itself. Causes originate on many levels, but are often found in patient life style, diet, 
habits or emotional state. When only symptoms are treated the underlying cause remains and the patients 
may develop a more serious chronic condition. All treatments in Natural healing & Uropathy are directed 
to root cause and are not for just symptomatic relief. The basic cause for all disease is the violation of laws 
of Nature at physical, mental & social levels. It could be in thinking, living, breathing, eating or excreting. 
This is the main cause for all illness although disease may manifest in various form, in different degrees of 
serverity at different levels. Violation of law's of Nature may cause many chronic diseases. 
 

 
Those who always live according to the laws of Dharma (nature of ones own self) who respect and regard 
God (true consciences), who always take Satwik /pure natural food, conquer Indrias, (sense organs) who 
possess noble character, the life of such person will be prolonged liberally - says shastra. 
 
Different stages of Disease: 
 
There are seven different Stages of Disease and Toxemia is The Universal Cause of Disease: 

 
1) Enervation (Weakness) due to Lack of sleep and elimination of waste 
2) Toxemia or Toxicosis (Poison of bacterial origin and elimination) 
3) Irritation (inflame, Stimulate) 
4) Inflammation (Fever or A place in the body where there is development of Heat with pain, redness & 
swelling) 
5) Ulceration  (Discharging Pus) 
6) Induration (Hardening of tissue) 
7) Cancer 

 

The sheer magnitude of the number of people with diseases every year is overwhelming. By conservative 
estimates there are over 50,000 diseases worldwide that affect us. No one's life is untouched by some form 
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of sickness. Here are some statistics and these numbers do not include the undiagnosed. Even more 
alarming is that many of their causes and cures are still unknown.  

• Allergies (indoor & outdoor) 50,000,000 
• Arthritis 21,000,000 
• Asthma 20,000,000 
• AIDS 1,000,000 
• Alzheimer's 5,100,000 
• Anemia 3,000,000 
• Diabetes 26,000,000 
• Digestive Diseases 70,000,000 
• Cancer 12,000,000 
• Cardiovascular disease 80,000,000 
• Cholera 5,000,000 
• Chronic fatigue syndrome 1,000,000 
• Crohn's disease 1,400,000 
• Fibromyalgia 5,000,000 
• Heart disease 26,800,000 
• Hepatitis A,B,C 5,300,000 
• Influenza 50,000,000 
• Lupus 1,500,000 
• Mold illnesses 5,000,000 
• Pneumonia 3,000,000 
• Sexually transmitted diseases 65,000,000 
• Sickle cell anemia 72,000  

This does not include the even higher numbers of worldwide diseases like tuberculosis, yellow fever, 
smallpox, malaria, cholera, measles, meningitis, diarrhea and lower respiratory infections. Today, 
communicable diseases are on the rise while new ones are developed as bacteria, viruses, fungi and 
protozoa become more drug resistant. There are others such as: outbreaks of hand, foot and mouth disease, 
wild poliovirus, Avian influenza, West Nile Virus, severe acute respiratory syndrome, radiation accidents, 
under-nutrition, HIV/AIDS, dangerous chemicals, environmental air pollution, indoor air pollution, non-
communicable diseases, cancer, heart disease, lung disease and accidents. Pandemics from natural 
disasters, radiation, bioterrorism and food poisoning are issues that will not go away. In short, the threat of 
disease is always close by. A large percentage of the world lacks access to affordable health care. The ones 
that do put their lives in jeopardy by submitting to risky treatments. How many more people will die from 
medical problems that could have been prevented? We need to know what the fundamental causes to these 
illnesses and equally important what the treatment is. 
 

There are many causes of diseases few of them are:   

Chapter 4: Chemical & Industrial pollution are the causes of Disease  
Chapter 5: Modern War and Weapons are responsible for our Diseases. 
Chapter 6: The Medical System Is Failing to Cure our Diseases. 

Many people who failed to get success from conventional methods look for alternative methods to cure 
their illnesses. On that point, there is a proliferation of alternative treatments because the existing medical 
system is not able to take care of all the people or all the diseases in the world. A healthy diet, regular 
exercise and making your own decision on your choice of remedies would go a long way toward stemming 
the flow of disease in the world. That along with the free flow of information about the new techniques, 
substances and treatments is the only hope to rejuvenate the medical system. Whatever the case may be, 
the time has come for new alternatives that can supplant the existing system which fails to live up to its 
principles and values. 
 

Now we will see that what are the natural solution to heal our diseases.   
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Chapter 4: Air (Oxygen for breathing) 

 
  

 

 

Most important element of life, we can live without food & water for couple of months or days but we can 
not live few minutes without oxygen. Oxygen is required to purify our body & eliminate toxins. But in this 
modern age the level of toxins is increasing in environment & in our body due to deforestation & pollution, 
so we get low level of oxygen. Less oxygen causes thinning ozone layer which allows ultraviolet light to 
reach the planet, UV converts to ozone oxygen and we can not breathe ozone. We need to be familiar with 
deep breathing, food grade hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)35% & ozone (O3) as oxygen supplements. 
Hydrogen peroxide is the most powerful healing substance in the universe also available in our urine. 
White cells controls & kill viruses, bacteria, fungi, parasites, eliminate pathogens & cleans debris in the 
body, only due to hydrogen peroxide, What make white cells stronger is the ability to produce a substance 
that enhances the oxidizing power of oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, all white cell produce it. There are 8 types 
of white cell one of them is T-Cells. White cells also release hydrogen peroxide into blood stream to protect 
the blood and keep harmful microbes out. 
Nutrition is important to make healthy red cells, required to absorb oxygen and eliminate carbon 
monoxide and for white cells to produce hydrogen peroxide to keep microbes out. Low level of oxygen 
causes lack of hydrogen peroxide which causes diseases and unable to fight with microbes 
Causes for low intake of oxygen are : stress, malnutrition, alcohol, tobacco, junk food, drug addition, abuse 
of medicines and environment pollution are just to name a few 
Any thing in blood is also in urine, hydrogen peroxide is abundant in blood, most of it neutralized by 
enzyme(Catalase), all blood is filtered 60 times in a day therefore some hydrogen peroxide ends up in 
bladder where there is no enzymes, urine is so sterile and powerful to prevent any chronic disease. 
All food co. use food grade hydrogen peroxide to preserve carbonate drink, juices, baby foods, milk and 
other packed food products 
Nature produces an even stronger oxygen by products to purify the entire planet, OZONE, we can  not 
breathe it, it is for plants. 
 
We need Oxygen (Pure air) to keep our blood clean, toxin free. 
 
 
 
Chapter 4 (a): Is Air pollution Damaging our Health Now? 
 
 

Exposure to air pollution is associated with numerous effects on human health, including pulmonary, 
cardiac, vascular, and neurological impairments. The health effects vary greatly from person to person. 
High-risk groups such as the elderly, infants, pregnant women, and sufferers from chronic heart and lung 
diseases are more susceptible to air pollution. Children are at greater risk because they are generally more 
active outdoors and their lungs are still developing. Exposure to air pollution can cause both acute (short-
term) and chronic (long-term) health effects. 
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The health of our lungs and entire respiratory system is affected by the quality of the air we breathe. In 
addition to oxygen, this air contains other substances such as pollutants, which can be harmful. Exposure 
to chemicals by inhalation can negatively affect our lungs and other organs in the body. The respiratory 
system is particularly sensitive to air pollutants because much of it is made up of exposed membrane. 
Lungs are anatomically structured to bring large quantities of air (on average, 400 million litres in a 
lifetime) into intimate contact with the blood system, to facilitate the delivery of oxygen. 

The inhalation of air pollutants eventually leads to their absorption 
into the bloodstream and transport to the heart. A wide spectrum of 
chemical and biological substances may interact directly with the 
cardiovascular system to cause structural changes, such as 
degenerative necrosis and inflammatory reactions. Some pollutants 
may also directly cause functional alterations that affect the 
rhythmicity and contractility of the heart. If severe enough, functional 
changes may lead to lethal arrhythmias without major evidence of 
structural damage to the myocardium. 

  

Examples of short-term effects include irritation to the eyes, nose and throat, and upper respiratory 
infections such as bronchitis and pneumonia. Other symptoms can include headaches, nausea, and allergic 
reactions. Short-term air pollution can aggravate the medical conditions of individuals with asthma and 
emphysema. In the great "Smog Disaster" in London in 1952, four thousand people died in a few days due 
to the high concentrations of pollution. 

The lungs are the organs responsible for absorbing oxygen from the 
air and removing carbon dioxide from the blood-stream. Damage to 
the lungs from air pollution can inhibit this process and contribute to 
the occurrence of respiratory diseases such as bronchitis, emphysema, 
and cancer. This can also put an additional burden on the heart and 
circulatory system. 

Long-term health effects can include chronic respiratory disease, lung cancer, heart disease, and even 
damage to the brain, nerves, liver, or kidneys. Continual exposure to air pollution affects the lungs of 
growing children and may aggravate or complicate medical conditions in the elderly. It is estimated that 
half a million people die prematurely every year in the United States as a result of smoking cigarettes. 

 
Although in humans pollutants can affect the skin, eyes and other body systems, they affect primarily the 
respiratory system. Air is breathed in through the nose, which acts as the primary filtering system of the 
body. The small hairs and the warm, humid conditions in the nose effectively remove the larger pollutant 
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particles. The air then passes through the pharynx, esophagus, and larynx before reaching the top of the 
trachea. The trachea divides into two parts, the left and the right bronchi. Each bronchi subdivides into 
increasingly smaller compartments. The smallest compartments of the bronchi are called bronchioles, 
which contain millions of air sacs called alveoli. Together, the bronchioles and alveoli make up the lungs. 
 
 
Both gaseous and particulate air pollutants can have negative effects on the lungs. Solid particles can settle 
on the walls of the trachea, bronchi, and bronchioles. Most of these particles are removed from the lungs 
through the cleansing (sweeping) action of "cilia", small hairlike outgrowths of cells, located on the walls of 
the lungs. This is what occurs when you cough or sneeze. 
 
A cough or sneeze transports the particles to the mouth. The particles are removed subsequently from the 
body when they are swallowed or expelled. However, extremely small particles may reach the alveoli, where 
it takes weeks, months, or even years for the body to remove the particles. Gaseous air pollutants may also 
affect the function of the lungs by slowing the action of the cilia. Continuous breathing of polluted air can 
slow the normal cleansing action of the lungs and result in more particles reaching the lower portions of 
the lung. 
 

Research into the health effects of air pollution is ongoing. Medical conditions arising from air pollution 
can be very expensive. Healthcare costs, lost productivity in the workplace, and human welfare impacts 
cost billions of dollars each year. 

 In addition to causing lung damage, air pollution is now also recognized as a threat to 
cardiovascular health. Reporting in the March 6, 2002 Journal of the American Medical 
Association (JAMA), researchers examined long-term health data on 500,000 individuals to 
compare increases in air pollution levels with incidence of death. They discovered that when air 
pollution levels suddenly increased, in addition to expected increases in deaths from asthma, 
pneumonia, and emphysema, there was an unexpected increase in the number of deaths related to 
heart attacks and stroke. Most surprising was the finding that when air pollution levels rose, so did 
deaths from all causes, not just those related to the heart and lungs. 

One possible explanation for the increase in cardiovascular-related deaths is that air pollution causes 
oxidative stress that, in turn, triggers an inflammatory response in the lungs that leads to the release of 
chemicals that impair heart function and blood pressure. 

Many chemical substances may cause the formation of reactive 
oxygen. This oxidative metabolism is considered to be critical to the 
preservation of cardiovascular function. For example, oxygen free 
radicals oxidize low-density lipoproteins, and this reaction is thought 
to be involved in the formation of the atherosclerotic plaques. Oxidized 
low-density lipoproteins can injure blood vessel cells and increase 
adherence and the migration of inflammatory cells to the injured area. 
The production of oxygen free radicals in heart tissues have been 
associated with arrhythmias, and heart cell death. 

When scientists working in the Netherlands exposed rats to high levels of particulate air pollution, 
following exposure, the researchers found that plasma levels of fibrinogen were elevated by 20 percent, 
which could presumably increase blood viscosity, leading to decreased tissue blood flow. They also 
measured a 400 percent jump in tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha, and a 350 percent increase in nitric 
oxide synthase (NOS) in lung fluids. The researchers speculated that as particulates lodge in lung tissues 
they induce an increase in the production of nitric oxide (NO). Under normal conditions nitric oxide is an 
important neurotransmitter that aids numerous signaling pathways involved in motor learning, protein 
modification, arterial dilation and immune defense. But when conditions trigger the overproduction of NO 
as seen in the Netherlands study, the result is serious damage to the endothelial cells lining the blood 
vessels of the lungs. 

Another mechanism implicated in air pollution-related heart failures involves bone marrow and 
atherosclerotic plaques. Researchers in Vancouver, British Columbia found that exposure to high levels of 
air pollution stimulates bone marrow to release leukocytes and platelets that accumulate preferentially in 
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pulmonary capillaries. In addition to causing damage to lung tissues, the researchers also observed that 
inhalation of particulate pollution causes changes in atherosclerotic plaque lesions that make the deposits 
more vulnerable to rupture. 

Indoor environment, city living, cars, exposure to electronic devices, 
harmful EMF’s (electromagnetic fields) and environmental pollution 
all result in increased positive ions in the body, Manipulating the ratio 
of ions towards the negative. is very wise. 

When the air you breathe in is polluted, the oxygen that is sent throughout your body includes the toxins 
that polluted the air to begin with. When you breathe in polluted air, the toxins begin breaking down 
cellular structures in your lungs and throughout your respiratory system, resulting in chronic respiratory 
distress. 

They postulated that exposure to particulate air pollution induces a systemic inflammatory 
response that includes the release of inflammatory mediators that stimulate bone marrow 
to release leukocytes and platelets, leading to lung inflammation and changes of 
atherosclerotic plaque, making them more vulnerable to rupture.  

Table 1:  Sources, Health and Welfare Effects for Criteria
Pollutants. 

Pollutant Description Sources 
Health 
Effects 

Welfare 
Effects 

Carbon 
Monoxide 
(CO) 

Colorless, 
odorless gas 

Motor vehicle
exhaust, indoor
sources include
kerosene or
wood burning
stoves. 

Headaches, 
reduced mental
alertness, heart
attack, 
cardiovascular 
diseases, 
impaired fetal
development, 
death. 

Contribute to
the formation
of smog. 

Sulfur 
Dioxide 
(SO2) 

Colorless gas
that dissolves
in water vapor
to form acid,
and interact
with other
gases and
particles in the
air. 

Coal-fired 
power plants,
petroleum 
refineries, 
manufacture of
sulfuric acid
and smelting of
ores containing
sulfur. 

Eye irritation,
wheezing, chest
tightness, 
shortness of
breath, lung
damage. 

Contribute to
the formation
of acid rain,
visibility 
impairment, 
plant and
water damage,
aesthetic 
damage. 

Nitrogen 
Dioxide 
(NO2) 

Reddish 
brown, highly
reactive gas. 

Motor vehicles,
electric utilities,
and other
industrial, 
commercial, 
and residential
sources that
burn fuels. 

Susceptibility 
to respiratory
infections, 
irritation of the
lung and
respiratory 
symptoms (e.g.,
cough, chest
pain, difficulty
breathing). 

Contribute to
the formation
of smog, acid
rain, water
quality 
deterioration, 
global 
warming, and
visibility 
impairment. 

Ozone 
(O3) 

Gaseous 
pollutant 
when it is
formed in the
troposphere. 

Vehicle exhaust
and certain
other fumes. 
Formed from
other air
pollutants in the
presence of
sunlight. 

Eye and throat
irritation, 
coughing, 
respiratory 
tract problems,
asthma, lung
damage. 

Plant and
ecosystem 
damage. 
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Lead (Pb) Metallic 
element 

Metal refineries,
lead smelters,
battery 
manufacturers, 
iron and steel
producers. 

Anemia, high
blood pressure,
brain and
kidney damage,
neurological 
disorders, 
cancer, lowered
IQ. 

Affects 
animals and
plants, affects
aquatic 
ecosystems. 

Particulate 
Matter 
(PM) 

Very small
particles of
soot, dust, or
other matter,
including tiny
droplets of
liquids. 

Diesel engines,
power plants,
industries, 
windblown 
dust, wood
stoves. 

Eye irritation,
asthma, 
bronchitis, lung
damage, 
cancer, heavy
metal 
poisoning, 
cardiovascular 
effects. 

Visibility 
impairment, 
atmospheric 
deposition, 
aesthetic 
damage. 

 

 

Chapter 4 (b): Role of oxygen in our blood. 

 

When the blood is cleansed, it has oxygen. When it is dirty, it has more waste or carbon dioxide 

Do we have 'Dirty Blood?' 

Skin condition that are frequently misdiagnosed as eczema, dermatitis, dry, flaking skin, or patch of red, 
itchy skin that either appears and disappears or moves around the body, place to place.  
The reason why the skin is so involved in this condition is that the blood cells aren't able to unload their 
poisons and toxins via the kidneys, so they go to the next best eliminative organ: our skin! Yes, our skin, 
which has millions of pores or openings, breathes. When we perspire, our body is "breathing" and 
eliminating excess water, toxins or poisons via those pores.  
So, if the kidney tubules aren't creating osmosis to take the load off these laboring red blood cells, they then 
try and dump their load on the doorstep of the next eliminative outlet: the skin. This is why the skin will 
begin to get dry, itchy, flaking, red, swollen, oozing lymph fluid which is yellow or crusted, in order to try 
and "clean off" the red blood cells so they can carry a maximum amount of oxygen. 

 
Headaches are frequently a spin-off and symptom of dirty blood. It can be a migraine headache or just a 
common old aching type that comes and goes; for seemingly no reason. Even if you take aspirin, and you 
make the pain go away, it does not mean that you've cured the root cause of all these headaches: which is to 
clean the tubules of the kidneys. As long as the kidneys aren't cleaned up, you will always have headaches 
that come and go.  
The brain isn't receiving enough oxygen from these red blood cells, and it's getting "bathed" with dirty red 
blood cells which are loaded down like a toxic waste dump--so, it's no wonder your head starts aching! 

 
Low-grade Fevers that come and go. Whenever the body raises its own internal temperature, it is trying to 
burn out and destroy an invader or attacker. Usually, it's an invading bacteria or virus. However, if your 
blood is dirty, it will raise the temperature a degree or so, trying to "burn out" and destroy this waste 
material. It doesn't, but it's one of the things the body can do to answer the call to get rid of the toxic waste 
dump being carried inside you.  
The result of this symptom is that if you go to the allopathic doctor, he or she will assume you have a 
bacteria or virus present in your body and prescribe antibiotics to get rid of it. So, when you're on the ten-
day cycle of antibiotics, your "grade fever" goes away, but as soon as you get off the antibiotics, guess what? 
Yes, the grade fever comes back. Oh, it's not there every day, but it may show up from time to time, with no 
periodicity or cycle evident. 
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"Most humans will not face the realities of life … they live in a 
dream world. When you tell the average sick person that all their 
physical troubles are due to a “dirty, filthy bloodstream,” caused by 
an unhealthy diet and lifestyle, often they are sensitive and insulted. 
They want all the modern tests and a specific diagnosis. Then they 
want a special name and then treatment given to their physical 
trouble. But they still want to smoke, drink alcoholic beverages, tea, 
coffee, soft and cola drinks and continue eating lifeless, 
demineralized, devitaminized, refined, bleached, dead foods filled 
with harmful, lifeless calories! They want their doctor to instantly 
banish their aches and pains! How can their physical troubles 
vanish when the indvidual keeps breaking important health laws?"   

After about two or three trips to your allopathic doctor, they may draw blood from you to see what in the 
world is going on. When they do, often, there will be an elevated or higher white blood count which to 
them, verifies bacteria or virus still active and in your body. Cases where the white blood count was so high 
the person was diagnosed as pre-leukemic! Imagine the terror this person experienced when her doctor 
told her that?  

When examined, she had Neptune in Libra conjunct her Ascendant with three hard aspects, "Bottom line 
is, you have dirty blood and this is what is the root cause of your high white blood count." to clean out her 
kidneys. She did that and there's a happy ending to this true story: her white blood count went back to 
normal and she no longer had grade fevers--nor was she pre-Leukemic. She's fine and in the pink of health. 

 
Allergies. All kinds; you name it, can occur. Why? Because as more and more of the red blood cells labor 
with their toxic waste dump load that they can off put via the kidneys, the immune system within the body 
hits the four alarm and goes into major action. It will create more white blood cells, which are the soldiers 
that protect us from outside attack by bacteria and viruses. If, after awhile the white blood cells don't do 
their job--and they can't--then the immune system, over several years time, becomes suppressed.  
When the immune system becomes depressed, that means it can't operate at its highest peak function, 
which is to protect us from any invaders from the external world around us. As the immune system begins 
to crumble, we suddenly, for no reason, become allergic to something in our environment. It could be 
anything: ragweed, dust, mold, pollen, cat hair or whatever--the source doesn't really matter. What matters 
is that allergies are a signal that your immune system is eroding and this isn't good because in the long-run, 
it leaves you open for all kinds of problems later: such as more frequent colds, flu or other more deadly 
forms of bacteria and viruses which are now floating around in our atmosphere and environment. Your 
immune system, which is your main line of defense, your warrior with a shield, has been stripped of its 
protective powers and is leaving you wide open to all these other risks. 

Forgetfulness and other mental signs of deterioration. When the red blood cells cannot carry a major load 
of oxygen, which they were designed to do, then the brain does not receive it's necessary levels of oxygen, 
either, in order to operate at maximum efficiency.  
The result is lapses of memory, forgetfulness and the beginning of making lists to remember what you 
forgot! If your memory is eroding for no reason, then consider the above. 

 
Dr. Eileen Nauman, DHM, DIHom (United Kingdom) Homeopathic practitioner. Dr Nauman is a 
published Author and is Adjunct Professor, Wholistic Medicine  

Life, actual LIFE, is in the blood. No; blood is not merely the conduit of nutrients to keep the body alive; 
but the blood, -itself-, is-and-contains LIFE 

Humans can't live without blood. Without blood, the body's organs couldn't get the oxygen and nutrients 
they need to survive, we couldn't keep warm or cool off, fight infections, or get rid of our own waste 
products. Without enough blood, we'd weaken and die 

Ancient peoples would have noted this. Blood would come to be viewed as the life force, or as a fluid that 
contains the life force. Early religions, including Judaism, assigned magical power to animal and human 
blood. 
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1.Arteries carry oxygenated blood (blood that has received oxygen 
from the lungs) from the heart to the rest of the body. 
2.Blood then travels through veins back to the heart and lungs, where 
it receives more oxygen. 
As the heart beats, you can feel blood traveling through the body at 
pulse points — like the neck and the wrist — where large, blood-filled 
arteries run close to the surface of the skin. 

The blood that flows through this network of veins and arteries is 
whole blood, which contains three types of blood cells: 

1.red blood cells (RBCs) 
2.white blood cells (WBCs) 
3.platelets 

Nutrients in the Blood 
Blood contains other important substances, such as nutrients from food that has been processed by the 
digestive system. Blood also carries hormones released by the endocrine glands and carries them to the 
body parts that need them. 

 

Blood is essential for good health because the body depends on a steady supply of fuel and oxygen to reach 
its billions of cells. Even the heart couldn't survive without blood flowing through the vessels that bring 
nourishment to its muscular walls. 

Blood also carries carbon dioxide and other waste materials to the lungs, kidneys, and digestive system to 
be removed from the body. 

The blood is one of the most important substances in the body. The blood sustains the vital activities and it 
nourishes the body. Therefore, it keeps the function of the tissues, organs and circulation pathway in good 
order. 

When the blood is cleansed, it has oxygen. When it is dirty, it has more waste or carbon dioxide. The 
condition of the blood will determine the function and the condition of the organs. The heart, the spleen, 
the lungs, the liver, the skin, the muscles, all depends on the blood. Poor circulation will hinder the 
function of the organs and the health of the organs. 

Nutrients from our "food" are digested by the spleen and the stomach. Then it is transported to the heart 
and lungs where it is turned into red blood cells. Then it is sent to the kidneys; the kidney makes bone 
marrow. The bone marrow makes blood. 

Leukemia Cancer News - Blood Cancers 

Pylons 'may be a leukaemia risk' 

The high voltage power lines Living too close to overhead power lines appears to 
increase the risk of childhood leukaemia, researchers say.  
A major study found children who had lived within 200m of high voltage lines at 
birth had a 70% higher risk of leukaemia than those 600m or more away. 

The latest study was carried out by Dr Gerald Draper and colleagues from the 
Childhood Cancer Research Group at Oxford University and Dr John Swanson, a 
scientific adviser at National Grid Transco. 

It looked at more than 29,000 children with cancer, including 9,700 with leukaemia, 
born between 1962 and 1995, and a control group of healthy youngsters in England 
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and Wales. 

The researchers measured the distance from children's home addresses at birth from 
the nearest high voltage power line. 

They found that 64 children with leukaemia lived within 200 metres of the line, while 
258 lived between 200-600 metres away. 

 Test your Enviroment 

 

Now there is scientific proof that "dirty, sticky blood" is the main reason for severe clotting of our blood 
and we now know for sure, it is this clotting of our blood that can lead to heart attacks and strokes. 

It was reported to the world fifteen years ago that it was "dirty blood" in the arteries that was the main 
reason for more heart attacks, strokes, high blood, sugar and poor circulation. 

Smoking though as we all know is an incredibly dangerous habit that 
leads to emphezema, lung cancer, diminished lung capacity and a lot of 
health problems that are directly related to the poor air flow and dirty 
blood that you will get from smoking. 

Give up Smoking 

Kidneys are one of our major filtration systems--sort of like a sewage plant operation work for the filtration 
of toxins and poisons from our body. 

 
 
Chapter 5: Water Energy, Our Own Water of Life 

 

Water energy the most powerful energy among all energes. This is the only substance which is available in 
all three forms, solid, liquid and gas. We have 70% of water in our body. Nature has 70% of water on earth. 
We need to drink purest form of water to eliminate our toxins. 

We have 4 different sources of pure drinking water. 

1. All machine distilled waters [distillers and solar distillers] 
2. All sky distilled waters [rain, mist, snow, dew and fog] 
3. All body distilled waters [saliva, plasma, urine and breast milk] 
4. All plant distilled waters [raw fruit and vegetable juices] 

 

All above 4 forms of water do not contains any inorganic minerals. Our Body needs only organic minerals 
and tree or plants need inorganic minerals to provide fruits and vegetables which contain orgainic 
minerals. 

But in this modern world Rain water and Dew water are polluted due to high pollution so we have only 3 
options for pure water that are raw Fruits or vegitables juice, Distilled water made from machine with 0 
PPM and our own water (Urine), Urine produced & filtered by the world's most advance filter plant that 
is Kidney that is why it is called by many names by many people around the world like, kidney milk, 
Vitamine Pee, Shivambu, water of life, Amroli, Golden Fountain are few of them. 

 

Beside Oxygen, water is the most essential element of the life. This precious fluid is so important for our 
bodies that we can only live couple of days without water. The state of helath of a person is greatly 
influenced by the amount of water ingested every day.  We risk developing many disesase when we drink 
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less water than we require every day. We need to recognize how much water we need to drink to prevent 
partial or chronic dehydration. 

No one die of less drinking of water every day but this causes the partial or chronic dehydration which 
affects the poor circulation and accumulation of waste internally and promote cancer, heart disease, gout 
hypertension, varicoses- veins, hemorrhoids, allergies, paralyzed kidneys and many more. It also thinkens 
the blood, it compromises the delivery of oxygen, water the nutrients to the cells of the body accelerating 
the aging process. Partial-dehyderation also thickens the cell’s waste making it difficult for the lymphatic 
system to collect, process and eliminate the cellur excrements. A sluggish flow of lymphatic fluid causes 
stagnation of wate in the glands and nodes throughout the body which is one of the major factors that 
causes cancer. That is the reason why cancer always manifests in or around the glands or the nodes of the 
lymphatic system. 

The risk of developing these problems is even higher when a partially-dehydrated person is taking 
antibiotics, steroids, allergy mediciations or a combination of these drugs and forget to drink the water they 
lose because of medication. 

Our body requires 75 ml to 250ml of water for each bowel movement. If we do not provide enough water 
for bowel movement when we wake up, the body will extract it from the waste accumulated in the colon. 
The water extracted from the excrements is very toxic and that causes auto – intoxication, a silent killer.  

Make a habit of drinking a large cup of hot or room temperature water when we wake up but before going 
to the bathroom and at night before going to sleep. It will reduce the risk of colon and prostate cancer in 
men and cervical, ovarian and colon cancer in women. These problems are caused by the stagnation of 
excrements in the rectum and descending colon. Then these organs become an incubator for very harmful 
bacteria and malignant parasites that atrophy the rectum and descending colon. The stagnated waste also 
affects the reproductive organs since they are only a thin membrane away. 

Dehydration is perhaps the most harmful of all the conditions we could ever develop. Most of the diseases 
that afflict human beings are directly related to bad water drinking habits. 

How much water we need to drink? 

Medical authorities tell us to drink 8 glasses or 2 liters of water a day. But that is not the right judgement of 
our body’s need for water. Each individual should drink enough water to replace what the body loses every 
2 to 4 hours or what body requires to eliminate the waste generated every 2 to 4 hours of mental or 
physical activity. The amount of water we personally need can be determined by analyzing the colour and 
smell of our own urine every time we urinate. We must get used to monitoring proper hydration by looking 
at morning urine is a glass so that we can compensate for it immediately.  

“Urine is a sample of what is flowing through your veins and repulsive 
urine should be a motivation to improve the internal conditions, 
rather than an excuse for not using Uropathy”  -----------Ernie Glam 
 
If your urine is dark yellow or deep redish colour and pungent, you are definitely dehydrated, you need to 
drink a liter of water within one hour or so to flush out the excess waste and to reestablish the ideal 
consistency of the blood flowing through your arteries and veins. If your urine looks like water and no 
smell, you need to reduce the amount of water you drinking, unless you have a salt deficiency. 

It is important to keep in mind that taking B complex vitamins and other supplements stain the urine 
therefore you have to take that into consideration when analyzing the urine to determine your water intake. 

If you urinate soon after drinking water, you have a low level of electrolytes in the blood and you should 
add a pinch of sea salt to the water before drinking it. Sea salt contains potassium, iodine 60 to 80 other 
minerals that are required to live healthy. 

Many people fail to realize that when they have a salt deficiency they could be dehydrated even though they 
are drinking a lot of water. The bloodstream requires a certain amount of salt ingredients or electrolytes 
that are necessary for the electrical signals to travel to and from brain and body cells. When you do not eat 
enough salt, the level of electrolytes in the body drops too low then you drink water and the kidney removes 
it to maintain the ideal consistency of your blood. So when you urinate about half an hour after drining 
water or any other liquids the level of electrolytes is close to normal and when you urge to urinate while 
drinking or immediately after drinking any liquid, you have a salt deficiency and need to eat a pinch of sea 
salt every day in addition to what you ae currently consuming. 

The world’s best home – remedy ever is to drink “a “cup of hot water and 2 grams of sea salt”every morning 
or whenever you have:  
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Constipation 
Cold, Phelgum 
Stomach pain 
Heart burn 
Acis indigestion 
Morning sickness 
Vomiting 
Diarrhea 
Intestinal gas 
Bloating 
Influenza 
Hepatitis 
Low immunity. 
  
Distilled water 

Distilled water is steam-distilled water. Distilled water is water which has been heated to the boiling point 
so that impurities are separated from the water, which itself becomes vapor or steam. Steam is then 
condensed back into pure liquid form. The impurities remain as residue in the steam kettle (to be 
periodically removed). This distillation system removes waterborne biological contaminants such as 
bacteria, parasites and viruses, organic and inorganic chemicals, heavy metals, volatile gasses, cysts, and 
other contaminants. Pure water contains no solids, minerals, or trace elements. It is clean, natural, and 
healthy. Steam distilled water is the standard by which all other waters are measured. 

THIS IS REALLY IMPORTANT, LIFE CHANGING INFORMATION.. 
Pure water - or new distilled water is our natural beverage and is wise to drink for several reasons... 4- 6 
litres a day.. 
ONE because water holds memory impressions and newly created water has no memory yet within it, so we 
are not taking darkness into our bodies through our fluid intake... 

TWO when our bodies are flooded with the RIVER OF LIFE flowing through us, light permeates every cell 
so gradually releasing all that is dark from with our bodies... 

and THREE because distilled water alkalises the body ... Distilled water is magnetically charged with 
negative ions so within the body it attracts; latches on to then pulls out anything which has a positive 
charge with the effect of cleansing the body.... 

......and just to be clear - anything with a positive ionic charge has a toxic effect within the body .... 

  

Humans are the only animals that contaminate their water before drink. We are not satisfied with pure 
drinking water. We make it bitter, sweet & acid: coffee, tea, beer, liquor, chemical color, chemical or 
synthetic (carcinogenic) sugar, artificial flavor & color, diet soft drink, carbonate drink  
We only need pure  plain or hot water, Alternative is fruit or vegetable juice. Humans are most intelligent 
animal & prepare delicious food & drinks yet they are the most sufferers from 1000s of diseases. 

There are few things you should become aware of about the Water You Drink 

• Level of Pollution 
• Alkaline or Acid 
• Level of Inorganic minerals 
• Its Oxygen content 
• Parasites 

  

What is in that water that you just drank? Is it just hydrogen and oxygen atoms? Is it healthy for drinking? 
All water is of a certain "quality" (and you can't tell by just looking), but what does "water quality" really 
mean? Water quality can be thought of as a measure of the suitability of water for a particular use based on 
selected physical, chemical, and biological characteristics. 
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Chapter 5 (a): About Urine therapy: 

Our own Urine is the best purest form of water or distilled water that we can drink to eliminate of toxins, as 
it is filtered by the worlds most advance filtration plant that is our kidney. 

Keeping yourself fit by self urine is called Urine therapy, this therapy is called by many names in 
different countries like Auto Urine Therapy, auto-immune therapy, urotherapy, urinotherapy, uropathy, 
intrinsic medicine, or simply "UT," in India as "amaroli" (the practice itself) and "Shivambu" (urine, the 
"water of Shiva") this is the oldest Indian Therapy now used worldwide. 

 The idea that urine is a poisonous waste product is not based on fact. It has been scientifically proven that, 
besides water, urine consists mainly of minerals, hormones and enzymes which are not harmful to the 
body. The body can recycle many of these substances. Urine is simply a nourishing liquid that is filtered out 
of the bloodstream. What at one moment was part of the blood can be found in urine a split second later. 
Certain substances are then filtered by the kidneys and secreted as raw materials, which can be directly 
absorbed by the body upon renewed intake by way of drinking or massaging. The kidneys filter hundreds of 
liters of blood per day. The greatest part of the filtered urine is directly reabsorbed into the blood. The 
kidneys are not intended to remove poisonous substances from the body – the liver, intestines, skin and 
exhalation take care of this 

"The World's Oldest Medicine : Self Urine" 
Urine therapy is the most primitive, original and simple form of medicine. Although this natural healing 
method is still widely used in India, urine therapy is not only an Eastern tradition. In fact the use of urine 
as medicine in one form or another can be found in many traditions of people or tribes which are still living 
in close vicinity of nature. Gypsies and Eskimos still use urine as medicine. Eskimo women often use urine 
as shampoo; it gives hair extra life and a beautiful shine. 
Doctors in ancient Greece reportedly used urine for healing wounds. In book 28 of his Naturalis Historia 
(Natural History), the Roman author C. Plinius Secundus discusses the medicinal use of urine in the 
treatment of wounds, dog and snake bites, skin diseases, eye infections, burns and scars. 
Urine was used in ancient Rome for washing and dying textiles. Urine was centrally collected by so-called 
laundries, as it is an excellent detergent and cleanser. Urine has also been used in the textile industry in 
Northern Europe, particularly as detergent. It is actually quite logical that urine was used in the laundering 
industry. Chemical research has demonstrated that when urine (particularly the ammonia found in urine) 
is mixed with fat, a white soap is spontaneously created. This partly explains why urine is so effective in 
keeping skin and hair clean and healthy, without the use of soap or shampoo. 
 
  
 
Chapter 5 (b): 20th Century Developments of Urine Therapy 
 
 
Professor Jean Rostand, which discusses the biological importance of hormones and the fact that these can 
be found in large quantities in human urine. A passage from this article reads as follows: 
 
"A recent discovery regarding the activity of hormones has completely revolutionized their study viz, that 
certain of them filter through the kidney to pass out in the urine. Multiple hypohysical hormones, the 
hormones of the adrenal and hormones of the sexual glands, have been found in normal urine The 
discovery of hormone-urinology has had far-reaching consequences. Urine provides a practically unlimited 
quantity of basic matter. From the therapeutic point of view it is possible to envisage the use of these 
human hormones as apparently capable of exercising great power over the human organism". (From: The 
Water of life, J.W.Armstrong, Health Science Press, London 1971, P.15.) 
 
Dr. T. Wilson Deachman, another scholar from the beginning of this century, recognized the enormous 
value of urine and the intelligence of the body as a self-healing organism. Apparently other doctors did not 
listen to him. This is what he wrote about urine: 
 
"As the urine content varies according to the pathological state of the patient, its use is indicated in all 
forms of disease except those caused by traumatism (broken limbs) or those that are of a mechanical 
nature. It saves the physician from the mistake that is made in selecting the indicated remedy from three 
thousand drugs or more. What cannot be cured by the forces of the body cannot be cured by the forces 
outside the body" (From: The Water of Life, J.W.Armstrong , Health Science Press, London 1971, P. 156) 
 
Armstrong quotes another fragment, a report from Doctors, Disease and Health by Cyril Scott about a 
certain Mr. Baxter, who was Armstrong's patient for a short period of time: 
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" Mr. Baxter, who lived to a ripe old age, declaring that he had cured himself of a cancerous growth by 
applying his own urine in the form of compresses, and by drinking his own urine neat. He further declared 
that he had cured himself of other complaints by these simple means. Mr. Baxter contended that urine is 
the finest antiseptic that exists, and, having made this discovery, he formed the daily habit of drinking 
three tumblers full as a prophylatic against disease. He maintained that if autogenous urine is taken in this 
way, the more innocuous it becomes. He applied it to his eyes as a strengthening lotion, and used it, after 
shaving for his complexion. He also advocated its external use for wounds, swellings, boils, etc. (From: The 
Water of life, J.W.Armstrong, Health Science press, London 1971) 
 
Although Armstrong must have been quite pleased with this handful of quotations from scholars, he 
realized that the powerful medical world entertained other ideas. Even so, he was exceptionally persistent 
in his conviction and enthusiasm concerning urine therapy, probably because through urine therapy, he 
cured himself of tuberculosis, which had been declared incurable. 
 
Armstrong began urine therapy after a long and agonizing journey in which doctor after doctor proved 
unable to cure him of his symptoms. On the contrary, his condition only worsened. He decided to try urine 
therapy for two reasons. First of all, a quotation from the Bible stimulated his curiosity. Drink water from 
your own cistern. Flowing water from your own well. (The book of proverbs 5:15) secondly, he had 
childhood memories of his mother smearing urine on his face which was swollen from a bee sting and of 
his grandfather treating animals with urine. 
 
Armstrong is unclear as to whether this quotation from the Bible should be interpreted as he has. But he 
does claim it to be source of inspiration for his beginning a forty-five day fast based exclusively on urine 
and water. He combined this fast with massaging urine on to his skin, based upon what he found in 
another passage in the Bible, the Gospel of Matthew 6:17-18: H"But when you fast, anoint your head and 
wash your face,.." He found that fasting was much easier and more pleasant if he also massaged himself 
with (old) urine. 
 
After his own successful experience, Armstrong treated hundreds of people with urine therapy. Only after a 
number of years, and at the explicit request of those he had treated, did he write a book about his own 
experiences and knowledge. This is the previously mentioned and praised book "The Water of life". This 
book was and continues to be a great source of inspiration for everyone who works with urine therapy, both 
in the West and in the East. 
 
As mentioned above, Armstrong realized all too. Well that his message was not in keeping with the 
prevailing scientific dogma. Unfortunately, his worthwhile results did not stimulate other doctors in 
England to delve into this subject. 
 
Nonetheless, in other countries several attempts have been made by doctors to bring urine treatments to a 
scientific level. They worked with urine injections, which were first performed with the invention of the 
hypodermic needle and syringe. This method was applied in Europe as well as in the United states which is 
apparent from The physiological Memoirs of Surgeon-General Hammond, U.S. Army (1863) in which 
reference is made to this method. These days few doctors give urine injections. They specifically consider 
urine injections to be a worthwhile method of treating illnesses related to allergies. This application of 
urine therapy was recently highlighted on a German commercial television broadcasting station in which 
several people with allergies were shown injecting themselves with urine. 
 
The medical interest in urine and its components increased around the beginning of this century, 
particularly in Germany. Experiments were conducted on injecting urine and the results were positive. 
 
The German physician Dr. Herz was an enthusiastic proponent of this method and, in 1930, he wrote a 
book reporting his experiences (Die Eigenharnbehandlung, Auto-Urine Treatment) 
 
Although scientists and clinics were initially interested in his work, his research came to a halt, since the 
German government at the time tightened the reins on scientific research. Even so a number of doctors 
kept practicing this therapy. 
 
In the 1940's, doctors in German gave urine-enemas to children exposed to measles or smallpox. Those 
treated with urine-enemas came down with a milder form of these illnesses. The German physician Dr. 
Martin Krebs wrote Der menschliche Harnals Heilmittel (Human Urine as Medicine) a book about the 
application and results of urine therapy with children. Martin Krebs was a fervent follower of Dr. Herz. 
 
In 1965, Dr. Edam from Germany recommended urine therapy as the most effective treatment for morning 
sickness during pregnancy, and advised the larger university hospitals to try this method instead of the 
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frequent use of medication. He maintained that no side effects had been diagnosed, and he hoped more 
doctors would take an interest in this therapy. 
 
Scientists also began to research the effectiveness of the separate components of urine. Hundreds of 
research reports have been published on the component urea, apart from water the main component of 
urine. 
 
Research has been conducted into the possible medicinal effects of urine's individual components, such as 
the hormone specimens obtained from pregnant women's urine. Under the motto 'mothers for mother's, 
urine is collected from pregnant women and processed into a hormone product for those women who have 
difficulty getting pregnant. Another preparation is also made as a side product from this urine and is used 
for slimming cures. 
 
Below are two examples of the results of scientific research on urine substances which have a proven 
curative effect in the case of cancer. The discovery of these kind of substances in urine helps to bring onto a 
more scientific level the understanding of the positive effects of urine therapy in treating cancer. 
 
In the 1960s the Nobel Prize winner Albert Szent-Gyorgi (who also discovered vitamin C) isolated a 
substance in urine called 3-methyl glyoxal. It has subsequently been proven that this substance destroys 
cancer cells. 
 
A certain Dr. S. Burzynski isolated a peptide component in human urine called Antineoplaston. It is now 
that this substance selectively combats the growth of cancer cells without fighting the growth of normal 
cells.  
 
Many substances with anti-cancer effect have since been discovered in urine, It has been discovered that 
the substance laetrile (also referred to as vitamin B17) is extremely effective in the treatment of cancer. 
Although it was initially not known how this substance could be produced it was subsequently discovered 
that when goats were fed almonds and apricot pips, they produced a usable does of laetrile in their urine. 
The following fragment states that human beings are also considered capable of producing such doses of 
laetrile: 
 
"Also we as human beings produce a small amount of laetrile when consuming apricots pips and (almond 
pits) For thousands of years, in very old traditions of medicine, cancer patients have been treated with 
urine. For use it might be interesting to see what happens when we would replace salted and roasted 
peanuts, not at all a healthy source of nutrittion, with the pips from almonds and apricots"  
(From: Pleidooi voor Biologische Kankerbestrijding,  
P.H.W.A.M. van de Veer, p. 60) 
A short time ago it was discovered that foetuses in the women use their amniotic fluid in order to develop 
their lungs. The foetus literally breathes this fluid into its lungs and without this fluid the lungs cannot 
develop properly. The foetus's urine is the most important component of amniotic fluid. It has also been 
discovered that surgery carried out in the womb does not leave a scar. The amniotic fluid, and specifically 
the urea in it, in which the foetus floats ensures a perfect healing of every wound within the womb. 
 
In the book The Heart of Healing, the author William poole describes how remarkably well the scars of 
foetuse which are operated upon are healed: as if nothing had happened, whereas after birth, the same 
operations would have left big scars that would never completely disappear. Doctors were very surprised to 
discover this and, according to poole, they are trying to find out the reason behind it as they are looking for 
a method to help heal post operative scars on adults. Hopefully, some time in the future, they will discover 
the very simple method of using the patients urine for this purpose! People who are familiar with urine 
therapy know from their own experience how extremely effective just a cloth soaked in urine and placed on 
a wound can be in healing this wound. 
 
In spite of all these data, the medical world has not as yet taken the step forward to research urine and its 
effects as a complete entity, even though the beneficial use of many of the components of urine is already 
acknowledged and exploited. 
 
For example 'Enzymes of America', an American company, has developed a special filter which collects the 
proteins found in male urine in the 10,000 portable toilets owned by its subsidiary firm, Porta John. Urine 
contains small amounts of proteins produced by the body, a number of which are medically very important, 
such as growth hormones and insulin. There is an annual market of 500 million dollars for these types of 
substances, which are usually produced by extremely complicated and expensive methods, such as cell 
cloning. The company is working on bringing its first important product, Urokinase, on the market. 
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Urokinase is an enzyme which dissolves blood clots and is used in treating heart attack victim. The 
company has contracts for supplying this enzyme to several prominent pharmaceutical companies. 
 
This method was more or less copied from the Chinese. In the Shanghai, urine is collected in large basins in 
the public toilets. The city government then sells the urine to the pharmaceutical companies who extract 
Urokinase, among other thing from this urine. This is exported and sold as medicine all over the world. 
 
 
Chapter 5 ( c ): Recent Research, Practice and Literature 
 
In the past few years, some people from within the medicial world have shown an increased interest in 
urine therapy, particularly doctors who specialize in natural medicine and its principles. 
 
In 1991, Dr. Johann Abele wrote a revised version of the book previously written by Dr. Herz, published 
under the same title (Die Eigenharnbehandlung: nach Dr. med. Kurt Herz; Erfahurugen and 
Beobachtungen) Abele's book however contains only part of the preface from the original book and 
discusses in a scientific manner the verious applications of urine therapy particularly in the form of urine 
injections. Dr. Abele realises that there is no scientific proof for the effects of urine therapy, but still 
seriously recommends this therapy to the medical world. 
 
'Although a lot of research in the field of Auro-Urine therapy was done before the Second World War and 
well known researchers were reported to have excellent results with it, it will surprise any unbiased 
observer that after 1945 this therapy like many other empirical systems of natural medicine- disappeared 
and was no longer openly subject to research and discussion. It has since only been preserved and 
developed by those who work outside the field of orthodox medicine. 
 
During this modern era when pure physics and mathematics have entered into areas where science and 
religion -once strong enemies - can meet each other, it can no longer be tolerated that people dismiss such 
an interesting method of folk medicine by just saying that it must be a remain of the magical, dirt practise 
used by uncivilised tribes An ineffective therapy does not survie hundreds of years in the consciousness of 
people! The astounding results which therapists who work with this auto-urine-method have over and over 
again should bring them as well as others to use this therapy for otherwise incurable disease even though 
so far no explanation for its effectiveness has been given. For the most important task of a doctor should 
be, even when in opposition to public opinion and customs, to use any therapy which promises results in 
accordance with an old saying  
WHO HEALS IS RIGHT  
(From : Die Eigenharnbehandlung : nach Dr. med. Kurt Herz; Erfahrungen und Beobachtungen, Sr. med. 
Johann Abele, 8, verbesserte Auflage, Karl F. Haug Heidelberg, 1991, P. 17-72) 
 
 
Besides the previously mentioned book by Carmen Thomas, another book was published in 1993 in 
Germany on urine therapy entitled Die Heilkraft der Eigenharntherapie (The Healing power of urine 
Therapy) written by Ingeborg Allmann, a former pharmacist. As with many other people who started to 
work with urine therapy, it was a personal health crisis which brought her into contact with this method of 
healing. Ingeborg Allmann suffered from severe allergic asthma, and allopathic medicine of fered little 
relief. After some time, she developed an aversion to all chemical products, the former source of her 
income. In a complete turnaround, she turned to natural medicine, including urine therapy. Ultimately, 
Allmann wrote a book about her experiences in which she discusses urine therapy as well as a number of 
general principles of holistic therapies. 
 
"More than any other method, urine therapy represents the principles of natural medicine, according to 
which one should not passively depend on being healed, but should instead heal oneself actively. 
 
One's own urine is a specific medicine for anyone who is ill- it is made for him or her personally and is just 
right for what he or she needs at the present moment-because it changes its composition all the time. 
 
It is not only something that cures, but it also sustains health when taken as a preventative. 
 
Taken energetically, one could consider urine to be an exact hologram of both healthy as well as diseased 
body fluids. All information from the body fluids is collected and stored in the urine. 
 
Since everyone has to learn to take responsibility for their own health over and over again - do you 
normally give your highest good so easily in the hands of others? Anyway, urine therapy will help you in a 
very simple way to take that responsibility with your own hands. 
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(From: Die Heilkraft der Eigenharn-Therapie, Ingeborg Allmann, Verlag Dr. Karl Hohn KC, Biberach 1993, 
P.5-6) 
 
Allmann emphasises the importance of fasting particularly during chronic illnesses. She also explains how 
urine can be injected, and describes another method in which urine and blood are mixed. A few drops of 
this mixture should then be ingested orally on a regular basis. This shows the versatility of the different 
methods of application of urine therapy, although, according to Allmann drinking and specifically fasting is 
the most simple and effective way. 
 
Allmann discusses the kidneys as a source of primal energy which is essential for the body. The kidneys are 
vital organs which play an extremely important role in the balance of the whole organism and the 
functioning of other organs. According to Allmann, urine therapy is an excellent way to restore and 
stimulate this primal energy. 
 
"Since one's own urine is the best medicine for the kidneys that we could imagine, all diseases which are 
caused by under -or non-functioning of this organ can be cured in this way, i.e. via the kidneys. 
 
It is clear for any holistic health practitioner that all cycles within the body are interconnected, and this 
means that the healing of one of those cycles will have a positive effect on the others"  
(From: Die Heilkraft der Eigenharn-Therapie, Ingeborg Allmann, Verlag Dr. Karl Hohn KC,Biberach 1993, 
P.24.) 
 
Allmann extensively describes the role of the pH- value and how important the acid-alkaline percentage is 
for our body and health. She also gives an overview of the diversity of illnesses on which urine therapy has 
had positive results. Both Allmann and Abele state that candidiasis (a frequently occurring stubborn fungal 
infection) can be completely cured by a three-week urine fast. Allmann (a pharmacist) also outlines the 
chemical composition of urine. 
 
In his book Die Apotheke in uns; Behandlung mit Eigenharn -eine bewahrte Naturheilmethode (The 
pharmacy Within Ourselves; Treatment with Auto-Urine -A Proven Natural Healing Method) the Swiss 
physician, Dr. U.E. Hasler, discusses the substance found in urine even more extensively. Hasler tells how 
shortly after World War II, he first heard of urine therapy. Urine was often used at the front, for lack of 
other medication and as disinfectant for surgery instruments. His interest was rekindled much later when 
he heard the story of a doctor from Russia Apparently, this doctor treated many people from far and wide, 
and was able to alleviate or completely cure illnesses with nothing else than urine therapy, while other 
methods up untill then had failed 
 
Hasler wanted to know more about urine therapy, and asked Mantak Chia, an Eastern teacher in the field 
of holistic health and spirituality who is also well-known in the West, for more information: 
 
"I went to the teacher of the course, Mantak Chia, and asked him if he had ever heard of this reculiar 
method. Immediately his face turned into a big smile, and he pointed at himself and said "I use it myself. 
You Western doctors make a big mistake in thinking that the kidneys only discard poisonous substance 
Just look at the dung of lants. A human being is also such a plant and can benefit enormously from it" 
(From: Die Apotheke in uns; Behadlung mitt Eigenharneine bewahrte Naturheilmethode, Dr. med. U.E.  
Hasler, Karl F. Haug Verlag, Heidelberg 1994,P.9) 
 
Hasler ascribes the effect of urine therapy in part to the many effective substances found in urine. He 
illustrates this with an overview of these substances (almost twenty pages!) and their possible effects But 
Hasler does not limit himself to the medical aspects of these substance; he also discusses the 'life energy' 
found in urine. 
 
"Looking at the surprising diversity of substances found in urine makes us understand its positive effect. 
A.L. (auto-liquidum= urine, tr.) represents a living substance. This fluid is full of life and contains the life 
energy which is so important. 
 
In complementary medicine we already deal with the principle of life energy. We have inside our human 
bodies an inner healing principle it is what I call "the Healer Within" This inner doctor is very intelligent 
and wants to keep the organism healthy whenever possible -whether it is a plant 0r animal or human 
being. Independently and from within areas we are normally not aware of, he is always busy, never sleeps 
does not know Sundays nor holidays and is always there as long as the organism is alive" 
(From : Die Apotheke in uns; Behandlung mit Eigenharn eine bewahrte Naturheilmethode, Dr. med. U.E. 
Hasler, Karl F. Haug Verlag, Heidelberge 1994, P.48) 
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A few brief examples of the use of urine therapy in a number of other contries follow below. 
 
Various schools and clinic in the United States which work with natural medicine also work with urine 
therapy. The Water of Life Institute in Florida, has contributed much to the promotion of the therapy. In 
New York City, a support group currently exists for those who use urine therapy, with some 700 members, 
many of whom are suffering from AIDS. Recently a similar support group existing in West Hollywood, 
California. Some people with AIDS have already benefited greatly from this therapy. 
 
In 1994 the book Your Own perfect Medicine, written by Martha Christy, was published in the United 
States. This gives a very complete and good overview of scientific material concerning the medical value of 
urine and its substances. 
 
Urine therapy is also used extensively in an institute in England. This institute is directed by Arthur 
Lincoln Pauls, a specialist in bio-orthonomy and author of the book on urine therapy, Shivambu Kalpa. A 
Juicier example of the use of urine therapy in Engalnd is the British actress Sarah Miles. She drinks a glass 
of her own life water daily and swears that this keeps her healthy and beautiful. Urine is terrific for skin 
care, a fact already well known by the ancient Egyptians. The present-day cosmetic industry is also aware 
of this fact: if you study the ingredients of a number of skin creams and various brands of toothpaste, you 
will regularly come across urea as a significant component. 
 
Two books have recently been published in France on urine therapy. The book Amaroli suggests a list of 
names for urine therapy, including the playfyl name pipi-therapie. Besides an extensive summary of its 
practical application, Amaroli also places urine therapy within the broader perspective of modern holistic 
medicine and health concepts. One chapter discusses the transformative and (self) regenerative effect of 
drinking urine. From this perspective urine therapy is a modern way of sanctifying the body, as it 
revitalises the genetic structure on the deepest level. We see here a link to the sacred character of urine 
therapy as described by ancient traditions. 
 
Drinking urine is a good alternative wherever water is scarce. It not only satisfies the need for liquid, but 
also actually keeps the body healthy. Some time ago there was an earthquake in Egypt. A survivor was 
pulled out of the rubble in Cairo after being trapped for three days. The man had kept himself alive by, 
among other thing drinking his own urine and he was in excellent condition. Another story about a man 
who kept himself alive with his own urine for a week in a collapsed mine. At the time of his rescue, he 
looked fine and was in extraordinary health. Recently an article about an Italian athlete who was lost in the 
Sahara for ten days. Upon returning to the civilised world he told how he had drunk his own urine for lack 
of other liquids. He had kept himself alive by eating desert plants and insects and drinking his own urine. 
 
Shipwrecked people can drink their own urine to survive, although one should not wait until the body is 
almost dehyrated before doing so. Drinking urine is also a smart way to survive in situations in which water 
is unsafe to drink.  
During earthquakes and floods, water is often infected with pathogens while urine is always sterile. 
Drinking polluted water can cause serious often fatal, illnesses. Urine is a perfect alternative if drunk fresh, 
it quenches thirst without presenting any danger and is always available - any time anywhere moreover it 
will help combat possible disease. 
 
Soldiers have survived long periods in the wilderness by drinking their own urine and soldiers in the 
Foreign Legion are sometimes instructed to rub their own urine into their skin in order to build up 
resistance to illness. Soldiers sometimes also urinate into their shoes before starting on a march, as urine 
apparently helps prevent blisters. The method of using urine for (new) shoes was often applied in the past 
and even today I sometimes meet people from the older generation who still know how to get their shoes 
fitting by using this versatile fluid.  
 

 

 

Human Urine is an antidote to poisons 

  Sushrut Samhita [45 / 228] 
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Human Urine is basic, bitter and lignt. It destroys diseases of the eyes, makes the body strong, improves
digestion and destroy coughs & colds. 
- Harit (1st Chapter on Urine) 
  
 
 
  

  
Human urine destroys position, property used it gives new life, purifies blood, clears skin troubles, is sharp
in taste & contains many salts. 
 Bhawa Prakasha  
  

 

Human urine controls bile in the blood, destroys worms, cleans intestine,control cough & calms the nerves.
It is sharp in taste, destroy laziness & is an antidote to positions. 

 
-Yoga Ratnakar [Mutrashtakam V. II ]  
 

Chapter 5 (d): History 

 

Etiologically speaking Urotherapy means: Treatment utilizing our own urine . The word URO comes from 
the Greek that means urine and Therapy means treatment. The Urotherapy has always existed, is the oldest 
therapy of humanity and one of the first therapies created by God, it is older than the Chinese Medicine. 
One of the oldest therapies utilized by man and applied with wisdom by mystic and intuition. The 
Urotherapy was born in all Countries at the same time. In the Old Testament it is mentioned in Proverbs 
chapter 5 versus 15 thru 18th. These remedies are written in the oldest written book known as The 
“Gootour Schastar” from 6000 years B.C., with recopies, medications, treatments based on drinking or 
applying his or her urine. THE UROTHERAPY has always existed, it is a method commonly known as 
Urine therapy to different cultures long times past such as the Egyptian ferrous, Tibet Lamas, Greeks and 
Romans. In Mexico, the Native Indians also had valued information and knowledge in regards to this type 
of therapy. In the European Continent, they also have stories of Greek Doctors that utilized the Urine for 
healing wounds. In the book No. 28 of the encyclopedia’s NATURALIS HISTORY, (Natural History) of the 
Roman writer, C. Plínius Secundus writes about the treatment with urine in wounds for dog bites and 
snakes, as well as venomous spiders, skin diseases, along with eye infections, burns and scars. . 

INDIA HAS A SACRED BOOK 

That has existed more than 5000 years from the past, and it is called ”Writings of Damar Tandra about the 
Shivambu Kalpa (therapy of auto-urine). Hindu version from before Christ were written in Sanskrit. It is a 
description of the therapeutic systems by utilizing the Urinetherapy directed by the god Shiva to the 
goddess Parvati. Where the god Shiva describes its benefits to his wife Parvati of this precious book that 
has a very interesting content of 107 verses that speaks about what happens to the human body through the 
years when you practice the Urinetherapy. 
       And states in the book… “He whoever continues with this practice for twelve years will live as much as 
the moon and the stars and there is no danger with animals like serpents, because no poison can kill you”. 
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Your body will be liberated from aging and its destruction, and you will have the strength of 10,000 
elephants and will free the body of all illnesses” 

  

IN MANY COUNTRIES OF THE AMERICAN CONTINENT 

 As in Argentina, Peru, the natives from the mountains Serrano Andina, Mapuches in Chile and other 
communities of the Trahumaras in México, along with areas in U.S.A. continue to practice this therapy to 
this days. 

Now days in Mexico exist a valued verbal and written testimonies from people that had recommended this 
treatment for burns, such as soldiers during war time that had burns due to the gunpowder, so they applied 
their own urine to alleviate the pain. The NASA Astronauts and survivors from disasters such as 
earthquakes and shipwrecks, have saved their lives in these types cases of emergency by drinking their own 
urine. For stomach aches, wounds, along with bites from venomous animals or insects, grandmothers have 
recommended putting baby diapers on skin for the spots, and we have two books from the year’s 1514 and 
1552 that stated that native Indians used there urine for healings.  

In 1971 in the University of Medicine of Kyoto Japan, it was discovered that the antibodies in the urine 
such as “interokin”, “renina” and “prostaglandin”, are important hormones used to combat infections or 
malign tumors. 

In the Unites States, a Scientific team from Harvard University discovered several hormones from the 
Urine that are called “S.P.U”. and “interferón”, which are being released during the sleep time and re 
utilized as antibodies, anticoagulant for circulatory problems, and they act as pain relive and stimulant for 
the hormones. The melatonin is substance that helps with memory as well as other substances. The 
Urotherapy helps to improve the immunological system, which as a result brings on cures of many 
illnesses. 

In 1992 Hayashibara Institute of Chemistry in Japan, discovered during a formal study investigation that 
urine had many important substances for our health such as the one called, “Interferon” that has analgesic 
effects and is a natural antibody. 

Urine therapy in the East: therapy or way of living? 

Urine therapy has been practiced for thousands of years and has merely fallen a bit into obscurity in the 
last century. 

However much urine therapy may seem to be unorthodox and perhaps revolutionary, it does not introduce 
anything new or original. It has been known throughout the centuries both in the West and in the East. 
Especially within yoga and tantra tradition the use of urine has been kept alive. It served partially as a real 
'therapy', a method to cleanse the physical body of impurities, but also as a way to further spiritual growth. 
As such it should be considered more as a spiritual practice or lifestyle. Very illustrative in this sense are 
the following remarks: 

Swami Satyananda Saraswati states in 'Amaroli - The Way of the Yogi', the preface to the book Amaroli 
(Amaroli is the practice of ingesting ones own urine): 

The Indian history, where even much older texts describing the practice of urine therapy are available. A 
presumably 5,000-year-old document has been found which describes the practice of urine therapy in 
different respects. In this document, there are many references to herbs and medicines still used in present 
day Ayurveda. This document consists of 107 verses (slokas), is called Shivambu Kalpa Vidhi ('the method 
of drinking urine in order to rejuvenate'), and is part of a document called Damar Tantra. Shivambu 
literally means the water of Shiva, the highest god in the Indian pantheon. The name Shiva means 
auspiciousness. In India, at least among urine therapists, one often speaks of drinking Shivambu, which 
simply means drinking the water of auspiciousness. They also sometimes jokingly refer to it as 'Morarji 
Cola', as India's former prime minister Morarji Desai used to practice urine therapy. He openly advocated 
this therapy and said India would be well off when more people would use this extremely inexpensive and 
effective way of treatment. There are the verses of the Damar Tantra text, in which the god Shiva begins to 
speak with his wife Parvati about urine therapy. 

 

Chapter 5 (e):  How does it work? 

 Urine therapy means using (your own) urine externally or internally as a way to promote or maintain your 
health. 

 The first question that probably comes to mind is whether urine is not a toxic substance and how a toxic 
waste product could ever be of any benefit for your health. 
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 Well, urine is NOT a toxic waste product and this has been scientifically proven. 

 95% of urine is water, 2.5% consists of urea and the remaining 2.5% is a mixture of minerals, salt, 
hormones and enzymes. Toxic substances are being removed from the body through the liver and 
intestines, through the skin and through the out breath. 

 The main function of the kidneys is to keep the composition of the blood in optimal balance. When there is 
too much water, the kidneys will remove it. But that doesn't make water into a toxic waste product. 

 Only the substance urea can be poisonous when present in very large amounts in the blood. However, this 
is irrelevant in the practice of drinking urine, as urine is not immediately put back in the bloodstream. In 
the small amounts urea gets back into the body, it is purifying, clears up excess mucus and has a number of 
specific, very useful effects. Moreover, it has a wonderful healing and tonifying effect when applied to the 
skin. 

 You can find urea in many skin products as one of the main components- specifically in many woman 
cosmetics. 

 Furthermore, urine is entirely sterile after secretion and has an antiseptic effect. We are talking here about 
urine from the point of view of somebody who follows a reasonably healthy diet, and who does not use 
chemical drugs or allopathic medicines. Urine therapy is a method based upon the principle of 'natural 
cycles'. 

 As long as we do not interfere chemically with the body's natural cycle, the body produces urine which is 
perfectly suitable for re-cycling. If you ingest a great deal of chemical substances - and these days all kinds 
of processed food contain chemicals - part of this will end up in the urine, in which case the composition of 
the urine changes. Normally, however, urine is a healthy substance which contains healthy, harmless and 
nourishing components. 

Some natural cycles take place more quickly than others, but the cycle in general is the foundation of all 
life. If we let nature run her course, there will be no waste, and a disturbed equilibrium will always come 
back into balance. Just as we are capable of disturbing a natural equilibrium, we can also do our part in 
helping nature recover her balance. In order to support such a recovering of balance, we are equipped with 
a wonderful, natural 'house pharmacy': our own urine provides us with a swift and safe method for using 
the powers of the natural cycle. 

Over the years Urine therapy has proved to be an effective tool for healing. Most urine therapists some of 
whom have been practicing urine therapy for decades have never sought an explanation for why it works: 
their own experiences were sufficient proof for some time now however, there has been increasing interest 
in the search for a scientific explanation. This is because urine therapists believe it is important for urine 
therapy to be acknowledged as a valid method of treatment: doctor should be well informed about the 
effects of this therapy so that as many people can benefit from it. Since members of the medical world 
demand an explanation the interest in scientific research has frown. 

Another reason for this growing interest is that a number of mainstream doctors have also had positive 
experiences with urine therapy, which is reason, enough for them to investigate how, and why it works. 
This is not a recent development: in the 1930s for example the German pediatrician Martin Krebs 
successfully treated many patients with urine therapy and subsequently published the results. As a 
physician he was convinced that urine therapy was an effective method of treatment but he also realized 
that other doctors would not readily accept this fact since it conflicted with the scientific dogma which 
formed the foundation of their profession. 

In order to be able to acknowledge urine therapy as an effective method of treatment a number of doctors 
within the medical world are now interested in how it works. Discovering how it actually works however 
will not be easy. Random double blind, crossover research could be useful but is difficult to execute. 

Actually a good deal of research has already been conducted within the medical world into the composition 
of urine and its separate components. The researchers Free and Free published a report listing two 
hundred substances found in urine. They point out that these are only the most significant substances, and 
that urine probably contains thousands of components. Several substances found in urine seems to be of 
value as medication some of which have already been processed and used. 

A number of hypotheses have, however, been suggested which can serve as the basis for further scientific 
research. According to Dr. Bartnett, applying urine therapy, using self-produced urine can be considered to 
be an extension of the methods of Jenner and Pasteur. An important task of the immune system is to rid 
the human body of diseased or unusable substances that have developed during the course of an illness. 
When these substances reach healthy tissue, the serum or blood becomes stronger, the activity of 
leukocytes (white blood cells) increases, and the patient probably recovers. This phenomenon is known as 
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auto-inoculation self-vaccination and can be seen as Mother Nature's methods of healing an illness without 
external intervention. 

Urine therapy can also be seen as a form of self-vaccination: certain bodily substances which have been 
removed from the body, some of which may have been produced as a result of illness, are re-introduced 
into the body in small amounts. These substances are re-absorbed into the blood through either the 
intestines or the skin. According to this hypothesis, the immune system is then given the chance to react 
appropriately. 

The doctors Remington, Merler and Uhr have demonstrated that a particular part of urine-protein is able 
to eliminate certain pathogens. This discovery supports the assumption that urine therapy can be used to 
treat or prevent certain illnesses. 

In the early nineteenth century, Dr. Charles Ducan conducted research into therapies with self-produced 
substances, including urine therapy. He demonstrated that patients suffering from gonorrhoeic urethritis 
(infection of the urinary tube as a result of the venereal disease gonorrhoea) produce their own medication 
in the form of their own discharge. Auto - therapy was applied here by placing a drop of a patient's 
discharge directly on the tongue, in order to stimulate the body's natural powers. This method had a strong 
healing effect at every stage of the illness: If applied at an early stage it could cause the gonorrhoea to 
disappear. 

The results of Dr. William D. Linscott's research suggest that auto-therapy strengthens and stimulates the 
immune system, in particular with regard to the T-cells. The T-cell population of several patients who 
initially displayed a low T-cell count increased after treatment with urine therapy. 
Postulates of Auto Urine Therepy: 

A number of possible explanations (hypotheses) as to how and why urine therapy works are presented in 
the literature. These should not be seen as separate hypotheses but these several factors combine to give 
urine therapy its exceptional effectiveness. Here, ten hypotheses concerning the efficacy of Auto Urine 
Therapy are briefly discussed. 

1. Re-absorption and re-use of nutrients  
2. Re-absorption of hormones 
3. Re-absorption of enzymes 
4. Re-absorption of urea 
5. Immunological effect  
6. Bactericidal and virucidal effect 
7. Salt therapy 
8. Diuretic effect 
9. Transmutation theory 
10. Psychological effect 

1. Re-absorption and re-use of nutrients 

Often most nutritive substances are obtained by body in sufficient quantities from the food. By drinking or 
massaging the urine on skin, a number of vitamins, amino acids, salts, hormones, etc. readily available in 
urine are possibly re-absorbed and reused as nutrients. 

This is important especially during illness, when diseased body tissue enters the blood and must therefore 
be excreted. The filtering process in the kidneys should break down this tissue to its original materials, 
after which it can be re-used by the body to build up new tissue. 

The composition of urine changes during illness, because certain essential substances do not reach their 
intended destination and are subsequently filtered out by the kidneys. A good example of this is liver 
blockage, which can result in hepatitis (inflammation of the liver). If a blockage develops in the liver, bile 
produced by the liver cannot reach the intestinal canal, instead seeps into the blood and subsequently ends 
up in the urine, resulting in weakness and nausea. The shortage of bile in the digestive tract restricts the 
digestion of fats and proteins. Therefore rest and a diet low in fats and proteins is usually prescribed. 

However, the substance, which should digest these proteins and fats, can be found in the urine in precisely 
the correct amount. According to this theory, the application of urine therapy allows bile and other liver 
enzymes to be re-used instead of wasted. 

This is just one example of an illness in which important substances can be re-used via urine. Research 
could also be conducted for other illnesses concerning the way in which important bodily substances can be 
saved and re-used. 

2. Re -absorption of hormones: 
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As stated above, many hormones end up in the urine. The basis for this hypothesis is that we can re-
introduce these into the body by drinking or massaging with urine. 

Since the acids, pepsins and enzymes in the digestive tract harm proteins, the hormones re-absorbed into 
the body from urine when consumed orally, are mainly the small ones, which are not proteins (protein-
complexes). The sex hormones, adrenal gland hormones and thyroid hormones are almost certainly be re-
absorbed, the effects of which, need to be more closely researched. The external application of urine to the 
skin allows hormones to be re-absorbed by the body without being destroyed. Massaging with urine is 
therefore an important complementary component of urine therapy as urine is directly absorbed into the 
tissue. Enemas are also a good way to prevent destruction of certain hormones by gastric juices which, is 
why this method often helps to cure allergic disorders better. The same applies for urine injections. 

Re-absorption can be vital in two ways. Firstly certain hormones have a very specific effect during a healing 
process. For example cortico-steroids secreted by the adrenal cortex inhibit infections and have a positive 
effect in the treatment of allergies such as asthma and hay fever, skin disorders such as eczema and 
psoriasis and inflammatory illnesses such as rheumatism. Auto Urine therapy has proved to be an 
extremely effective aid in the treatment of all these illnesses, but it has not yet been demonstrated that 
these hormones play a part in the treatment. 

Secondly, re-absorption can be a means for the body to generally conserve energy. Re-ingestion of 
hormones gives the body the chance to re-use at least a number of these, so that it is not necessary to spend 
energy on manufacturing new hormones. 

Hormones are actually extremely powerful molecules, the production of which requires a great deal of 
energy. Once produced they are able to cause a complete alteration in the balance of bodily processes, the 
personality, the emotions and the state of mind, even if only a few molecules are released. So even the 
slightest re-absorption of hormones may well have a powerful effect on our state of health and level of 
energy. 

A hormone melatonin released from pineal gland is found in urine, which has a calming effect. The 
concentration of this hormone is found to be more in first sample of urine in early morning. Melatonin also 
has a powerful anti-cancer effect and anti aging property. 

It is quite possible that the sages of olden times were well aware of the hormonal effects of urine. They state 
that if a person is unable to urinate, the urine from somebody of the same sex is acceptable but not from 
somebody of the other sex. 

Although cultural and social factors could have played a part in this rule, the fact is that female urine 
contains considerably greater amounts of female hormones such as estrogen. If ingested over a long period 
of time by a man, this could have a feminizing effect. The opposite is true for a woman who ingests male 
urine. 

Some people recommend using the first urine after sexual intercourse. During the process of sexual 
stimulation certain hormones are released by the higher endocrine glands which have a regenerating and 
rejuvenating effect on the body. This applies for men as well as women. 

3. Re-absorption of enzymes: 

Urine contains many enzymes, which might explain why urine therapy is effective against arteriosclerosis, 
heart attack, hypertension, pulmonary embolism, etc. Based on research conducted on the enzyme 
Urokinase, positive results can be expected from the effects of enzymes in urine as a 'total entity'. 
Urokinase found in human urine causes vasodilation and resembles nitroglycerine in its ability to 
strengthen the bloodstream from the coronary artery to the cardiac muscle. Urokinase is extracted from 
urine and is available in market as life saving drug. There are many other enzymes found active in urine, 
but more specific information is not yet available. 

4. Re-absorption of urea: 

Besides water, urea is the main component of urine, which is an end product of converted proteins. A 
person excretes approximately an average of 25 to 30 grams of urea per day. We come in contact with urea 
at an early age, i.e. as a foetus in the womb. The level of urea in amniotic fluid, which consists for the most 
part of urine from the foetus doubles in the last two months of pregnancy. Before we are born, we drink 
about over half a liter per perday of this liquid. The foetus also breathes it in and this is essential for proper 
development of the lungs. Scars disappear after an operation on a foetus in the womb due to the healing 
capacities of the urea in the amniotic fluid. 

Once we are born, the intestinal flora start to work, which has a special role in the conversion of urea. 
Scientists estimate that 25% of the urea in an adult finds its way into the intestines, where it is decomposed 
into ammonia by intestinal bacteria. Some of this ammonia ends up in the liver where part it is converted 
into urea and another part is converted into glutamine, an extremely useful amino acid. The liver converts 
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a great deal of the ammonia, into other substances. Although ammonia is highly poisonous even in 
moderate amounts, this small amount is extremely important: it regulates the pH-value of the blood and 
has a powerful anti-viral effect. 

If it were true that the urea concentration increases the more often a person drinks urine, we would except 
urine to become stronger or more bitter in taste. However, the opposite is true: urine becomes more watery 
and less bitter, which suggests that urea is converted. It is quite possible that urea is indeed converted into 
glutamine by ammonia. As described above, this process takes place in the intestinal canal. 

Research demonstrates the vital importance of glutamine in the maintenance and construction of 
specialized tissue such as in the brain, the small intestine and in the growth and activity of the mucous 
membrane of the intestinal canal. Glutamine has a healing effect on ulcers and wounds in the intestinal 
canal. The most important function of glutamine, however is its ability to strengthen the immune system, 
and could be an important key in explaining why urine therapy is such a successful method of treatment. 
The body re-uses a certain part of urea; the extra supply created by applying urine therapy increases the 
glutamine level in the body. This consequently strengthens the immune system and specialized organs and 
at the same time heals damages to the digestive tract. 

Urea; in so far as it is not decomposed also affects the brain and central nervous system. High doses of urea 
are sometimes administered during brain surgery in order to temporarily shrink the brain, which is 
necessary for opening the skull. Less than one tenth of such a dose is ingested when a person drinks urine. 
Nevertheless, this small amount also brings about a slight reduction of pressure in the brain and spinal 
cord. 

Urea is also successfully administered in rather high doses to patients with sickle cell anaemia, an 
extremely painful and supposedly incurable illness. Research and experience have demonstrated that, if 
administered daily in four doses of approximately 40 grams, urea has a healing and preventive effect. This 
also indicates that the body can endure high doses of urea without displaying negative side effects. 

A third noteworthy application of urea can be found in the treatment of cancer by professor Dr. 
Danopoulos. He experimented with injecting urea mixed with a saline solution in and around skin cancer 
and as a treatment for breast cancer. He also conducted research on drinking urea dissolved in water in 
order to fight liver cancer and reported positive results. Danopoulos then began combining urea with 
creatine hydrate, another component of urine and in this way successfully treated other kinds of cancer. 
Urea also seems to be quite effective in fighting bladder cancer. You might wonder how bladder cancer can 
arise if urea, constantly present in the bladder is such an effective anti-cancer remedy. However, bladder 
cancer is a relatively rare form of cancer and generally only found in those who work with certain 
poisonous chemicals perhaps the effect of urea is counteracted or cancelled out by these chemicals. Further 
research on this topic is necessary. 

Urea also plays an extremely important role in the external application of urine, as it helps transport 
hormones through the skin. Many hormones are destroyed by the enzymatic action of the digestive system 
if urine is orally applied. Hormones can probably return to the body in their original form if urine is 
administered through the skin. Moreover a trans-dermal administration ensures that hormones are 
absorbed into the body slowly and in specific portions, which significantly increases it's effectiveness. 

Urea has the capacity to moisten the skin and regulate its condition & texture, one of the reasons why it is 
processed in many skin creams. Some pharmaceutical companies use horse urine for the production of 
urea and they actually have lots of horses in their factory just for this purpose. 

Urea is an oxidizing substance, which ensures that the disintegrating proteins (proteins in the area of a 
wound or inflammation) dissolve. It dissolves fats and other natural bodily secretions. Urea is even more 
effective when heated. 

Due to its strong anti-bacterial nature, urine has an inhabitive effect on the growth of tuberculosis bacilli. 
Bacteria-inhibiting or bacteria-killing effects of urine increase with a decreasing pH. Urea and ammonia, 
closely related, play an important role here. When brought in contact with urea, complex polymers are 
transformed or decomposed into monomers, which can then be endured by the body. 

5. Immunological effect: 

Clearly urine is not toxic, although some end substances might be present in urine in small amounts, 
especially if one is ill. This small amount of end substances possibly contributes to the effectiveness of 
urine therapy. If these triggering substances enter the body, the body's defense mechanisms are called into 
action (immune system). If substances, which leave the body via the urine, are the same as those involved 
in the illness process, they can stimulate the defense system to attack and in this way urine therapy has 
proven so helpful in treating allergies. 
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A similar process takes place when a person is vaccinated against certain disease, in which case, a small 
amount of poisonous substances is injected into a healthy body. This stimulates the immune system to 
manufacture antibodies (and thus defend the body), and could be called a homeopathic or isopathic effect. 
The practice of drinking and massaging with urine allows the antibodies, greater access to the body, which 
stimulates the immune system. The possible significance of urea and glutamine for the immune system is 
earlier discussed. 

Abele suggests that the presence of antigens and antibodies in urine strengthens the immune system when 
urine is re-introduced into the body. The re-introduction of small amounts of bacteria or parasites found in 
urine may stimulate the production of IgE. IgA (a virus inhibiting substance that prevents micro-organisms 
from becoming embedded in the mucous) also plays a role here. IgA is found in mucous and in excretions 
of body, and therefore also in urine. Urine therapy increases the production of IgA which possibly explains 
why this therapy has a positive effect on infections of the urinary passages and the kidneys while other 
treatments offer little relief. 

Several studies demonstrate that antibodies against for example salmonella diphtheria poliomyelitis and 
HIV can be found in urine. 

 
6. Bactericidal and virucidal effect: 

Although it is not yet entirely clear why urine has a germicidal and antiseptic effect, it is known that urea 
plays an important role here. Ammonia and salt also have a similar purifying effect. Besides killing 
bacteria, urine also inhibits or destroys various viruses and fungi. Scientific research has demonstrated that 
both urea and ammonia have a powerful anti-viral effect. 

Applying urine to a fresh cut or scrape prevents infection and keeps files away (important in countries with 
a warm climate). Urine compresses from fresh or old urine help to combat infections and often cause them 
to disappear. Although urine does not entirely prevent the growth of bacteria in the urethra (infections 
often arise), it clearly has a powerful Antiseptic effect when externally applied. 

Herz also successfully treated infections of the urinary passages with urine therapy. The positive results can 
be traced back to the stimulating effect of the re-ingested urine on the immune system. As discussed above, 
in such a case, IgA is produced in greater quantities. 

7. Detoxification therapy: 

Drinking salt water serves as an important therapeutic remedy during certain (fasting) cures. Salt water is 
also frequently applied in yoga to clean the body thoroughly from within and it relieve such illnesses as 
asthma, stomach ulcer, indigestion and constipation. Drinking urine, which is also a salt substance, has the 
same effect. This could be an important reason for its success as a therapeutic remedy. 

Salt solutions remove old mucous embedded in the mucous membranes. If one drink a salt liquid, part of 
the salt goes into the body, where it dissolves the surplus of mucous in the lungs and in other organs. 

According to those who work with this therapy, warm salt water, and in this sense also fresh warm urine, is 
particularly useful during illnesses in which the body does not generate enough heat to keep the normal 
bodily secretions thin and watery. Moreover, urine draws out surplus, which has become too watery due to 
an illness. This also explains why compresses of warm, concentrated urine externally applied are so 
effective. 

As a salt liquid, urine also has a laxative effect and is recommended to relieve constipation. As it moves 
through the intestinal canal, the salt detaches waste and draws water into the intestines, as a result of 
which bowel movement becomes easier. 

According to this theory, drinking urine, like drinking urine is like drinking salt water, accelerates the 
metabolism,. It removes a surplus of sugar from the blood and draws out toxic substances from cells. In 
this way, urine therapy is a good cleansing technique. 

According to urine therapists, urine has an extra advantage above salt water because urine contains small 
amounts of natural cortisone. This brings us back to the possible hormonal effects of urine. 

Using urine instead of salt is also more effective because urea and ammonia are organic solvents: they 
dissolve fats and other natural bodily secretions. These substances probably ensure that the mucous 
membranes and body cells are powerfully affected. 

Dabbing with salt water usually helps clean wounds; urine has the same effect. Urine is more effective than 
salt water because it contains healing substances such as allantoin. 

8. Diuretic effect: 
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According to this theory, urine therapy ensures that the kidneys work more quickly and that the body is 
stimulated to produce more urine. Metabolic products composed of proteins such as urea, nitrogen and 
ammonia are excreted out of the body via the urine as soon as there is a surplus in the body. Drinking urine 
causes more of these substances to enter the body than normal. The body reacts to this by washing them 
away with water and other substances. 

By ingesting urine, one stimulates the body not only to excrete part of these metabolic products at an 
accelerated rate, but also to convert another part into useful substances. A previously mentioned example 
of this is urea, which is converted through ammonia into glutamine. 

Another consequence might be that substances which should normally leave the body with the urine, but 
have got stuck somewhere, now do so due to the accelerated flow. For example, in the case of gout, the 
body disposes of urinary acid embedded in the joints. 

The effects of flowing and cleansing are particularly noticeable while one is fasting. The first time one 
urinates while fasting, the urine is often thick and tastes strong especially if one have a fever or is otherwise 
sick. However, after drinking this initial amount, the second flow of urine is thinner, even if one has not 
drunk extra water. 

The continuous re-use of urine yields a large amount of clear and not unpleasant tasting urine in a short 
period of time. According to this hypothesis, this ultimately results in stimulated and cleansed kidneys, and 
a purified blood stream. At the same time, the intestines, skin and exhalation process probably entirely 
takes over the role of excreting the unusable metabolic products. 

 
9. Transmutation theory: 

The transmutation theory needs a new, holistic paradigm, which is based more on the dynamics of 
energies. 

In recent scientific research, a shift is visible from reductionism to holism. Urine can be considered to 
contain an exact holographic picture of the body fluids and tissues. The biofeedback of this holographic 
information by re-ingesting the urine may well inform the energy system in a way, which helps restoring a 
disturbed balance. 

The medical doctor and urine therapist Abele cautiously discusses the possible effect of urine as 
holographic feedback: 

"The question rises as to whether urine could possibly be considered to be a sort of liquid hologram. Once 
the body has been made conscious of urine in an unconventional way (such as it being reintroduced into 
the body by intramuscular injection) the whole organism evaluates it and subsequently updates its own 
regulating mechanisms (at least in specific cases)" 

The theory of transmutation implies that the body is capable, through energetic exchange within the body 
itself, to transmute certain substances or molecules into other ones. ' Short circuiting ' the system by 
ingesting one's own secreted body fluids might stimulate the transmutational force within and challenge 
the body to transform unusable substances into usable ones without being constantly disturbed by new 
external input. This would specifically apply to fasting on urine. 

Another important aspect is the theory of structured water. The body consists for the biggest part of water 
and so does urine. Not all water is the same thought. The molecular structure of water can be less or more 
organized and in the latter case one speaks of structured water. The more it is organized the better all kind 
of enzymatic processes can do their job. These enzymatic processes, in their turn are responsible and 
necessary for the digestion, absorption and transmutation of all nutrients. 

It is scientifically proven how water in biological systems becomes more organized. Water also becomes 
more organized through exposure to sunlight and through close contact with crystals. The body is both a 
receptor of sunlight and it contains a high amount of solid and liquid crystalline-like substances. Also body 
fluids themselves form fluid crystals. Urine is thus a crystalline- like substance containing a high amount of 
structured water. This structured water, when taken in again promotes better enzymatic functioning and it 
has a higher solubility for minerals. A higher amount of structured water in the body system is correlated 
with better health and more energy. 

The fact that urine is a liquid crystal substance, particularly because of the various salts in it. Implies that it 
contains crystalline vibrations completely in tune with the vibrational condition of the body. Re-ingestion 
might give the body valuable vibrational information needed for two things. Healthy vibrations will 
strengthen the already existing healthy body resonance. Diseased or stress vibrations will counteract any 
unhealthy resonance in the body. It is known that disturbing sounds of any sort can be counteracted best 
confronting it with the same sounds. 
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The vibratory patterns of the body, both in the bones (solid crystals) and in the tissues and fluids (liquid 
crystals), play an important role in the process of transmutation. The resonance field of a crystal can make 
a protein, for example change its form into one that is more useful for the body, or easier adaptable by it. 

Seeing urine as a liquid crystalline-like substance, containing a high amount of structured water may help 
understanding its healing qualities on the more subtle levels. 

10. Psychological effect : 

The shock initially brought on by drinking urine might fundamentally challenge previously accepted ideas 
as a result of which repressed energy is released that can be applied to strengthen the body and fight an 
illness. 

Scientists claim that the highest acceptable placebo effect is 30%. However, a much higher percentage of 
people actually achieves positive results with urine therapy, which is remarkable since many people are 
often initially skeptical because of their aversion to urine, and apply urine therapy as a last resort. 

Confronting and conquering reluctance play an important role in this theory. Applying your own bodily 
substances in an attempt to lead to a considerably broadened outlook on the intelligence and power of the 
body, and can increase your appreciation and love for yourself as a physical and spiritual being. Instead of 
regarding excretions (really just a part of yourself) as enemies you, regard them as your helpers. This 
healthier way of seeing yourself might well have a powerful healing effect on your body. 

If the results are experienced as positive applying your own urine as medication means that you have more 
physical and mental freedom than previously believed, which can also have a healing effect on a deep level. 

Besides being beneficial on a personal level, the use of urine as medication opens a new door for 
contemporary medical science. It confronts us with the possibility that the powers of the body and the 
universe are infinite, and that we are much less dependent on complicated theories and technologies for 
our health than up until now was assumed. 

Urine therapy confronts us with a very concrete healer within which works both on a physical and on an 
energy level. The latter implies that urine, as a holographic substance, can affect all levels of being from the 
physical, through the electromagnetic fields of the emotions and the mind, up to the subtler genetic 
vibrational information of the soul. 

 

  

 

What exactly are the effects of urine therapy? 

Briefly, if urine is ingested and/or rubbed into the skin, it purifies blood and tissues, provides useful 
nutrients and sends the body a signal about what is in or out of balance. This last effect is called (oral) auto-
immunization. This brings us to a last important feature of urine. Urine itself is, as said, not a toxic waste 
product. It does contain however minute particles connected with possible disease processes in the body. 
These minute particles are mainly antibodies, which upon re-ingesting can help the body to react on 
specific pathological situations. 

  

Urine therapy has proven helpful in a great number of various diseases, ranging from a simple cold and a 
throat-ache, to tuberculosis and asthma, from minor skin problems such as itching, to more serious skin 
diseases such as eczema, psoriasis and even skin cancer. 

  

Chapter 5 (f): THE SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPAL OF THE UROTHERAPY 

 

It is the realization of immunologic test of a fix surface, it revels the simultaneous presence of antibodies in 
the blood. For the patient that has a determinate disease, at the same time you may find specific antigen in 
the urine. The antigen is that which the patient eliminates in his urine, it is a protein non-toxic, produced 
by the body itself. When a daily intake of this urine is taken, the immune system of the body reacts and 
“learns” to combat the external agents, along with this it is very efficient in the elimination of cancer cells. 

 
THE UROTERAPHY IS AN AUTO-VACCINE THAT ACTS AS INMUNOMODULAR VERY SPECIFIC AND 
PERSONAL. 
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The Antigen Urinary in the urine of the patient, being a natural protein that the body eliminates, has no 
risk or side effects and can be taken in combination with other natural resources, allowing us to diminish 
slowly the inmunosupressors and chemotherapy  medications required. 
We have the ability to create our own vaccine, all the micro-organisms that infect our systems form toxins 
and endotoxins, and stimulates our immunologic system to form antitoxins (antidotes), which are 
discarded thru the urine and when we take it  we force the bacteria to take their own toxins, that is why we 
say “poison kills poison”. 

The Urotherapy is an auto-vaccine that has the same elements of our own illness; it has an antiviral action, 
antineoplastic, antispasmodic, diuretic, antiallergenic, anticonvulsive, and cardiovascular stimulant, anti 
inflammatory, bactericide and antifungal as well. 

 

MOTHER CELLS AND UROTHERAPY 

The mother cells are obtained from two ways: Embryos in the first phase of development, or the reserves 
that the adult organism maintains with the purpose to repair the damage that is done to the tissues. The 
investigators state that only the “embryo” cells have the capability to convert into vital organs or any tissue 
(pluralpotencials). An example is the hematopoyetic that exist on the bone marrow that transform into 
blood cells, like white, red as well as plaquets. After all the application of this transference, techniques from 
adult mother cells for the change and repair if the damage tissues are yet too new. In reality, there is a 
substance of great importance that we have forgotten: it is the liquid that surrounds the cells that also carry 
the genetic information and biochemic element. Until today there is a general, belief that these mother cells 
are limited to generate only specialized cells. The Amniotic liquid also carries specific substances drunken 
by the fetus that has the genetic information too. 

EMBRION DEVELOPMENT 

The Cigot that is formed right after the fecundation between an egg and sperm they are cells capable to 
form a complete individual, it is a cell totiponent, capable of reproduce a human with all the tissues. 
Between the day’s one and four of the development, the original cell will divide itself into several more. 
Each one of these cells is separated from the rest as totitoponet cells that we mentioned before. After the 
fourth day, the bastocit is formed and is made of two cells with a big interior cavity. The external shell 
forms the placenta and the embryon’s cover; it is the trobobast and the cell’s mass that will form all the 
human tissues, which is called embryoblast. 

 
EMBRYON CELLS: 

 
These are obtained from the blastocit, in this case the embryo is a mass of 150 cells with a ball shape. Some 
of these cells form the sphere that is inside liquid, which has the cellular mass, a group of mother cells, 
these cells are pluripotential, in other words they can create any body tissue, which is why it has a great 
therapeutic potential. After the eight week, the fetus will urinate inside the sac and is part of the amniotic 
liquid that carries all the genetic information that is recycled and comes out with new information.  
  

THE LIVER AS A DISTRIBUTION CENTER FOR NUTRIENTS IN THE FOOD AND URINE 

  

The liver is in charge of distributing and processing nutriments. Because the intestine drainage veins and 
the pancreas crosses the hepatic vein, before returning to general circulation. 
The liver gets flooded by the blood that contains the nutrients absorbed from the food, urine and the high 
elevations of insulin secreted by the pancreas, during this period of absorption the liver captures 
carbohydrates, lipids, and the majority of amino acids. Then these nutrients are metabolized, storaged or 
sent to other tissues. In other words, the liver acts as a regulator to absorb the great  variations of 
fluctuations from available  nutrients to the periphery tissues. 

FASTING IS IMPORTANT 

 
Inside the organism, the urine will stimulate all the senses, included in these stimulates are the pineal glad 
and hipophisis, and their production of curative substances and hormones, such as adrenaline, acetyl, 
colina among others. Stimulates the functioning of the basso and the spinal cord  the formation of new 
antibodies. The fasting is a very important task since the urine intake produces acidosis in the organism 
that reflects a movement of the defense mechanisms that neutralize the toxins and repair the cells. 
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ALL HUMAN BEINGS HAVE DRINKEN THERE OWN URINE, INCLUDING THE WOMB OF OUR 
BLESSED MOTHER! 

             

In the natural biological heaven of the human reproduction, inside the maternal womb while the formation 
of our body took place. The first step was the formation of mother cells, the heart, brain, kidneys, bones, 
basic organs, nerve cells that receives and transmit, and above all the coordination between sensorial 
organs and the incredible balance of genetic information, biochemist, cell reproduction, and the bio-
energetic stimulant. Inside the maternal womb, we are in complete peace and harmony preparing ourselves 
to come out to a new life in the exterior. 
The man’s perfect time on earth is during the gestation period. 
The Urotherapy is literally a gift from God, it is part of nature. 
There is no human on earth that has not taken his or her own urine, we are born inside a womb and after 
six weeks, he or she will start urinating a few drops into the amniotic liquid, that is water and his or her 
own urine! 
Through the umbilical cord, the baby receives from the mother special nutrients as immunoglobulin, 
vitamins, but most of all oxygen. 
When the baby reaches the age of 5 months, they urinate from 400 to 500 ml. Each day inside the amniotic 
sac, and between 8 to 9 months the baby urinates 20 to 30 times every 24 hours. 

 
The 98% of the composition of the Urine is water. 
ETherefore, 1% is elements are cells and filaments, and the other 1% is more than 1000 healing chemical 
substances in form of ions. Powerful substances found in milligrams, that carry the genetic information of 
what works well or not in the body. When you take your own urine, you take an auto vaccine. 

In other words Urotherapy is part of be beginning of life and we believe that we grow up with nature. It is a 
wonderful cycle of life that should never be interrupted. 

Who can live without water?…………Nobody 
For that reason the water is an element ....SACRED 
Who can live without air ?.................Nobody 
For that reason the air is an element…SACRED 
Who can live without the sun.................Nobody 
For that reason the son is an element…SACRED  
Who can live without taking the urine inside the mother?…..Nobody 
For that reason the urine is an element…SACRED. 

 

 

Chapter 5 (g): Urine Test 

 
A urine test checks different components of urine, A regular urine test may be done to help find the cause 
of symptoms. The test can give information about your health and problems you may have. 

The kidneys  take out unused material, minerals, fluids, and other substances from the blood to be passed 
in the urine. Urine has hundreds of different materials. What you eat, drink, how much you exercise, and 
how well your kidneys work can affect what is in your urine. 

More than 100 different tests can be done on urine. A regular urinalysis often includes the following tests. 

Color. Many things affect urine color, including fluid balance, diet, medicines, and diseases. How dark or 
light the color is tells you how much water is in it. Vitamin B supplements can turn urine bright yellow. 
Some medicines, blackberries, beets, rhubarb, or blood in the urine can turn urine red-brown. 
 

Clarity. Urine is normally clear. Bacteria, blood, sperm, crystals, or mucus can make urine look cloudy. 
 

Odor. Urine does not smell very strong, but has a slightly "nutty" odor. Some diseases cause a change in the 
odor of urine. For example, an infection with E. coli bacteria can cause a bad odor, while diabetes or 
starvation can cause a sweet, fruity odor. 
 

Specific gravity. This checks the amount of substances in the urine. It also shows how well the kidneys 
balance the amount of water in urine. The higher the specific gravity, the more solid material is in the 
urine. When you drink a lot of fluid, your kidneys make urine with a high amount of water in it which has a 
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low specific gravity. When you do not drink fluids, your kidneys make urine with a small amount of water 
in it which has a high specific gravity. 
pH. The pH is a measure of how acidic or alkaline (basic) the urine is. A urine pH of 4 is strongly acidic, 7 is 
neutral (neither acidic nor alkaline), and 9 is strongly alkaline. Sometimes the pH of urine is affected by 
certain treatments. For example, your doctor may instruct you how to keep your urine either acidic or 
alkaline to prevent some types of kidney stones from forming. 
 

Protein. Protein is normally not found in the urine. Fever, hard exercise, pregnancy, and some diseases, 
especially kidney disease, may cause protein to be in the urine. 
 

Glucose. Glucose is the type of sugar found in blood. Normally there is very little or no glucose in urine. 
When the blood sugar level is very high, as in uncontrolled diabetes, the sugar spills over into the urine. 
Glucose can also be found in urine when the kidneys are damaged or diseased. 
 

Nitrites. Bacteria that cause a urinary tract infection (UTI) make an enzyme that changes urinary nitrates 
to nitrites. Nitrites in urine show a UTI is present. 
 

Leukocyte esterase (WBC esterase). Leukocyte esterase shows leukocytes (white blood cells [WBCs]) in the 
urine. WBCs in the urine may mean a UTI is present. 
 

Ketones. When fat is broken down for energy, the body makes substances called ketones (or ketone 
bodies). These are passed in the urine. Large amounts of ketones in the urine may mean a very serious 
condition, diabetic ketoacidosis, is present. A diet low in sugars and starches (carbohydrates), starvation, 
or severe vomiting may also cause ketones to be in the urine. 
 

Microscopic analysis. In this test, urine is spun in a special machine (centrifuge) so the solid materials 
(sediment) settle at the bottom. The sediment is spread on a slide and looked at under a microscope. 
Things that may be seen on the slide include: 
 

Red or white blood cells. Blood cells are not found in urine normally. Inflammation, disease, or injury to 
the kidneys, ureters, bladder, or urethra can cause blood in urine. Strenuous exercise, such as running a 
marathon, can also cause blood in the urine. White blood cells may be a sign of infection or kidney disease. 
 

Casts. Some types of kidney disease can cause plugs of material (called casts) to form in tiny tubes in the 
kidneys. The casts then get flushed out in the urine. Casts can be made of red or white blood cells, waxy or 
fatty substances, or protein. The type of cast in the urine can help show what type of kidney disease may be 
present. 
 

Crystals. Healthy people often have only a few crystals in their urine. A large number of crystals, or certain 
types of crystals, may mean kidney stones are present or there is a problem with how the body is using food 
(metabolism). 
 

Bacteria, yeast cells, or parasites. There are no bacteria, yeast cells, or parasites in urine normally. If these 
are present, it can mean you have an infection. 
 

Squamous cells. The presence of squamous cells may mean that the sample is not as pure as it needs to be. 
These cells do not mean there is a medical problem, but your doctor may ask that you give another urine 
sample. 

Testing your pH with Saliva or Urine 

It is good practice to either test 1 hour before or 2 hours after eating. If testing your saliva, it is a good idea 
to try to fill your mouth with saliva and then swallow. This helps remove any acidic bacteria that might be 
lurking. Do not try to wash your mouth out with anything else as this will simply record the alkalinity of the 
water/liquid you have just used. 

For testing urine, let some urine flow before testing as this will give more of an average reading. 
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It is also a good idea to test 2-3 times in a day in order to get an average, as first thing in the morning the 
body has retained fluids over a long period of time and it will engage in different processes to remove acid 
wastes from the body throughout the day (depending on activity and diet). 

Why the Differences and Fluctuations? 

The reason that there is such a difference between your urine and saliva readings is that a) your mouth is 
more likely to contain acidic bacteria throughout the day (if you brush your teeth it will show a very high 
alkaline reading due to the toothpaste so there is not much of a way around this) and b) because your urine 
is more of a reflection of the processes the body is undertaking to remove acid from the body. 

Both of these are therefore subject to fluctuations. I would recommend taking the average of several 
readings to gain a bigger picture of your progress rather than concentrating on each reading in isolation. 

A reading of anywhere between 6.75-7.0+ is excellent for saliva as the saliva tends to be slightly more 
acidic. For the urine, a slightly higher pH level of 7.5 upwards is great, but remember that due to the 
kidneys processing of toxins throughout the day, the urine can give a more erratic reading. 

To put all of this into perspective, someone who eats a typical Western diet would be more likely to have a 
saliva pH average of about 5.5-6.0. This may not seem too much lower, however it is important to 
remember that the pH scale is logarithmic – meaning each step is ten times the previous i.e. 4.5 is 10 times 
more acidic than 5.5 which is 100 times more acidic than 6.5 and so on 

Ref: www.energiseforlife.com  

 

 

Chapter 5 (h): Composition of Human Urine: 

A general overview and a specified summary of a number of important substances usually found in urine 
follow below. The substances given in the specified summary have been research, either in relation to urine 
therapy or in other contexts. 

General Overview  

 
Inorganic substances in urine: 
Bicarbonate, chloride phosphor sulfur bromide fluoride jodide, rhodanide, kalium natrium, calcium 
magnesium iron copper, zinc cobalt, selenium, arsenium lead, mercury. 

Nitrogen containing substances in urine: 
Nitrogen (as totality), urea, creatine, creatinine guanidine, cholinecarnitine, piperidine, spermidine, 
spermine, dopamine, adrenaline, nor-adrenaline, serotonin, tryptamine, amino-levulinic acid prophyrin, 
bilirubin, and others. 

Amino acids in urine: 
Alanine, carnosine, glycine, histidine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylaanine, serine, tyrosine, valine, 
hyfroxyproline, galactosylhydroxlysine xylosylserine and others. 

Proteins in urine: 
Albumin, haptoglobin, transferrin IgG, IgA, IgM, and others. 

Enzymes in urine: 
Lactatdehydrogenase, gamma-glutamyltransferase, alpha-amylase, uropesinogen, lysozyme, beta-N-
acetylgucosaminidase, urokinase, protease, and others. 

Carbohydrates in urine: 
Arabinos, xylose, ribose, fucose, rhamnose, ketopentose, glucose, galactose mannose, frutose, lactose, 
saccharose, fucosylglucose, raffinose, and others. 

Vitamins in urine: 
Thiamine (vitamin B1), riboflavin (vitaminB2), vitamin B6, 4-pyridoxic acid, nicotinic acid, vitamin B-12, 
biopterine, asorbic acid and others. 

Hormones in urine: 
Gonadotropin, corticotropin, prolactin, lactogenic hormones, oxytocin vasopressin, thyroxine 
cathecaolamin (adrenaline, noradrenaline, dopamine) insulin, erythropoietin, coricosteriods (aldosterone, 
corticosterone, cortisone), testosterone, progesterone, oestrogen and others. 

Specified Summary: 
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Agglutinins and precipitins - have a neutralizing effect on polio and other viruses. 

Antineoplaston - prevents selectively the growth of cancer cells without harming the growth of healthy 
cells. 

Allantoin - a nitrogenous crystal substance, which helps, wound healing. It is an oxidation product of uric 
acid. This substance can be found in man skin cream products. 

DHEA- (dehydroepiandrosterone or dhydroisoandrosterome) - a steroid secreted by the adrenal gland 
which can be found in large amount in male urine. This substance prevents obesity, prolongs the life span 
of animals and offers a possible treatment for anaemia, diabetes and breast cancer in women. DHEA 
stimulates the growth of bone marrow and increases the production of substances manufactured by bone 
marrow such as red blood cells, monocytes, macrophages and lymphocytes. A low DHEA level seems to be 
linked to ageing. 

Gastric secretory depressants - combat the growth of stomach uclers. 

Glucuronic acid - is created in the liver, kidneys and intestinal canal and has an important secretion 
function. 

H-11 - inhibits the growth of cancer cells and reduces already existing tumours, without disturbing the 
recovery process. 

HUD (Human's Urine Derivative) - urine derivative shown on helper cells and inhibiting substances. It can 
signal the hypothalamus to produce a fever. 

3- Methyl-glyxal - destroys cancer cells. 

Prostaglandin- is an hormonal substance which dilates the blood vessels and lowers blood pressure, relaxes 
the bronchial muscles stimulates labour contractions, and has a number of other functions relating to the 
metabolism. 

Protein globulins - contain antibodies against specific allergens; identical to proteins in the 
immunoglobulins of serum (blood) 

Proteoses - immunologically active products of allergic reactions. 

Retine - anti-cancer element extracted from urine. 

Urine peptide (or polypeptide) - shows tuberculostatic activity which has been isolated in chemically pure 
form. 

Uric acid- helps keep free radical scavengers (molecules which can cause cancer) under control combats 
old age and even has a tuberculostatic effect.. 

Like this many useful products have been found in urine. The functions of the main ones are described 
below: 

· Urea is the major component found in urine and is the end product of protein metabolism. It dissolves 
fats and other body secretions and is finally discharged into urine. It is a strong antibacterial agent and 
specifically prevents the growth of the tubercle bacillus. It is said that a large quantity of vitamin C intake 
enhances it effect. 
· Uric acid is similar in action to urea and has strong antibacterial properties. In addition it helps to control 
cancer-causing substances. 
· Nitrates present in the urine, if they come in contact with the skin or sweat, react with the acid producing 
nitrous oxide, which is antibacterial. 
· Minerals from urine can be very easily absorbs if re-ingested and are more efficient compared to those 
derived from food. Urine contains different kinds of useful mineral compounds than those derived from 
food. All the minerals in the biological substances were once absorbed from food, processed and then 
discharged as surplus. 
· Urine becomes turbid if let alone for a while. This is because when enzymes in urine change urea into 
ammonia, urine becomes unstable and strongly alkaline. Therefore old urine looks turbid. Urine with 
higher ammonia content when applied to the skin. Plays an important role in beautifying it. 
· Minerals in urine purify and activate body tissues, which were not taken care of by the blood. In addition, 
they mobilize the toxins facilitating their excretion. Minerals also help rebuild tissues. 
· Cortisone detected in urine counteracts inflammatory conditions, allergies and other skin diseases. 
· Melatonin present in the morning urine has stress reducing effect. It boosts the immune system, inhibits 
cancer and reduces heart disease. It is also claimed to have a rejuvenating effect. 
· Urokinase detected in urine dissolves blood clots, helps cure heart disease and improves blood circulation. 
· Epithelium Growth Factor (EGF) helps repair and regenerate damaged tissues and cells. 
· Colony Stimulating Factor (CSF) is necessary for cell division and multiplication. 
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· Growth Hormone (GH) shows different bio-active effects, such as promotion of protein production, 
cartilage growth and fat decomposition. 
· Erythropoietin promotes production of red blood cells. 
· Gonadotropin normalises the menstrual cycle and sperm production. 
· Kallikrein releases kallidin which expands peripheral veins and reduces blood pressure. 
· Trypsin Inhibitor is effective for prevention and healing of mucosal tumours (neoplasma) 
· Alantin heals wounds and tumours (neoplasms) 
· Prostaglandins lower blood pressure and act as oral contraceptives. 
· Adrenocorticotrophic Hormone (ACTH) stimulates adrenal cortex to make cortisone. 
· Thyrotrophin (TSH) stimulates thyroid gland and controls energy turnover in the body. 
· Leutenising Hormone(LH) stimulates sex hormone production. 
· Follice Stimulating Hormone (FSH) plays an important role in regulating menstrual cycle and pregnancy. 
· Thyroxin adjusts levels in the body. 
· Parathyroid Hormone regulates calcium metabolism. 
· Anti-cancer substances like anti-aneoplaston H-11, beta-indol-acetic directin, 3-menthy glyoxal differ 
from chemotherapeutic drugs which kill or injure all kinds of cells. They strongly prevent the 
multiplication of carcinogenic cells and help return them to normal. 

 
In addition to the above substances Urine is an excellent 'Bio-feedback'. It contains the breakdown 
products of the metabolism of each cell. These carry up to date information of the exact status of the health 
of each individual cell at any given period of time. It also contains other products manufactured by the 
body to counteract the ailment. Urine is a perfect 'tell-tale' and excellent diagnostic agent. Thus for 
instance vitamin A is not normally excreted in the urine but in-patients of cancer and tuberculosis large 
quantities of vitamin A can be detected. The composition of urine changes from season to season, in fact, 
moment to moment. Lack of sleep, grief and happy, moments each influence the composition of urine. If 
we had sophisticated instruments to detect each and every product present in the urine we would get a 
perfect scan of the functioning of the billions of cells present in the body and perhaps know the complex 
role played by the body to restore health. 

 

Chapter 5 (i): How to do Urine Therapy: 

 

Why Urine Therapy ? 
Before starting Urine Therapy, let us understand how Urine is related to our body and life. Whenever we go 
to the doctor with any complain, the first thing he recommends us is to get urine and blood tested. Based 
on these investigations, the doctor prescribes medicines to restore the balance of the chemical system in 
our body. Conventional method of Allopathic treatment does not relate to the word cure. Till now there is 
not a single Allopathic medicine which has no side effect. Moreover Allopathy relates with symptomatic 
treatment whereas Alternative method like Pranayama and Ayurveda heal the internal system. In this 
regard one must own the responsibility of one’s own life. Do not let others decide for you what YOU ought 
to do. The moment this miracle happens in you, half the battle is won. You become architect of your own 
destiny, and in return you gain a sense of freedom First of all, let us face it, urine is not an another kind of 
medicine. After all it is a product of nature prepared by our own laboratory within our body. 

How Mind and Body are related to urine! 
Right from the moment we wake up in the morning until we go to sleep at night, 
our mind is constantly active and lives in duality which breeds conflicts. During this split we may also get 
agitated, excited, or angry. With all the conflicts and turmoil in our mind, our nervous system gets affected 
and damaged. If our body is not able to cope with all these shocks, it results in imbalance in our body’s 
chemical system which may take some form of disease. 

During sleep, the so called analytical mind—which was so active and loaded with thoughts running after 
logic during the day—is totally silent and no more active at all. Sleep is the only time our body gets a chance 
to work without the interference of the mind. Now, the question is, is it possible for us to attain the same 
silence of the mind while we are awake during day? Only while in sleep the body gets chance to repair the 
damaged nervous system. For the process of repair our body needs a host of essential chemicals. Once 
these chemicals are produced, they are absorbed by the  body as per it’s requirement and ability. The excess 
of these chemicals come out in the form of urine in the morning. Remember, urine is not a waste matter, it 
is an excess of those valuable chemicals. 

 

There are three main ways to do Urine Therapy, namely, Drinking, Massage, and Urine Packs. 
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DRINKING: 
The early morning first urine is the best. Sleep early, so that you are able to get up between 5 and 6 in the 
morning. Drink all of this first mid stream urine. And drink it not as medicine but, with a spiritual frame of 
mind, as an elixir of life. Follow it with Pranayama (Breathing Practice) and Meditation for at least half an 
hour. You will feel fresh for your daily routine. Besides this, you may drink the urine one hour before or 
after lunch and dinner. 

MASSAGE of head and body: 

Take the first morning urine and have it stored in a jar for at least 4 to 7 days, away from direct sun light. It 
will get matured as urea become ammonia when contacted with oxygen (air).  Massage the whole body very 
gently from head to toe including hair. Let the urine get absorbed and dried completely on the skin. You 
can take bath with luke warm water after 2 hours but DO NOT USE SHAMPOO, SOAP or OIL. Follow this 
procedure as frequent as you may feel. 

FASTING ON URINE & WATER: 

If the disease is of a serious nature kind and you are looking for fast recovery, you must go on a fast by 
drinking only urine and water during the day. By evening you may have fresh fruit juice or vegetable soup. 
Begin with one day fast. If you feel the results are encouraging and your energy level is maintained, you 
may continue fasting for more days. Durine long fasting massage with old urine is compulsory.  

GETTING RID OF ANY EAR AILMENT: 
Collect the first morning urine in a dark colour small bottle with a dropper lid. Older and matured urine is 
more effective. Take boiled hot water in a cup and keep this bottle having urine in it till the contents of the 
bottle get warm. Bend your head 90 degree sideway and pour a few drops into one ear. Bring the head back 
in a normal position. Take a tissue and dab it inside the ear to soak the extra urine. Repeat this process 
with the other ear. 

CLEANSING OF EYES: 
For eyes always use fresh urine. Use an eye cup available from the chemist shop. Allow 10 to 15 minutes to 
bring the urine down to room temperature. Wash the eye cup,  first with plain water and then with the 
fresh urine. Fill the cup up to the brim with urine and put the cup against the eye. Try to blink while the eye 
cup is firmly kept on to the eye for about one minute. Discard the used urine, rinse the eye cup with the 
stored fresh urine, and repeat the same process on the other eye or do with both eyes at same time. 

URINE PACKS: 
Urine packs will definitely work wonders. Apply the urine-soaked packs to the affected area. To refresh the 
pack, whenever you pass urine, simply wet the pack with the urine. You may also keep the urine pack  on 
the affected area while sleeping overnight. 

 

Urine therapy is effective in treating External and Internal diseases: 

The human body is a self-regulating mechanism and automatically cures itself of many diseases restoring 
normal equilibrium. The body tends to recover without external medication and cures itself by a process 
within the body known as auto-inoculation. Urine therapy helps in the maintenance and healing of the 
many intricate systems of the body including the: digestive system, the excretory system, the urinary 
system, the respiratory system, the circulatory system, the nervous system, the reproductive system and 
the overall immune system. Multiple sclerosis, colitis, lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, cancer, hepatitis, 
hyperactivity, pancreatic insufficiency, psoriasis, eczema, diabetes, herpes, mononucleosis, adrenal failure, 
allergies and so many other ailments have been relieved through use of this therapy.: 

External: 
• Athlete’s foot 
• Baldness 
• Burns 
• Cuts 
• Dandruff 
• Dermatitis 
• Ear infections 
• Eczema 
• Eye troubles 
• Fungus 
• Gangrene 
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• Glaucoma 
• Hives 
• Infections 
• Insect bites 
• Nail problems 
• Pimples, acne 
• Psoriasis 
• Rashes 
• Ringworm 
• Scrapes 
• Snake bites 
• Sores 
• Sunburn 
• Toothaches 
• Varicose veins 
• Warts 
• Wounds 

 

Internal: 

 
• Allergies 
• Arthritis 
• Asthma 
• Cancer 
• Colds & flu symptoms 
• Constipation 
• Diabetes 
• Diarrhea 
• Food poisoning 
• Gout 
• Heart disease 
• Hepatitis 
• Herpes, venereal diseases 
• High Blood Pressure 
• Hormonal imbalances 
• Jaundice, hepatitis 
• Lupus 
• Meningitis 
• Mononucleosis 
• Parasites 
• Parkinson’s disease 
• Prostrate disorders 
• Rheumatism 
• Sexual impotency 
• Tuberculosis 
• Viruses 

The most amazing aspect of urine therapy is its effectiveness in such a wide range of different diseases. 
This may be from its contents of countless hormones, enzymes, vitamins, trace minerals and other valuable 
biochemicals. One well known urine ingredient is melatonin, the hormone of the pineal gland. First and 
foremost, urine contains antibodies and immune stimulating factors against all viruses, harmful bacteria or 
fungi that we may harbor in our body. Even minute amounts of antibodies, sometimes so low they cannot 
be detected with conventional methods, are effective in preventing and treating diseases. There are reports 
investigating and describing the curative effects of urine therapy on a wide range of infections, fungal and 
viral infections, such as hepatitis, poliomyelitis and AIDS. Urine is especially effective against allergies, 
auto-immune diseases and other disorders of the immune system. Most of the scientific cancer reports 
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concentrate on urine extracts of anti-cancer agents. These include H-11, HUD, retine, DHEA hormone and 
anti-neoplaston. Still, the strongest cancer fighting ingredient may be urea, the most common chemical in 
urine.  
 

Chapter 5 (j): WORLD CONFERENCE ON URINE THERAPY 
 
1st World Conference on UrineTherapy in February 1996 took place in India. 

2nd World Conference on Urine Therapy in May 1999 held in Germany. 

3rd World Conference on Urine Therapy in April 2003 in Belo Horizonte Brazil 

4th World Conference on Urine therapy in South Korea in September 2006 

5th.World Congress Urotherapy in Guadalajara Jalisco, México 2009 

6th World Congress on Urine Therapy held in San Diego, USA 14-16 November 2013 

7th World Conference to be held in London in 2016. 

  

The fact that a number of allopathic doctors also visited these conferences shows that this remarkable and 
sometimes despised therapy, which for a long time was almost forgotten, is coming back to the forefront. 
And rightly so. 

 

1st World Conference on Urine Therapy in February 1996 held in India 

 

  

 

2nd World Conference on Urine Therapy in May 1999 held in Germany 
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3rd World Congress Urintherapy Belo Horizonte, Brazil. April 30 to Mayo 30. 2003 

 

 

 
6th World Congress on Urine Therapy held in San Diego, USA 

 14-16 November 2013 
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Chintan Shibir at Lonavala 

 

UTFI organized a Chintan Shibir at Lonavala on 5th & 6th October, 2013 in which more  than 50 
delegates participated from all over India.  The delegates were from the active urine therapists of the 
country. 

The main objectives of organizing this Chintan Shibir were threefold: 

i. Re-inforce our belief in the substance of auto urine therapy i.e. its efficacy on the various ailments 
and for the wellbeing of mankind. 
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ii. The research aspect of this unique and ancient therapy, so as to establish its efficacy scientifically 
so that it becomes acceptable to modern science. 

 

iii. The ways and means of making it more popular and creating awareness amongst the people about 
this no-cost – no side effect therapy, for instance: 

 

a. By way of organizing meetings, seminars, shibirs, national conferences, doctors’ meetings, 
etc. 

b. By way of written material i.e. by publishing books, periodicals, magazines, etc. 
c. Through electronic media, i.e. through internet websites, emails, social media like twitter, 

facebook, etc, so that younger generation can be attracted to this therapy 
 

The Chintan Shibir was quite successful and all the Members present therein decided to re-activate our 
efforts for the spread the knowledge of this noble cause. 

 

As a direct result of this Shibir, meetings at Jodhpur were organized in the month of November 2013 in 
which our President Shri Vinubhai Gandhi and Hon. Secretary Shri Ramnik Gada were present; and it 
was decided to organize 6th National Conference at Jodhpur; the details of which are given below in (ii). 

 

FUTURE PROJECTS 

 

i. One Day Shivambu Seminar at Kopar Khairane, Navi Mumbai 
Since long, Shri Himmatbhai Somaiya keenly desired to organize a meeting at Navi 
Mumbai.  Due to his great efforts, one day Shivambu Shibir is organized at Lohana Samaj 
Hall, Near D-mart, Koparkhairane, Navi Mumbai; on Sunday the 30th March 2014. 
Shri Jagdishbhai Shah (Vadodara), Shri Vinubhai Gandhi (Bhavnagar) & Shri Hareshbhai 
Dholakia (Bhuj) & Dr. Sarang Patil (Kolhapur)  have kindly consented to remain present in 
the said meeting. The timings will be from8.30 am to 7.30pm. Other details are being 
worked out.   

 

The delegates fees are fixed at Rs. 250/- inclusive of tea, break-fast & Lunch.  A free 
consultation will be provided to the interested delegates.  The tentative programme is 
enclosed. A copy of delegate registration form is enclosed herewith. 

 

All of you are requested to participate in the said meeting. 

 

ii. 6th National Conference at Jodhpur 
As stated above, the 6th National Conference  on Shivambu & other alternative therapies 
will be held at Jodhpur on 19th & 20th April 2014.  The eminent persons in this field from 
all over India are expected to remain present in this National Conference.  It will be a 
golden opportunity for all of us to meet & interact with many persons who are interested in 
this cause. 
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The conference fees are fixed at Rs. 500/- per person inclusive of lodging, boarding and 
study material, if any; if registered before 20th  March 2014 and Rs. 600/- thereafter. 

For the additional information and registration, you can contact Shri Chanchalmal 
Choradia at the address given below : 

    Shri Chanchalmal Choradia 
  Aachary Hasti Ahimsa Shodh Sansthan 
  Choradiya Bhavan, Outside Jalori Gate 
  Gol Bldg. Road, Jodhpur – 342 003, Rajsthan  
  Phone : 0291-2621454 
  Mobile : 094141-34606 
  Fax     : 0291-2435471 
  E-mail : cmchordiajodhpur@gmail.com 
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Chapter 9 (k): F r e q u e n t l y  A s k e d  Q u e s t i o n s ( F A Q ) 

1) Isn't urine a waste product, which the body excretes because it is poisonous? 

The idea that urine is poisonous waste product is not based upon fact. It has been scientifically proven that, 
besides water, urine consists mainly of minerals, hormones and enzymes, which are not harmful to the 
body. The body can re-use many of these substances. 

Urine is simply a healthy liquid, which is filtered out of the bloodstream. What at one moment was part of 
the blood can be found in urine a split second later. Certain substances are then filtered by the kidneys and 
secreted as raw materials, which can be directly absorbed by the body upon renewed intake by way of 
drinking or massaging. 

The kidneys filter hundreds of liters of blood per day (approximately 1700 liters). The greatest part of the 
filtered urine, the so-called 'pre-urine' is directly re-absorbed into the blood. Excess substances and the end 
products of nitrogen and protein metabolism together with water form the one to two liters of excreted 
urine. 

Actually kidneys are not excretory organs but they are regulatory systems. The kidneys are not intended to 
remove poisonous substances from the body - the liver, intestines, skin and exhalation take care of this. 
Obviously, the food you consume finds its way into the blood, and therefore into the urine, which is why it 
is important to follow a healthy diet. This in itself has nothing to do with therapy, but is important if you 
practice urine therapy. 

Even if we assume that poisonous substances can be found in urine, this does not necessarily mean that 
they are harmful to the body when ingested. If these bodily waste products are natural (i.e., not chemical 
due to the use of medication, etc.) they can be used to manufacture antibodies which restore balance to the 
body. In fact, a homeopathic or isopathic effect takes place. Urine is a sort of information card, which 
registers the condition of the blood. When that information is carried back to the body, the body can 
consequently react according to this feedback and it will normally do this in an appropriate and precise 
way. In this respect, the body is an extremely advanced and intelligent system. We see how precisely this 
system works in animals: animals are not in danger of their own poison, as they lick their wounds without 
any problems. They do not do that just to clean their wounds but also to feed the 'wound information' back 
into body so that it can appropriately. 

Furthermore, the intestines do not absorb all the substances we consume and they are able to make a 
selection. To a certain extent, they select what is useful to the body and excrete the rest through defecation. 
Certain substances are converted by the bacteria in the intestines into other substances, which the body can 
use or absorb better in that form. Such is the case with urea. 

You might ask if urea not cause any poisoning symptoms when taken in again. Although urea is poisonous 
when present in very large amounts in the blood, only relatively small amounts of urea are ingested when 
you drink urine. This does not end up directly in the blood, but rather in the intestines, and primarily has a 
purifying, cleansing effect. The bulk of it does not show up as urea in the blood, but is converted into the 
highly useful substance glutamine. 
  
2) Aren't there harmful and pathogenic bacteria in urine? 

It is indisputable that the urine from ninety percent of the population is almost entirely free of all bacteria 
(sterile). Doctors and pathologists confirm this. This is simply because urine does not come into contact 
with anything until it is excreted, and furthermore contains substances which kill bacteria. In the other ten 
percent, microorganisms can be found, which can be caused by a latent illness or infection of the kidneys or 
urinary passages. 

Drinking urine, which contains a certain amount of microorganisms, can nevertheless be considered 
harmless. We constantly eat, drink and inhale bacteria. A large number of bacteria permanently exist in our 
body, and they generally do not make us sick. 

Some caution is suggested with infections of the kidneys, bladder or urinary passages. The number of 
bacteria can be quite high in these cases and sometimes-even pus can be seen in the urine. Even then, some 
urine therapists, such as we recommend drinking everything excreted. 

Externally applied, urine is an excellent antiseptic remedy. Fresh urine is sterile and therefore excellent for 
cleaning wounds. Old urine contains ammonia and other substances, which ensure that the infection and 
decay are combated.  
  
3) If urine is so useful and good for the body why does the body excrete it? 

We can make the comparison here to a dam in a river. If water rises above a certain level, the surplus flows 
away through the floodgates. However, this does not mean that the surplus water is useless. In the same 
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way, a surplus of water and salts can leave the body at any moment through the kidneys. If you drink more 
water, more urine is produced and if you drink less water, less urine is produced. Everybody knows this 
from personal experience. 

Nature works in cycles allowing matter to return to its original substance and be re-used for construction. 
Many substances still floating through the blood in compounded form are filtered by the kidneys and 
return to their original substances. In this way they can easily be re-absorbed by the body. 

Here it may be pointed out that we have all experienced this urine cycle as a foetus in the womb. For almost 
nine months, we drank our own urine in the form of Amniotic fluid. This liquid was an important 
contribution to the development of our bodies. Drinking urine is certainly not strange. On the contrary, it is 
foundation of our existence. 
  
   
 4) If drinking our own urine is so natural and useful, why hasn't nature equipped us with an instinct to do 
this automatically ? 

Rational thinking has completely suppressed many natural human instincts. For example, all animals 
avoid eating if they are sick. Many illnesses can be quickly cured in this way, since digesting food requires a 
great deal of energy. By not eating, we can direct much more energy towards the healing process. 

Human beings, however, often continue eating when they are sick. On top of that, the patient is often 
advised to eat especially well, even if he or she is absolutely not hungry. 

Sick or wounded animals instinctively use their own bodily fluids. By licking their wounds, for example, 
they not only keep the wound clean, but also send a signal to the body, which reacts, to this 'self-injection'. 
Goats sometimes urinate directly into their own mouths, and many other animals (e.g. dogs, caws) lick the 
urine from others of their species. 

We have obviously strayed quite far from our instinctual to light a cigarette or consume alcohol. It is 
therefore safer to assume that nature has equipped us with a number of instincts, but that we, as people, 
have largely lost contact with them. 
  
 5) Isn't it true that urine therapy seems to be effective, but that simultaneous change of dietary habits is 
actually the healing factor ? 

Of course dietary habits greatly influence your health. Urine therapy and health dietary habits go together. 
As already mentioned, no substance which has not earlier been consumed will appear in the urine. A 
change in dietary habits as part of urine therapy undoubtedly plays an important role in a possible healing 
process. 

Actually, urine therapy is also effective for those who already have healthy dietary habits and yet for one or 
another reason get sick. Furthermore, the rate at which symptoms improve when urine therapy employed 
is remarkably higher than when exclusively dietary habits are changed. Urine therapy also has an 
extraordinarily positive effect if you fast exclusively on water and urine, in which case you completely 
refrain, from eating. Furthermore the same results are achieved with a urine and water fast in one week as 
with a juice or water fast in two to three weeks. 

The fact remains the substances you eat, drink or otherwise ingest are indeed important, especially 
regarding long-term health. Applying urine therapy while maintaining unhealthy dietary habits is like 
lighting a candle to the sun. As a closing remark, there are no unequivocal rules regarding a healthy diet 
and lifestyle. This is very personal and experiential, deep down; you know best what is best for you. 
  
  
   
  

6) Can't the effects of urine therapy be attributed to suggestion or belief ? 

Those who seek refuge in urine therapy as a last resort' have often already made the rounds by every other 
method of treatment, from allopathy to homeopathy, Ayurveda, etc. They hoped and believed these other 
therapies would work. Yet it seems that many who did not achieve results with other methods of treatment 
have been cured by urine therapy. This is remarkable when you consider that the nature and obscurity of 
urine therapy initially evoke a skeptical reaction. 

In India, it was observed with a urine therapist who in his role as supervisor at a national park also 
successfully treated animals with urine therapy. Here, there is no question of the treating animal under the 
influence of suggestion or belief. 
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However, it is generally important to believe in the method of treatment you choose. This is also true if you 
choose another treatment.   
  
  7) Doesn't urine taste disgusting? 

Our aversion to urine the result of preconceptions and conditioning. We have been taught that urine is 
dirty. In reality, urine usually does not taste dirty. Many who have been drinking it for some time even 
think it taste and smells pleasant. 

The taste of urine partly depends on what you have eaten and drunk the previous day. If you eat a great 
deal of animal proteins, use a lot of spice or drink strong herbal tea, your urine will probably have a strong 
taste. Also, when your body is out of balance, i.e. you are sick, urine often tastes stronger than normal. 
While applying urine therapy it is wise to reduce the intake of especially animal proteins and strong herbs 
and spices. 

If you wish to gradually become accustomed to the taste, mix urine with water or mix a spoonful of honey 
into the urine. 

In general, taste is subjective. What is delicious to one person is disgusting to another. Furthermore, your 
taste can change with time. Most people who drink beer or wine for the first time in their life think it tastes 
disgusting, but after some time they get used to the taste and actually enjoy it. The same is true for olives, 
blue cheese, etc. 

Regarding medicine, it is interesting to note that people are willing to ingest the most disgusting tasting 
drink and pills as long as a doctor prescribes it. Likewise, if you are sick, you might also try to overcome 
your resistance to the taste of urine. But do it with love. 
  
   
 8) If urine therapy was so popular in the past, as is maintained, why are people no longer interested in it, 
and why don't they know it can be useful? 

With the development of culture and technological progress, we have strayed further and further from 
nature. Our interest in natural medicines, including urine therapy, has therefore decreased. Furthermore in 
many respects we have turned away from our own bodies. This has made urine therapy psychologically 
inaccessible to us; in other words, we think our own bodily products are disgusting. 

Our economic system is based upon scarcity and scarcity is related to dependence. Urine therapy provides 
patients with so much independence that the remedy, urine is not lucrative. Urine is free and always 
available for those who need it. In a world in which money talks, urine therapy can appear to be 
threatening to those who earn their living by manufacturing or prescribing medicine. In short, urine 
therapy does not fit in the current economic picture of scarcity. 

Many people believe we are healthier nowadays thanks to advances in medical science. This is partly true. 
The flip side of the coin is that we have had to give up a great deal of freedom and independence. The 
enormous efforts of medical science are partly based upon the failure to really cure illnesses. Fighting 
symptoms is considered to be crucial, but this does not take care of the cause. Urine therapy, being a real 
nature cure, not only reduces the symptoms, but also deals with the cause of the illness. 

Keep in mind that urine therapy is not a 'wonder drug' that relieves all symptoms. Illness always has 
several causes and is usually not only physical. Feelings, thoughts and the environment also play a role. If 
you apply urine therapy in order to get rid of a symptom, but after improvement continue to treat yourself 
and your body carelessly, the symptoms might reappear. It is therefore important to also pay attention to 
other factors playing a role in the healing process. 
  
  
  9) How do acquaintances and friends react when you tell them that you drink your urine? Is it not better 
to keep quiet about it? 

Nowadays, the taboos surrounding bodily excretions are great. We consider many things to be dirty as soon 
as they leave our body, and forget that those same substances just a few minutes before were an integral 
part of our body. Everybody knows that the best way to get a laugh is by telling jokes about peeing and 
shitting. We get the whole range of reactions whenever we talk about our experiences. This is how we have 
been brought up, and although we take urine therapy seriously, we generally prefer an approach with a 
healthy dose of humor. 

However, if you feel uncomfortable about telling it to those around you, but still want to experiment with 
urine therapy, feel free to do this without mentioning it to others. When you are convinced it works for you, 
the reluctance to talk about it will gradually subside, and may be even disappear. Perhaps you will start to 
enjoy talking about it, as I do. You can be sure that you will be surrounded by plenty of laughter, which in 
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fact can be rather pleasant of laughter, which in fact can be rather pleasant. An old saying maintains that it 
is good to combine what is useful with what is pleasurable; you can be sure of that with urine therapy ! 

It is a different matter if you have difficulties explaining urine therapy to your immediate family or partner. 
Support from those closest to you is essential. Thorough explanation can work wonders. Let them visit this 
site. Before you know it, their interest in urine therapy will outweigh their aversion. 

As for smell, it is not as strong as one would expect. With a little bit of care, those closest to you will not 
notice a thing. The odour of urine is much less repulsive than most people think since most associate urine 
with public toilets. Actually, it often smells rather pleasant when applied fresh on the skin. Many people 
regularly use pure urine as after-shave and hair lotion. 

There will always be people who think it is bizarre or dirty. It is up to you to decide what is more important 
to you: your own good health or other people's opinions. 
  

10) For which illnesses is urine therapy effective and for which is it ineffective? Are there any contra-
indications? 

In theory, urine therapy is effective for every illness. Actually, a diagnosis is unnecessary prior to applying 
urine therapy. This therapy is total treatment aimed at strengthening or recovering the balance in the body. 
Because there are countless ways in which the balance can be upset, there are also countless illnesses. 
Medical science has conveniently categorized and named these illnesses. Urine therapy is a very personal 
treatment and can be applied in many ways. Likewise, an imbalance in the body can occur in countless 
ways and on different levels. Because the application of urine therapy does not require medication, which 
goes with a certain symptom, a diagnosis is also unnecessary. 

Nevertheless, because we are so accustomed to receiving a diagnosis it is for most of us reassuring to know 
which label is attached to our illness. Furthermore this can also help us in choosing other natural remedies, 
and these can certainly be used simultaneously with urine therapy. The treatments often support each 
other. In the Damar Tantra combinations of herbal mixtures and urine are often prescribed. 

Urine therapy can be applied at all times and for every illness, although in a number of cases extra 
attention. Furthermore pay attention to the degree of acidity of the blood and urine. If the blood is too 
acidic, the urine might also be rather acidic, which may cause irritations during application. Reduce the 
degree of acidity by fasting, talking natural medicines and following an appropriate diet (low in protein and 
vegetarian). So, there are no contra-indications but there are certainly conditions under which urine 
therapy can best applied. Once again one very important condition is the quality and combination of your 
diet.  
  
  
11) Why is it particularly recommended to drink the morning urine? 

The majority of useful, vital substances are found in the morning urine. This is because at night, while you 
sleep, your body is totally relaxed. This deep relaxation gives the body the chance to carry out its 'recovery 
activities'. The decomposition products partly end up in the urine and can be re-absorbed and used for new 
build-up processes. This process of filtering by the kidneys returns the so-called raw decomposition 
products to their original substances, which can subsequently be re-absorbed and re-used by the body. 

Certain hormones are also released during sleep, a number of, which are intended to bring about the 
above-mentioned deep relaxation. Re-absorbing these hormones ensures that we are more rested during 
the waking hours. Moreover, it saves the body energy because it does not have to manufacture these 
hormones again. 

Furthermore, ingestion of the morning urine, which is full of hormones, regulates the entire hormonal 
process. Some of these hormones have the particular function of maintaining hormonal balance.  
  
   12) Should you only use your own urine? 

In theory, it is best to use exclusively your own urine, especially if internally applied. However, if you are in 
a state of shock and cannot urinate, the urine from somebody else can safely be administered. If possible, 
use the urine from somebody of the same sex. Different hormones can be in the urine from a male than in 
that of a female. 

For certain illnesses, it seems to be beneficial to ingest the urine from children. The urine from a child is 
often very pure, especially if the child follows a healthy diet. In some cases, the urine from a child can also 
be used in the external massage application for the seriously ill who cannot produce enough of their own 
urine. 

It is certainly possible to use the urine from other person for massage. 
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The urine from pregnant women is also recommended by some urine therapists in the treatment of certain 
diseases like infertility, but further research is necessary before we can more about this. 

Urine from different people usually does not differ much in its ingredients, which is why the urine from one 
person will also to some extent work for somebody else. However, your own urine contains personal, 
characteristic substances and provides the particular information the body needs order to carry out the 
healing process as effectively as possible. 
  
13) What about using nutritional supplements such as vitamins etc., when practicing urine therapy? 

In general it is no problem to combine urine therapy with any other form of natural treatment. This also 
applies to the use of nutritional supplements as long as they are natural. On should refrain from any 
chemically manufactured supplements. 

Experience has shown that the use of vitamin supplements in combination with the practice of urine 
therapy can considerably cut down the amount of supplements you need to take, because of the recycling 
effect. Many substances, such as vitamins and enzymes, act as carriers for other substances and after 
having fulfilled their task they leave the body unaltered. Thus they can be used and taken in again to carry 
out the same job. 

Some vitamin supplements contain very high doses of specific vitamins. This can make the urine look very 
dark and taste and smell very strong. However this is not a problem, although it might be somewhat 
unpleasant to drink. 
  
   14) What do you do, if you can't get over the taste? 

When it is not possible for you to get used to the taste there are several other ways in which you can take 
urine into your body. Massaging with urine allows urine to be absorbed into the body through the skin. As 
far as taking urine in through the mouth, one could dilute it with a lot of water. Initially one could take just 
a few drops of urine mixed in fruit juice or other fluids. Also one could make use of a homeopathic tincture 
or an injection. 

To help make the taste of your urine more acceptable it is wise to experiment with your diet. It is 
recommended to eat lost of fruits and fresh vegetables and avoid meat, spices, dairy products and 
carbohydrates. Fruits and vegetables from a healthy diet anyway, and they normally make the urine taste 
milder and more watery It is then usually easier to drink your urine. 

For people who feel either occasionally or permanently a strong disgust blocking them from drinking their 
own urine, we would suggest that it may be worth first trying to discover their personal, psychological 
relation to urine. Clearing up some deeper issues surrounding body secretions might help to overcome the 
aversion. 
 

 Chapter 6: Fire (Sun or Solar Energy) 

 

 

The Sun is the biggest planet in our planetary system. Its circumference is 109 times bigger than that of the 
earth and it can accommodate 1.3 million earths in it. Its distance from our earth is 150 million km and it 
weighs 333,000 times the weight of the earth. Also, 99.8% of the weight of our planetary system is the 
sun's weight. Sun continuously sends out fireballs, which are 50,000 km long, 9,000 km wide and whose 
each jump towards the earth is 200,000 km.  Due to all these magnificent powers of the sun, it is no 
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wonder that it has inspired the mankind throughout the history. It has been worshipped from the earliest 
of times by many societies living in different parts of the world. Each civilization had a different story about 
it. 

In ancient Egypt, the sun was worshipped as Ra. Mankind and animals were said to have come into being 
through his tears. The king himself was believed to be the "Son of Ra". It was also believed that on his 
death, the king would be re-united with his father, the sun. The pyramids were regarded as a ramp or a 
means of access to the sky.  Additionally, Ra was believed to travel across the sky in a boat and through the 
underworld all night. There, in order to rise again the next morning, he had to defeat the evil Apepi. He was 
represented as rising from the ocean of chaos to greet the world again. 

In ancient Greece and Rome, Apollo came to be associated with the sun. In Mesopotamia it was Shamash. 
The Indian tribes of America have many interesting tales associated with the sun. One of the stories is as 
follows. 

"A long time ago there lived a selfish chief who kept the sun and moon and stars for himself. The world had 
no light at all. At that time, there lived a raven who wanted to get the light and give it to the world. The 
raven changed himself into a leaf and was swallowed by the chief's daughter, who became pregnant and 
soon had a baby. The baby was none other than the raven. The baby could see many bundles hung about in 
the chief's house and started to cry for them. The chief was an indulgent grandfather and gave the child the 
first bundle. This was a bag of stars and the raven threw them up the chimney. They quickly arranged 
themselves in the sky.  The child cried again and this time his grandfather gave him a bundle, which 
contained the moon. Again the child threw it to the sky. Some time later, the child started to cry again. This 
time the grandfather gave him the sun and the child quickly changed into a raven and flew out of the 
window. This was how light came to this world." 

Science has proved the need for sunlight for growth, agriculture, health and numerous other aspects of 
human life. Many of the myths from around the world reflect a belief in the need for sunlight in the greater 
scheme of things. Indian mythology too understands the role of the sun. It was worshipped as "Surya" in 
India in ancient times. According to the Indian mythology, Surya was responsible for health and life, a 
reflection of what was perhaps the scientific belief of the time. Surya is one of the principal vedic deities. 
He is pictured as riding across the sky on a chariot pulled by seven horses. One wonders the analogy 
between seven horses and the seven colors of light.There is a practice in getting energy on a temporary 
basis by the Americas. To get energy for their body, Native Indians take sunbath by standing in the sun for 
two hours exposing maximum parts of their body and they don't need to eat food on those days.  They 
sustain on micro food of the sunlight.  When clouds gather we become gloomy.  We see the sun and get 
energetic. 

6 (a): How sun energy is important for our life 

In the Third Century, A.D., the triumph of Christianity put an end to the practice of sunbathing throughout 
most of Europe. For over a thousand years thereafter the use of sunbathing was restricted almost entirely 
to the Jews and Arabians. The Christians called sunbathing a sin and placed it on a par with the other 
practices of the Hygienic System. 

From the late 1800s, heliotherapy - sometimes called phototherapy - became a key 
part of certain treatment regimes for tuberculosis, notably tuberculosis of the 
bones, joints and skin, as prolonged exposure to sunlight can kill the bacteria 
which cause the disease. Infected children who were sent out to special homes and 
hospital retreats were encouraged to spend as much time outdoors as possible. 
These children had often come from dark and dingy city slums and exposing their 
skin to sunshine raised their levels of vitamin D, which also helped them fight the 
bacteria. 

In 1903, Niels Ryberg Finsen was awarded the Nobel Prize “in recognition of his contribution to the 
treatment of diseases, especially lupus vulgaris, with concentrated light radiation, whereby he has opened a 
new avenue for medical science.” Finsen discovered that UV radiation was beneficial in treating lupus 
vulgaris, a skin condition caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. UV radiation was the only effective 
treatment against tubercle bacilli in the skin before the introduction of antituberculous chemotherapy in 
the 1950s.68,69 Finsen believed that UV radiation killed Mycobacterium tuberculosis. 
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Lack of sunlight, and diseases related to it 
Breast cancer 
Colon cancer 
Diabetes 
Elevated blood pressure 
Heart disease 
Multiple sclerosis 
Ovarian cancer 
Osteomalacia 
Osteoporosis 
Prostate cancer 
Psoriasis 
Rickets 
Seasonal Affective Disorder  
Tooth decay  
Tuberculosis 

 

Throughout the earth the growth of plant and animal life is dependent upon the presence of sunshine. We 
find that life is always most prolific in the tropics where there is an abundance of year around sunshine and 
where the intensity of the sun's rays is the greatest. In the arctic regions where there is a scarcity of 
sunshine life is scarce or absent altogether. Then, as we go south and the climate gradually becomes 
warmer, all kinds of life becomes more prolific; in the equatorial regions it reaches its peak. Also, it is to be 
noted that the plants and animals are usually more highly developed where the climate is warmer. 

 The Danish scientist, Thorwald Madsen, found that, just as the best physical development is attained in 
the tropics so also do the people of the temperate zone attain the best health during the summer months 
when there is an abundance of sunshine. Madsen based his conclusions upon his studies of a 37-year 
compilation of Danish medical records. These records are unusually complete because in Denmark the law 
requires that every physician report every case of infectious disease which he treats. The statistics provided 
by Madsen show that disease, particularly infectious disease, occurs most frequently during the season in 
which the people get the least sunshine. Diphtheria, Bronchitis, bronchi-pneumonia and tonsillitis all run 
up to a peak in the winter months and fall into insignificance during July and August. Taking an average of 
all disease, February was found to be the month most conducive to the development of disease; September 
was the best month from the standpoint of public health. The conclusion is inescapable. The prevalence of 
disease corresponds to the amount and intensity of the sunshine. The more sunshine, the less disease; the 
less sunshine, the more disease. 

 In the treatment of wounds which do not heal, sunshine is of the greatest importance. In World War I 
thousands of German soldiers were afflicted with deep wounds which simply would not heal in spite of the 
most adequate medical attention. Month after month the wounds continued to fester, matter and infect the 
entire body. It was left to Bernhard of Samden, an old surgeon who gave up the use of the knife for 
sunbathing, to help these unfortunate soldiers. He took the Fourth German Army Corps first, and before 
the war was over he was sunning the supposedly incurable wounds of nearly the whole German army. His 
success was little short of phenomenal. The most severe wounds, which had failed to respond to any type of 
medial antiseptics or disinfectants, rapidly healed under the influence of sunshine. The infection quickly 
ceased, and the tissues quickly closed and healed as if by magic. No better demonstration of the superiority 
of the hygienic care of infected wounds through the use of sunshine could have been given. 

The first epidemiological research suggesting that vitamin D from sun exposure 
has a protective effect against colon cancer was published in the International 
Journal of Epidemiology in 1 980 by Drs Frank and Cedric Garland. They looked 
at the geographic distribution of cancer deaths in the United States and found that 
mortality from colon cancer decreased in areas of the United States with greater 
sun exposure, the number of deaths in the industrialized northeast of the United 
States being one third higher than in sunnier regions such as Hawaii, New Mexico 
and Arizona. Migration to a sunny latitude — from, say, New York to Florida — is 
associated with a decreased risk of colon cancer. Also, a childhood and 
adolescence spent in one of the world's sunnier regions reduces the risk of the 
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disease for those who migrate in the opposite direction, and the protective effect 
appears to last a lifetime. 

Dr. E. Amsted, an associate of Dr. Rollier, reports remarkable success in treating rickets with sunshine, and 
another sun-doctor, Riedel, has used sunshine successfully in treating post- osteomalacia fractures of the 
neck of the femur, which had failed to heal in a year's time. The simple application of sunshine brought 
about speedy recovery. The fracture healed perfectly with good ossification. 

 

"There have been a number of reports of sunlight being used on cancer patients to 
good effect but, unfortunately, much that has been published on the subject is 
largely anecdotal. One form of cancer which clearly benefits from sunlight exposure 
is, ironically, a form of skin cancer. This is the rare malignant skin cancer mycosis 
fungoides which has been treated very successfully with the sun's rays. The results 
of a study carried out at a clinic in Davos, Switzerland, reported in the journal 
Hautarzt in 1986, showed that the majority of patients with this serious condition 
who underwent sunlight therapy in the Alps went into remission — some for over a 
year. 

As far as internal cancers are concerned, few physicians seem to have actually used 
sunlight therapeutically. One notable exception is the American physician Dr Zane 
Kime. In his book, Sunlight Could Save Your Life, which was published in 1980, Dr 
Kime describes how he encouraged one of his patients with breast cancer to 
sunbathe. He took this rather unusual step following a consultation with a 41-year-
old woman whose breast cancer had spread to her lungs and bones. She had 
already undergone a mastectomy and chemotherapy but to no avail. Dr Kime did 
not treat the cancer directly but, instead, introduced a programme to improve the 
general health of his patient. She was only allowed to eat whole foods, and all of the 
refined polyunsaturated oils and fats were removed from her diet. She was also 
encouraged to spend time sunbathing; and the combination of diet and sunlight 
seems to have achieved remarkable results. Within a few months the patient was 
back at work and in the years that followed there were no apparent symptoms of 
her metastasized cancer. Unfortunately Dr Kime did not devote much of his book to 
this episode, nor did he state how many years of remission his patient enjoyed and, 
sadly, Dr Kime died in 1992. 

Some years before Dr Kime's apparent success, a study into the effects of sunlight 
on cancer was carried out at the Bellevue Medical Centre in New York. During the 
summer of 1959, fifteen patients diagnosed with cancer were encouraged to arrange 
their own sunlight therapy. They spent as much time as they could outdoors 
without glasses, and especially sunglasses. They were also instructed to avoid 
artificial light sources and television sets as much as possible. Dr John Ott, who is a 
renowned investigator of the effects of light on health and is probably the greatest 
innovator in the field since Niels Finsen, was involved in this project. It was Doctor 
Ott who first alerted the American public of the hazards to health posed by the 
emission of X-ray radiation from television sets, and he also developed some of the 
first full-spectrum lighting. He says in his book Health and Light that the results of 
the study of the effects of sunlight on cancer patients were sufficiently positive to 
justify a more detailed programme of research, but that support was not 
forthcoming" 

 

When diseases involving the kidneys exist sunbathing is of special value. Rollier treated several cases of 
renal disease with sunshine and reports good results. In the most severe cases recovery was not complete 
but the patients lived much longer than could otherwise have been expected. The patients who started the 
sun treatments before the disease was too far advanced experienced complete recovery. The explanation 
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generally given for the healing power of sunshine upon the kidneys is that, by warming the skin, an extra 
supply of blood produces a vascularization which is seven times greater than normal. This concentration of 
blood, or hyper anemia as it is called technically, lasts for two full hours after the sunbath, and it is 
primarily responsible for the beneficial effect exerted upon the kidneys. The extra supply of blood 
undoubtedly speeds the eliminative processes which are necessary for recovery. 

In 1 989 the Drs Garland, together with Dr Edward Gorham, published the first 
ever epidemiological work on the relationship between sun exposure and breast 
cancer. Their research demonstrated that, as in the case of colon cancer, there 
was a strong negative correlation between available sunlight and breast cancer 
death rates. The chances of women from areas of the United States with less 
available sunlight dying of breast cancer were 40 per cent higher than those of 
women who lived in Hawaii or Florida. Worldwide, the lowest rates for breast 
and colon cancer occur in the Caribbean, South and Central America, North 
Africa and South Asia. Countries in these regions are within 20 degrees of the 
equator, where the sun's rays are particularly strong, and where mortality rates 
for breast and colon cancer are 4-6 times lower than in northern Europe or North 
America. 

The skin particularly is benefited by sunbathing. The well-bronzed skin is firm 
and strong but at the same time it possesses a soft, velvety texture. It is usually 
free from pimples and blemishes of all kinds. In addition, the sun has a 
tendency to smooth the skin and remove small wrinkles. It is indeed a 
prerequisite to greater beauty. 

 

Medical authorities list literally dozens of skin diseases which commonly afflict civilized races. It is well to 
note that he unclad primitive races are usually free from this whole assortment. Travelers who observed 
and lived among the early North American Indians reported that they suffered from virtually no skin 
diseases. This was no doubt due in part to the better diet they employed but the fact that they wore very 
little clothing and lived much of their time in the open air and sunshine deserves much credit.   

We encounter UVB every day when exposing our skin to the sun, without even knowing that it has a 
particularly good influence on our health. It is now a well-known fact that UVB literally cures psoriasis, 
retarding the diseased cells tanks to its penetrative capabilities.  

Present in natural sunlight, UVB is an effective treatment for psoriasis. UVB penetrates the skin and slows 
the growth of affected skin cells. 

Most of the positive effects of solar radiation are mediated via ultraviolet-B (UVB) induced production of 
vitamin D in skin. However, several other pathways may exist for the action of ultraviolet (UV) radiation on 
humans.There is also evidence that exposure to some frequencies of light (UV in particular) causes the 
body to release small amounts of endorphins, which would explain the benefit for some disorders such as 
SAD, as endorphins are often called "the body's own morphine".. 

 

Chapter 6 (b): Sun Gazing & Its History 

 

The HRM phenomenon is in fact a rediscovery of a scientific ritual, which was used to heal physical, 
mental, emotional and spiritual diseases in ancient times. Ancient Indians called this practice Surya 
Namaskar, where ancient Egyptians and Americans called it Heliotherapy and Europeans called it Apollo 
therapy. In the Americas, the sun was also known as INTA.The scientific technique practiced by Hira Ratan 
Manek is how he derives his energy from the solar energy of the sun. Mankind is also using solar energy for 
running solar cookers, solar heaters, and solar cars. Similarly, what HRM does is to convert himself into a 
solar car by using sunlight. Traditionally, human beings eat secondary sources of energy as the plants and 
other vegetation depends heavily on the sun for their growth, simply put, the idea here is to learn how to 
absorb energy from the primary source, that is, the sun itself. 
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There is a scientific explanation of what may be occurring during the exercise of this method. Since the 
brain is a powerful recipient and the retina and the pineal gland (third eye) being equipped with 
photoreceptor cells, a kind of photo analysis could be taking place during the Surya Namaskar, which 
provides a person with all kinds of energy and vitamins that are required for the proper functioning of his 
internal organs. Additionally, the rays of the sun with seven colors have a cure for all kinds of diseases such 
as Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, obesity, arthritis, osteoporosis, cancer and others.  If world peace is to be 
achieved, everyone should have a perfect balance of mind. Thus, this method can also contribute to the 
world peace. 

  Process 

In the year 1962 Mother Mira of Pondicherry Ashram in India suggested to HRM that it was time to bring 
sungazing to the modern world. HRM then read widely and deeply for thirty long years on the sungazing 
practices of ancient times, which were once common all over the world with all almost all cultures and 
religions. Over a three year period of continual and intense experimentation on himself, he successfully 
established a safe sungazing practice which he is now preaching and teaching to humanity in dozens of 
countries worldwide. This method is now accepted as a popular health practice known as the phenomenon 
of HRM sungazing. 

Sri Hira Ratan Manek 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlCJPxxKoaY&feature=player_embedded 

 

  

The HRM method of safe sungazing can be practiced by any one. It can be practiced anywhere in the world 
and all over the year in safe times. There are no restrictions. A person can continue his present life style, 
simply add sungazing, and practice it whenever possible. If one practices safe sungazing with faith and 
confidence, free from doubts and with the proper understanding, one gets perfect health for mind body and 
spirit. 

The practitioner of safe sungazing, can also add to his practice (1) safe sun warming of the body, (2) 
drinking and using sun charged water, and (3) walking barefoot on bare earth with a good thick layer of 
warm soil/sand/dirt that is free from grass, in order to heal the body. 

If one is regular with their practice, then benefits will come quickly; if not then the person benefits little or 
later. Whether a person is regular or irregular in their sungazing practice they will get some benefits. 
Success is never denied. It is only delayed for those practicing at intervals and with breaks in an irregular 
way. Everyone is successful to some degree in this practice. 

Very little mind is in the body but the whole body is in the mind. To treat any problem we have to energize 
not only the physical body but also all of our bodies (mind, body, spirit). Without doing this, we can never 
completely resolve our health fully. In our brain is a super computer that HRM calls the “brainutor”. 
Nature has coded inside the brain infinite powers which are largely dormant, and if invoked or awakened 
we heal by ourselves. That's why sungazing becomes very important. The brain becomes more powerful or 
energetic only through safe sungazing. The brain has countless neurons and these are important for the 
efficiency of the brain. With safe sungazing the neurons increase in number and become healthier, and that 
takes care of human health. The simple key to health is to see that we have not only more neurons, but also 
totally healthy neurons. It is only through the eyes that the light from the sun reaches the brain and creates 
beneficial effects in the brain. 
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In general, much of humanity is afraid of sun to some degree. We have believed that looking at the sun or 
doing sungazing harms the eyes but that is a wrong belief. Safe sun never harms the eyes and, on the 
contrary, it makes eyes healthier. The sungazing practices of the Egyptian, Mayan, and Incan priests and 
priestesses, as well as others, serve to remind us of this truth. 

We have all looked at sunrises and sunsets for long periods with no harm. In the same way, if we start 
practicing safe sungazing in the hour of sunrise hour or the hour of sunset we will get expanded health for 
mind, body and spirit. 

Safe sungazing is a must for better health and to alleviation of health problems. When safe sungazing is 
added with sun warming of the body, drinking sun charged water and walking barefoot on bare earth, one 
easily gets cost free health and the presence of a master or a guru is not at all required. One has to 
understand the practice and start practicing. 

Some Practical Observations on Sungazing 

Sungazing is best suited to warmer climates, but it can and has been done in more Northern locals such as 
Canada, and Finland. Literally thousands of people across the globe are using this method to achieve 
greater health on all levels. Some experience more benefits than others based upon multiple factors such as 
local, access to sand/dirt/clear view of the sky, and the amount of time devoted to practice. However, more 
often than not, it is those that sungaze with a positive attitude, an open heart and mind, patience while 
practicing, and adherence to doing it slow and steady that experience the most benefits and continual 
benefits. 

Many people experience a reduction in their appetite/less hunger, and/or more joy in their lives after 
sungazing. Some are able to subsist more and more on light as they expand their practice of sungazing, 
from days, weeks, or even months at a time without eating regular food and/or no food. This is but one 
reason why some people sungaze. Most people, however, sungaze for the sheer joy of it, the increased eye 
strength/health, the greater tolerance to light, the lessening of stress, and alleviation of multiple physical 
ailments so common in our modern day world. 

This methodology is simply the rebirth of a science that was commonly practiced by the priests, priestesses, 
and shamans/cuanderos of long ago. In ancient times, it was a universal spiritual practice. Now it has 
become a fusion of the ancient spiritual practice as well as a modern scientific practice. Anyone can follow 
the HRM sungazing method as described below. 

Safe Sungazing Practice 

Sungazing is a one-time practice of your lifetime usually for a period of 9 months.  You can break up the 
practice in three phases. 0 to 3months, 3-6months and 6- 9months.  You have to walk barefoot for 45 
minutes for the rest of your life. Food makes us commit the maximum pain to others and exploit others.  
The practice entails looking at the rising or setting sun one time per day only during the safe hours.  No 
harm will come to your eyes during the morning and evening safe hours.  The safe hours are anytime 
within 1-hour window after sunrise or anytime within the 1-hr window before sunset.  It is scientifically 
proven beyond a reasonable doubt that during these times, one is free from UV and IR rays exposure, 
which is harmful to your eyes.  To determine the timings of sunrise or sunset, you can check the local 
newspaper, which also lists the UV Index as 0 during these times. Both times are good for practice - it 
depends on individual's convenience.  Sungazing also has the added advantage of getting vitamin A and D 
during the 1-hour safe period window.  Vitamin A is necessary for the health of the eye, the only vitamin 
that the eye requires.  If you sun gaze, the spectacles and the associated power in the eye will go away and 
this will provide better eyesight without glasses.   

For those who cannot initially sungaze during the safe periods, sunbathing is an effective method for 
receiving the sun energy at a slower pace until one is able to sungaze.  Best times to take sunbath is when 
the UV index is lower 2 or below.  This usually occurs within the 2-hour window after sunrise or  before 
sunset.  Sun bathing during the day is to be avoided, except for during the winter months, when the UV 
index usually remains at 2 all throughout which is safe for sunbathing.  Ccheck your local newspaper to see 
the published results for UV Index to be sure.  Also do not use sunscreen.  When body gets heated up you 
perspire and sweat is a waste product and needs to go out of the body.  When you are painted or coated 
with lotions and creams -- they get degenerated and the chemicals enter your body.  It is our malpractice -
our wrong use- why we blame the sun for skin cancers.  

0 - 3 Months 

First day, during the safe hours, look for a maximum of 10 seconds. Second day look for 20 seconds at the 
rising sun adding ten seconds every succeeding day.  So at the end of 10 continuous days of sun gazing you 
will be looking at the sun for 100 seconds i.e. 1 minute and 40 seconds. Stand on bare earth with bare foot.  
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Eyes can blink and/or flicker.  Stillness or Steadiness of the eyes is not required.  Do not wear any lenses or 
glasses while sungazing. 

Why don't you watch the sun instead of the TV? The intensity of the TV is much more than the rising or 
setting of the sun.  If you can watch TV at close ranges for extended periods of time, you can easily watch 
the rising or setting sun safely.  Have a belief that the sunrays or lights that you are getting into your eyes 
are of immense benefit and will not harm you. This will give you earlier, quicker and better results.  Even 
without a belief component also you will get the results provided that you follow the practice, however, it 
will take longer time. On the other hand, you need not restrict any of your normal daily routines.  There are 
no restrictions. You can enjoy your food while applying this practice. Hunger will disappear eventually by 
itself. 

You may consider gazing from the same place at the same time daily. Following circadian patterns has its 
advantages. If you pray, you can have any prayer of your choice. No particular one is suggested and it is not 
a requirement.  As a precaution, have your eyes examined by a doctor.  This is to err on the side of caution 
from a scientific standpoint. Also, you should have periodic check ups. Additionally, you can buy photo 
sun-cards to monitor UV and IR radiation, which are priced at about $2. (when cards are kept in the 
sunlight).  There is no need to buy an expensive $500 photosensometer.  If your cheeks get heated up then 
stop gazing. Use common sense. 

When you reach three months you will have gazed at the sun 15 minutes at a stretch. If you can watch TV 
for 3 hours, surely you can see the sun for that long. What is happening as you go up to 15 minutes? The 
sun energy or the sunrays passing through the human eye are charging the hypothalamus tract, which is 
the pathway behind the retina leading to the human brain.  As the brain receives the power supply through 
this pathway, it is activated into a brainutor.  One of the software programs inherent in the brain will start 
running and we will begin to realize the changes since we will have no mental tension or worries. Besides, 
we will have the self-confidence to face life problems by means of developing a positive mindset instead of 
a negative one. Moreover, we will become fearless since our psychosis will have disappeared so will have all 
the ills of the mind. This is the first phase of the method and lasts around 3 months.  
Humans have good and bad qualities, which are 2 sides of the same coin.  In the absence of the sunlight we 
develop bad qualities. When sunlight enters the brain, good qualities come into appearance replacing bad 
ones.  Eventually, even spiritual ignorance goes away.  Sometimes, you get confused from what you hear 
and read.  You get contradictory information such as red wine is good for you and alcohol is bad for you.  
You are baffled with life's problems and detest decision-making. But after 3 months of sun gazing, you 
develop a sense of confidence and know the answers for yourself spiritually.  There is a balance of the 
mind, where you are in a position to judge personal answers - the correct answers. You develop powers that 
are already inherent in you.  Bad qualities disappear, anger, greed, jealousy leave you.  You become a 
lovable creature.  Everybody likes you.  You will do no wrong.  If you are positive or fearless, you will not 
harm anybody nor pain anybody.  You will become a compassionate person.  This is a great contribution to 
world peace.  A positive approach creates solutions to problems and waste in society.  There will be no need 
for environmental engineers.  We won't throw waste, as there is no away.  By 3.5 months everything 
changes. 

Besides, mental depression will go away.  Psychiatrists are observing that sadness is caused by lack of 
sunlight. With the practice of sungazing you will not have depression in your whole lifetime. You will 
achieve a perfect balance of mind. Fear of death will go away.  The state of mind is such that you will 
welcome death. What is to happen, you will be able to let it happen.  There will be no worries.  Everyone 
has some sort of mental disorder, which is the biggest human problem, which can be removed by the 
proper use of sunlight.  

3 - 6 Months 

Next, Physical diseases will start being cured.  70 to 80% of the energy synthesized from food is taken by 
the brain and is used up in fueling tensions and worries.  With a lack of mental tension, brain does not 
require the same amount of energy as before.  As you proceed in sun gazing and as your tensions decrease 
the need for food intake will go down. 

When you reach 30 minutes duration of continuously looking at sun, you will slowly be liberated from 
physical disease since by then all the colors of the sun will have  reached  the brain through the eye.  Brain 
regulates the flow of color prana appropriately to the respective organs.  All the internal organs get ample 
supply of the required color prana.  The vital organs are dependent on certain sun color prana.  Kidney red, 
Heart yellow, Liver green etc. Colors reach the organs and address any deficiencies. This is how color 
therapies work --Reiki and Pranic Healing.  There is a lot of information available on color therapy.  This is 
the process of getting liberated from physical ailments over a six-month period.  After 3-4 months you can 
become cured of your physical ailments with autosuggestion, which is imagining and visualizing healing 
your ailments while gazing at the sun.  Scientific methods such as the Solariums, crystals, color bottles, 
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natural stones, gems, all utilize sun energy, which is stored in these natural stones.  You can keep natural 
color stones in drinking water to further hasten healing. 

In solariums there is usually a platform at the height of 100 feet where each of the 7 glass cabinets is 
constructed for each of the VIBGYOR colors.  This platform revolves around the sun whole day and 
according to the nature of the disease diagnosed, the patient is placed in the appropriate color for healing.  
Similarly, glass drinking water bottles with different colors are kept in sun for 8 hours.  The water gets 
solarized and water develops medicinal value and is used to treat different diseases.  

Photosynthesis, which we misunderstand, does not in fact need chlorophyll.  Only the plant kingdom needs 
chlorophyll.  Human body can do it with a different medium.  Photosynthesis is transforming the sun 
energy into a usable energy format.  This is how Photovoltaic cells work and electricity is produced, 
similarly water is heated, food is cooked in solar cooker, and solar batteries run automobiles.  

Eyes receive the entire spectrum of the sunlight, which is distributed to the different parts of the body by 
the brain on a need per basis.  As a result, you are cured from all diseases.  A 3rd intermediate medium is 
avoided.  As you continue gazing at the sun, energy is no longer being used up for mental impairments or 
physical ailments; thus its storage level increases in your body.  You are your own master within 6 months.  

6 - 9 Months 

In 6-months time you will start to have the original form of micro food, which is our sun. Additionally, this 
can avoid the toxic waste that you take into your body while you eat regular food.  

7.5 months and 35 min of sun gazing is when hunger starts going down palpably.  Need for food intake 
decreases.  No one needs to eat more than his or her hunger levels.  Hunger comes because of energy 
requirements of the body, which is a must for its existence.  Food is not a necessity for the body to function, 
only energy is.  Conventionally, you are indirectly getting the sun energy while eating food, which is a by-
product of sun energy. If there is no sunlight, no food will grow.  

Therefore, as you consume the original form of food, hunger goes down starting to disappear eventually.  
By eight months, you should see hunger almost gone. For a dull or weak student or with no belief, this time 
period may be 9 months or 44 minutes. After that time, hunger disappears forever.  All mechanisms 
associated with hunger like aroma, cravings, and hunger pangs also disappear. Moreover, energy levels are 
at a higher level.  There is a judgment (having had this experience) that the brain is well activated with the 
sun energy.  Welldone, you have become a solar cooker. 

After 9 Months 

After nine months or when you reach to a 44 minutes level, you should give up sun gazing since solar 
science prohibits further gazing for the sake of eye care.  The body will get discharged when you stop 
practicing, which has to be recharged. Now you have to start walking on bare foot on bare earth for 45 
minutes daily for a total of 6 days.  Relaxed walking only.  No need to walk briskly, jog or run.  Any 
convenient time of the day is all right, however it is preferred to do that when the earth is warmer and the 
sunlight is falling on your body.  When you walk bare foot, an important gland in the brain's center called 
the pineal gland or the third eye is activated.  The big toe of the foot represents this gland.  25 years ago it 
was considered a useless gland.  Now it has become an important gland for study and up to now, about 
18,000 papers have been published about it.  It has always been known as the Seat of the soul.  The Pineal 
gland has optic nerve endings.  The remaining four toes represent glands too -- pituitary, hypothalamus, 
thalamus and amygdala.  Amygdala for the last 2 years has been gaining importance in medical research. 
It's a nucleus of the sun or cosmic energy and plays an important role in the photosynthesis via the sunlight 
reaching the brain through the eye. When you walk bare foot, your body weight stimulates all these 5 
glands through your toes.  This is strengthened by the earth heat/energy and the sun prana falling on the 
head or the crown chakra.  The chakras are not in the spinal cord that is an imaginary location; they are 
definitely in the brain.  All these create a magnetic field and the body/brain recharges with the energy of 
the sun entering in you.  Relax. Walk 45 minutes for one year and food continues to be away from you.  
After one year of recharging, if you are satisfied with your progress you can give up barefoot walking.  Few 
minutes of sun energy falling on you once in 3-4 days will be enough from then on.  

But if you want the immune system to strengthen, then keep on the bare foot walking. Also if you want 
memory power or intelligence to increase, continue the walking practice.  As you increase the sun's heat on 
your feet the brain will activate more and more, which will result in the more activity of the Pineal gland. 
The Pineal gland has certain psychic and navigational functions.  Navigational means one can fly like the 
birds. You can develop psychic skills of telepathy, television and have your body at different places 
simultaneously.  Science has validated human psychic functions and medical experiments are being done 
to ascertain this.  Different body parts and its organs get purified once you stop eating due to 
detoxification.  The different internal organs play different mechanical parts for the purposes of space 
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travel and flight.  There is another utility value (other than food digestion) for the internal organs. All the 
glands have a lot of functions and can perform at optimal level via sun energy.  If you are fortunate to 
activate the brain optimally you surely will reach enlightenment.  You can read past, present, and future. 
This method can be safely applied to control obesity.  Almost all problems get solved. 

Historically, a lot of people have remained without food. Accordingly in 1922, the Imperial Medical College 
in London decreed that solar rays were the ideal food for humans. However, no one has mentioned what 
their technique was-- For e.g. Yogananda in his book 'autobiography of yogi' interviewed many saints and 
mystics to find out the secret of their lack of eating food.common reply was that the sun energy entered 
through a secret door and reached the medulla oblongata in the brain. They did not divulge their secret. 
This knowledge was lost to common folk at the time. 

  

Chapter 7 : Earth Energy ( Earthing) 
 

How often do you get grounded in a day? 

 

 

What is Earthing? 

According to the book “Earthing” the practice of earthing basically involves coupling your body to the 
Earth’s surface energy by walking, sitting or sleeping outside in direct contact with the Earth. 

"The most important health benefit of Earthing is providing the body with 
abundant electrons from the Earth. The scientific research and hypotheses related 
to Earthing point to a major impact on the inflammatory process as a result of 
this electron transfer." 

Many people notice that they feel better when they walk barefoot on the Earth. Recent research has 
explained why this happens. Our immune systems function optimally when our bodies have an adequate 
supply of electrons, which are easily and naturally obtained by barefoot contact with the Earth. Research 
indicates that electrons from the Earth have anti-oxidant effects that can protect the body from 
inflammation and its many well-documented health consequences.  
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When in direct contact with the Earth, your body becomes suffused with negative charged free electrons 
and equalizes to the same electric energy level as the earth. 

The short version is that we get negative charged energy from the earth that combats inflammation and 
positively charged free radicals in the body. 

 

 

More recent research has shown that the feeling of well-being that comes from walking barefoot on the 
Earth is associated with important physiological benefits. The Earth is a natural source of electrons and 
subtle electrical fields, which are essential for proper functioning of our immune systems, circulation, 
synchronization of biorhythms and other physiological processes. Of major importance is the fact that 
modern biomedical research has documented correlations between chronic inflammation and all of the 
chronic diseases, including the diseases of aging and the aging process itself. Inflammation is a condition 
that can be reduced or prevented by grounding our bodies to the Earth.  

Contrary to popular belief, quantum physics has us believe that the human body 
operates under an influence of energy; nothing can be closer to the truth. Energy 
is what regulates our homeostatic control mechanisms. If these mechanisms 
become unstable – as a result of the perpetual consumption of nutrient-void foods, 
constant exposure to harmful chemicals or not being grounded (among many 
other factors) – our body begins to oxidize at an accelerated rate. Similar to the 
acid-alkaline theory, when the body becomes too acidic (acidosis), inflammation 
and/or pain is bound to proliferate. For example, when someone consumes a diet 
rich in commercial meats, pasteurized dairy products, refined carbohydrates, 
drugs, alcohol, isolates, etc, with little consumption of fruit, vegetables and whole 
foods, the immune system breaks down and the body becomes acidic because it’s 
not receiving the proper alkaline nutrients. As a result, it struggles to maintain a 
proper pH balance (7.2-7.4). With this, inflammation, pain and subsequently 
disease will ensue. As Hippocrates once said, “”Illnesses do not come upon us out 
of the blue. They are developed from small daily sins against Nature. When 
enough sins have accumulated, illnesses will suddenly appear.” 

It has also been suggested that the modern epidemic of chronic and stress-related diseases began when the 
leather that was used to make the soles of shoes was replaced with rubber and plastics. When leather 
becomes damp, as a result of perspiration from the feet, a channel of conductivity for electron flow is 
created between the Earth and the feet. Rubber and plastics are electrical insulators and therefore block the 
beneficial flow of electrons from the Earth to our bodies. The biological benefits of Earthing involve subtle 
electric currents and fields from the Earth. These subtle phenomena take place in the presence of a variety 
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of fluctuating stronger and weaker fields produced by the wiring in homes and businesses and various 
electronic technologies such as cell phones.  

 

According to emerging research, Grounding/Earthing can be beneficial in: 

¦Reducing inflammation by defusing excess positive electrons 
¦ Reducing chronic pain 
¦ Improving Sleep 
¦ Increasing Energy  
¦ Lowering stress and promoting calmness by reducing stress hormones. 
¦ Normalizing biological rhythms including circadian rhythm 
¦ Improving blood pressure and blood flow 
¦ Relieving muscle tension and headache  
¦ Lessens menstrual and female hormone symptoms 
¦ Speeds healing- used in some places to prevent bed sores 
¦ Can eliminate jet lag 
¦ Protecting the body from EMFs 
¦ Shortens recovery time from injury or athletic activity 
¦ Reducing or eliminating snoring 
¦ Helping support adrenal health 

Earthing: Health Implications of Reconnecting the Human Body 
to the Earth’s Surface Electrons 

Earthing research, observations, and related theories raise an intriguing possibility about the Earth’s 
surface electrons as an untapped health resource—the Earth as a “global treatment table.” Emerging 
evidence shows that contact with the Earth—being outside barefoot may be a simple, natural, and yet 
profoundly effective environmental strategy against chronic stress, ANS dysfunction, inflammation, pain, 
poor sleep, disturbed HRV, hypercoagulable blood, and many common health disorders, including 
cardiovascular disease. The research done to date supports the concept that grounding or earthing the 
human body may be an essential element in the health equation along with sunshine, clean air and water, 
nutritious food, and physical activity. 
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The human immune system evolved over a long span of time during which we were in virtually constant 
barefoot contact with the Earth. In our modern society, humans no longer walk barefoot. We wear shoes 
that insulate us from the Earth’s energy. In recent decades the incidence of chronic diseases, allergies, 
auto-immune conditions, and insomnia has skyrocketed in modern societies. One overlooked reason for 
this situation is that the immune system began functioning less efficiently as humans increasingly 
separated themselves from the Earth’s energy".   

Earthing (Grounding) the Human Body Reduces Blood 
Viscosity 

"I told [Clint Ober] 10 years ago, "What you need to do is show that grounding improves 
inflammation. If you can show that, then you can show that it improves heart disease. 
Because the real cause of heart disease is inflammation. It's not cholesterol like everybody 
believes. It's really inflammation," Dr. Sinatra says. ... [H]is experimental work was just 
really awesome, and I got involved with research myself. I'm still smack in the middle of it 
right now, but it took me 10 years." 

The Biologic Effects of Grounding the Human Body 

 Earthing does look promising as a powerful anti-aging strategy. Many researchers have documented the 
deterioration of the immune system as we age. The name for this is immunosenescence. A prominent 
medical theory states that one of the causes of general deterioration during aging is free radical damage, 
technically known as oxidative stress, and resulting in injury to cells. Since Earthing greatly reduces 
oxidative stress and inflammation it is expected to increase life expectancy and improve health. There is no 
question that maintaining a functionally “young” immune system is an excellent strategy for preserving the 
quality of life and slowing senescence" 

The study showed that when the body is grounded, its electrical potential becomes 
equalized with the Earth's electrical potential through a transfer of electrons from 
the Earth to the body. This, in turn, prevents the 60Hz mode from producing an 
AC electric potential at the surface of the body and from producing perturbations 
of the electric charges of the molecules inside the body. The study confirms the 
“umbrella” effect of earthing the body explained by Nobel Prize winner Richard 
Feynman in his lectures on electromagnetism. Feynman said that when the body 
potential is the same as the Earth's electric potential (and thus grounded), it 
becomes an extension of the Earth's gigantic electric system. The Earth's potential 
thus becomes the “working agent that cancels, reduces, or pushes away electric 
fields from the body.” 

Grounding or earthing the body is virtually harmless. To date, there has been no systematic study of the 
effects of grounding on BP. However, there are anecdotal reports that patients using blood-thinning drugs, 
such as warfarin (Coumadin®), need to have their clotting time monitored when they begin to make more 
frequent conductive contact with the earth. When physicians recommend evidence-based, harmless, and 
simple natural interventions, alleviation of human suffering and improved quality of life can be realized. 
The findings in this pilot study indicate that grounding has a safe and significant effect on zeta potential 
and that further study is warranted.   

Did You Know? 
During the 1960s & 70s, researchers at Germany’s Max Planck Institute isolated 
volunteers in underground rooms that were electrically shielded from Earth’s 
electric field. All study participants developed abnormal physiological patterns 
including: chaotic hormonal production, disturbed sleep patterns and a general 
disruption of basic body regulation. 
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A key factor that has medical professionals intrigued is Earthing’s reported effects 
oninflammation. Currently, inflammation is linked to nearly eighty chronic 
illnesses including major diseases like cancer and type 2 Diabetes. Dr. William 
Meggs from East Carolina University claims that ‘inflammation may turn out to 
be the elusive Holy Grail of medicine – the single phenomenon that holds the key 
to sickness and health.’ 

 
 
 

Chapter 7 (a): Food energy from earth 
 
 

 A busy lifestyle will never help you to lead a healthy life. You have to make some lifestyle changes in order 
to lead a healthy life. If you are not aware of how to be healthy, then here are a few health tips that can be 
useful to you. The basic foundation for a strong body is laid by the food we eat. So, first, understand the 
type of foods you eat and eliminate those that are not good for the body. Try to eat a well-balanced meal 
every day. It will provide you with all the necessary nutrients required for the proper functioning of all the 
organs in the body. 

Include a lot of fruits and vegetables. They are full of all the essential nutrients. They can be digested easily 
too. Instead of consuming unhealthy and junk foods you can include a lot of fruits and vegetables for 
snacking. Processed, oily and fatty foods are not good for the body. They may increase your calorie intake 
but may not provide you with the necessary nutrition. People become obese and prone to various health 
problems by eating such kinds of foods.  

Exercises are also very important for a healthy lifestyle. They are very important because they help you to 
increase the flexibility, gain strength and improve the overall fitness of the body. There are different kinds 
of exercises. Most of them are very easy and can be done from your home itself. If you have a health club 
nearby, it is a good idea to enroll and visit it regularly. By doing various kinds of exercises like stretching, 
weight-training and cardio workouts you will be able to improve your health greatly. Try to create a 
workout schedule of about 30 minutes for at least thrice a week. You will be able to experience good results 
immediately. Doing regular exercises and following the health tips can help you to prevent different health 
problems. 
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increasing number of individuals with IBS, constipation, abdominal spasms and bloating, chewing food 
could possibly prevent a number if these daily discomforts. (Getyouinshape) 

 
Few important points for our healthy eating and healthy living 

 
 Eat Organic Food 
 Eat Raw Fruits 
 Eat Raw Vegetables 
 Take Proper Combination of Food 
 Maintain Proper Timing of the Food 
 Eat Properly chewing the food 
 Saliva  mixing with the food 
 Low diet food & Avoid Late night food 
 Do Fasting once or twice in a month  
 Proper Tooth Cleaning  

 
The type of food we are eating is not supplying our body with the nutrients our body requires. These 
nutrients deficiencies create craving & those craving drive us into eating often, constantly hungry. The fast 
& junk food Cos. know about these food craving so they exploit us by selling nutrient deficient food. We eat 
healthy food but we do not know how to prepare, combine or chew our food to get the nutrient. Bad eating 
habits creates food related toxins & illnesses. We should eat plenty of natural raw or steamed vegetables, 
fruits, sprouted grains and seeds which contains oxygen, water, fiver, carbohydrate. Daily consumption of 
sea salt or rock salt to produce hydrochloric acid. Processed foods are dead & contaminated foods it can not 
be digested & promote illnesses & premature aging, when hungry wait for healthy food. Some time our 
body need some particular food and for that our body produces appropriate gastric juice. So when we feel 
hungry then only we eat. 
Most important part of digestion is masticating or chewing the food properly. Saliva is a very powerful 
healer, an important secret of longevity is the amount of saliva we mix with our food before swallowing it, 
saliva keeps us healthy. We should eat little amount of pure fat with our food.  Man is the only animal who 
cook food before eat, but we don’t cook we destroy it and make it a garbage and it takes more energy to 
process it than what our body absorb it. 
We mix 50 diff. type of foods at a time that is a disaster  it is impossible to digest all at a time. Eat Healthy 
live Healthy. Do Fasting to increase the strength of our body. 

 

 
 
BMI or body mass indes calculator specially designed to measure the amount of body fat, based on 
the standard relationship between height and weight. 

As I read about BMI calculation want to share here that, at very first note down your weight in kilograms 
and then divide it by your height value which is measured in meters, squared. Wait I explain you with 
simple example that yours heights value is like 1.7mX1.7m gives 2.89(that's the height squared in meters) 
and after that if your weight is 70 kg, so divide 70 by 2.89 and you will find the answer is 24.22 and this 
value is became your Body Mass Index. 

 These are the weight ranges, set by the World Health Organisation: 

◦If your BMI is less than 18.4 you are underweight for your height 
◦If your BMI is between 18.5 and 24.9 you’re an ideal weight for your height 
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◦If your BMI is between 25 and 29.9 you’re over the ideal weight for your height 
◦If your BMI is between 30 and 39.9 you are obese 
◦If your BMI is over 40 you are very obese 

 

Few Dangerous act after meal: 

 
1. Don’t smoke — Experiments from experts proves that smoking a cigarette after meal is comparable to 
smoking 10 cigarettes (chances of cancer is higher) 

2. Don’t eat fruits immediately — Immediately eating fruits after meals will cause stomach to be bloated 
with air. Thre fore take fruits 1 -2 hours after meal or 1 hour before meal. 

3. Don’t drink tea — Because tea leaves contain a high content of acid. This substance will cause the protein 
content in the food we consume to be hundred thus difficult to digest. 

4. Don’t loosen your belt — Loosening the belt after meal will easily cause the intestine to be twisted and 
blocked. 

5. Don’t bathe — Bathing after meal will cause the increase of blood flow to the hands, legs and body thus 
the amount of blood around the stomach will therefore decrease, this will weaken the digestive system in 
our stomach. 

6. Don’t sleep immediately —The food we intake will not be to digest properly. Thus will lead to gastric and 
infection in our intestine. 

 
Chapter 7 (b) Reason why we should be Vegetarian & Its History 
 

 

God has designed us to eat only Vegetarian foods 

Our Teeth system is different for Non Veg eating Animals 

Our Jaw can move in any direction where as non veg eating animals jaw can move only up and down 

Our Intestine is about 7 times the body length where as non veg animals intestine is 3 times the body 
length 

Level of Hydrochloric Acid in stomach of Non Veg animals is 1-2where as our level is 2-3 coz we depends 
on fermentation of food which need more time bacteria restructure what we eat 

Life span of non veg animals is about 1/3 to that of Veg. animals. 

When an animal knows that it is going to slaughtered, stress & fear develops and certain glands produces 
toxic compounds which is very harmful for eaters. It can change their nature like animals too. 

Pork meat is most harmful coz pig suffers most before death. 

So from these details , I believe that we should be Vegetarian. 

 
Vegetarian label used in India on packed foodstuff: 
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Chapter 7 ( c ) The Food is Not Safe 
 

Mr. Tony Scazzero in his book “Drink Your Own Water” has written in a very broad way about the chemical 
contaminates of the food that we eat or available in the market here are few words from his book:  

Much of the food we are eating is not safe. Each year, according to the Centers for Disease Control, more 
than 48 million Americans are made sick by the food they eat. Of these, some 128,000 require hospital care 
and 3,000 die from “food-borne illness.” Processed foods, foods in bags, genetically modified foods, 
irradiated foods are killing us. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has found that much of the food 
harvested contain pesticide residues, chemical contaminates, filth and extraneous materials. All of these 
are burdensome to the immune system of not just humans, but animals and plants as well.  

Every year, hundreds of pesticides, many of them known to be damaging to the nervous and reproductive 
system, are used on farms to “protect the public” from pests. Over 50% of grocery foods contain pesticide 
residues. These fruit and vegetables are covered with residue known to be carcinogenic. The pesticides and 
chemicals we eat get deposited inside body fat. Researchers have found distressingly high concentrations of 
DDT, PCB's dieldrin, heptachlor, dioxin and other agricultural chemicals in human blood samples taken 
across the country and globe! Pesticides are designed to disrupt the hormonal and neurological systems of 
insects but they are also affect children's physical and mental growth. Their impact to public health has not 
been ascertained.  

We consume foods that have been depleted of essential natural healing nutrients. These nutrients have 
been replaced by synthetic chemical additives. These additives in our processed foods interact with the 
thousands of chemicals absorbed from our air, water and consumer products, further weakening our 
immune system. Then, we become susceptible to illnesses that medical practitioners treat with synthetic 
chemical drug compounds that increase our toxicity even more. This cycle repeats itself over and over 
again. As a result our toxic chemical legacy is producing ever-greater numbers of genetic defects in our 
species and in the animal life that surrounds us. 

Our diets from the womb to the tomb are now shaped by processing food corporations that promote 
synthetics as harmless and even superior to natural foods. The fact is, processed foods are less digestible 
and more inflammatory than natural foods. Chemists have been working with food processing companies 
to create artificial sweeteners, taste enhancing additives such as MSG, and partially hydrogenated 
vegetable shortening that are linked to cardiovascular disease. In addition, the over consumption of refined 
sugar and white flour along with food additives are having a detrimental effect on the population. As a 
result, most health problems can be attributed to nutritional deficiencies found in the modern diet. Yet 
there is an illusion of food safety because of the existence of Food and Drug Administration, the 
Environmental Protection Agency plus the legal standards of the Pure Food and Drug Act and the Safe 
Chemicals Act. 

Look at some facts: food additives and artificial preservatives account for much of the hyperactivity and 
behavioral problems in children. Dietary deficiencies of vitamin and minerals were found to be hindering 
school performance. Refined carbohydrates contribute to diabetes and heart disease. The Centers for 
Disease Control finds over one hundred toxic substances in the bodies of the average adult in America with 
children carrying an even higher level of synthetic chemicals. The epidemics of obesity and cancer point to 
a dietary imbalance of essential fatty acids together with a higher glycemic index of the modern Western 
diet.  

Food borne diseases are more prevalent with contaminated food causing over 1,000 disease outbreaks 
every year. The number and prevalence of bacterial diseases has grown dramatically since the 
industrialization of animal farms. Some of which include salmonella, for campylobacter, E.coli 0157:H7, 
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listeria monocytigenes and V. cholerae. Regularly occurring e-coli and salmonella outbreaks sicken 
millions of people every year. These previously unheard of bacterial pathogens are responsible for 7 to 30 
million human sicknesses a year. A host of chronic ailments, including reactive arthritis, Reiter's 
syndrome, Miller-Fishcher syndrome, and ulcers, have now been linked to bacterial infections often caused 
by contaminated foods. Exacerbating this growing epidemic is the fact that human antibiotics have been 
losing their effectiveness. Partly because over 80% of the soy and 38% of the corn planted in the United 
States are genetically engineered. 

The spread of toxins continues to affect both environmental and public health. Carcinogens are not only 
found in the bodies of the vast majority of human beings but in the bodies of wild and domestic animals 
and in most major rivers and groundwater. Many of these chemicals combine in a toxic gathering that is 
harmful to fish and the broader freshwater ecosystem. Since the late 1970's, studies have found more than 
139 different pesticide residues in groundwater in the United States. American industrial farming uses 
close to one billion pounds of pesticides a year. Many pesticides contaminate our water, long after their use 
was discontinued. In addition, nearly every pesticide has been detected in the air, rain, snow or fog across 
the nation at different times of the year. The human and ecological toll can only be described as lethal.  

Shopping was easy when most food came from local farms. Now factory made food have made chemicals 
additives part of our diet. Some additives appear to be safe while others may harm us in large amounts. 
Most of them should be avoided. You have to be a chemist or a food biologist to understand their 
ingredients. Some of these include: 

• Corn syrup 
• Dextrose (corn sugar, glucose) 
• Fructose 
• High-fructose corn syrup 
• Hydrogenated starch hydrolysate 
• Invert sugar 
• Lactitol 
• Maltitol 
• Mannitol 
• Polydextrose 
• Salatrim 
• Salt 
• Sorbitol 
• Sugar 
• Tagatose 
• Xylitol 
• Artificial colorings: Blue1, Citrus red 2, Red 40 
• Brominated vegetable oil (BVO) 
• butylated hydroxyoluene (BHT) 
• Diacetyl 
• Heptyl Paraben 
• Stevia/Rebiana 
• Natural flavoring:annatto 
• Benzoic acid 
• Caffeine 
• Carmine/Cochineal 
• Casein 
• Guarana 
• Gum arabic (acacia) 
• Gum Tragacanth 
• Hydrolyzed vegetable protein (HVP) 
• Lactose 
• Monosodium glutamate (MSG) 
• Mycoprotein/quorn 
• Quinine 
• Sodium Benzoate 
• Sodium Bisulfite 
• Sodium Caseinate 
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• Sulfites 
• Sulfur dioxide 
• Acesulfame-k  
• Artifical colorings: blue 2, green 3, orange B, red 3, yellow 5, yellow 6  
• Aspartame (Nutrasweet)  
• Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA)  
• Caramel coloring  
• Cyclamate (not legal in U.S.)  
• Olestra (Olean)  
• Partially hydrogenated vegetable oil (trans fat)  
• Potassium bromate  
• Propyl gallate  
• Saccharin  
• Sodium nitrate  

In addition, sugar substitutes found in pudding, chewing gum, non-dairy creamers, instant coffee mixes, 
tea mixes and gelatin desserts may increase cancer in humans. 

Likewise, many of the chemicals listed below are suspected or known carcinogens, hormone disruptors, 
poisons or contaminants and should be steered clear of. 

Acetone  
Also known as Dimethylketone, 2-Propanone, Beta-Ketopropane. Inhalation of moderate to high amounts, 
even for a short time results in entry of acetone into bloodstream where it is carried to all other organs. 
Nose, throat, lung and eye irritant, headaches, confusion, increased pulse rate, effects on blood, nausea, 
vomiting and unconsciousness, coma. Shortens the menstrual cycle in women. Effects of long-term 
exposure include kidney, liver and nerve damage, increased birth defects, metabolic changes and coma. 
Found in nail polish remover. 

Acetaldehyde  
Found in many nail care products. Known to cause cancers in humans and experimental animals. 

Acrylamide/polyacrylamide 
Acrylamide, produced naturally in some foods when cooked at high temps. Manufactured for use in 
polyacrylamide gels, sometimes used as a treatment for drinking water and/ or wastewater. Acrylamide 
causes cancer in animals and in large doses, nerve damage in humans. Smoking is a major acrylamide 
producer as is frying, deep frying or extended micro-waving.  

Alcohol  
Implicated in oral cancer. Found in mouthwash, astringent, toothpaste, cleansers. 

Alkyl-phenol Ethoxylades  
May reduce sperm count. Found in shampoo and bubble bath. 

Alpha Hydroxy Acid  
Destroys skin cells and leaves skin more susceptible to damage from the environment and skin cancer. 
Actually ends up aging skin. Found in anti-aging facial creams and lotions. 

Aluminum  
Heavy concentrations may be linked to Alzheimer’s dementia. Aluminum is in many antiperspirants and 
prevalent in water supplies. Processed foods contain dietary aluminum. 
Sodium aluminum phosphate appears in pickles, cheese and baking soda. 

Ammonium Glycolate  
A photosensitizer with potential to increase risk of sunburn and skin cancer by intensifying UV exposures 
in deep skin layers. This sensitizer can instigate immune system response that includes itching, burning, 
scaling, hives, and blistering of skin. It is also a penetration enhancer which alters the skins’ structure, 
allowing other chemicals to penetrate deeper into the skin, thus increasing the amounts of other chemicals 
that reach the bloodstream. Found in body products. 
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Ammonium Persulfate 
Found in hair color and bleaching kit sensitizer - can instigate immune system response that can include 
itching, burning, scaling, hives, and blistering of skin, lung sensitizer - can instigate immune system 
response that can include asthma attacks or other problems with the lungs and airways. 

Aspartame  
Genetically Modified, synthetic sugar substitute. People report dizziness, headaches and even seizures. 
Scientists believe it can alter behavior due to altered brain function. Long term effects of this genetically 
modified organism on human health has not been studied or tested. Found as a sweetener in foods and 
some body products, such as shaving gel. 

Benzalkonium chloride, cetrimonium chloride and lauryl dimonium hydrolysed collagen 
Found in hair treatment products. Both are toxic and allergenic. 

Benzene  
Inhalation of high levels can cause headaches, rapid heart rate, tremors, confusion, unconsciousness and 
death. Hodgkin’s and Lymphomas result from inhalation. Used in detergents, drugs, pesticides and 
adhesives. 

Benzoic Acid  
Inhalation affects nervous system and is moderately toxic by ingestion. Severe eye and skin irritant. Used 
as a food preservative and in pharmaceuticals and cosmetics 

Benzoic / Benzyl / Benzene 
Contains carcinogens, endocrine disruptor, may cause birth defects. Found in shower gels, shampoos, 
bubble bath. 

Benzoyl Peroxide 
In acne treatments, bar soap, facial cleansers and food additives! Highly toxic/ irritant. 

Bisphenol A or BPA 
Toxic plastic chemical used as a can lining in brands of some infant formulas. Also found in water bottles, 
this chemical is used to produce polycarbonate and epoxy plastics. For babies, check food container labels 
and beware of polycarbonate plastic baby bottles. Chemical reactions can occur when plastic is heated.  

BHA – BHT  
Banned in other countries, these two preservatives are considered carcinogenic but remain in U.S. 
manufactured foods that contain oil as they retard rancidity. Found in foods and body products. 

Bronopol  
May break down into formaldehyde, may form carcinogenic nitrosamines. Found in body products. 

Butylparaben  
Potential breast cancer risk and endocrine disruptor raising concern for impaired fertility or development, 
increased risk for certain cancers, itching burning and blistering of skin. Found in body products. 

Carboxymethylcellulose  
Causes cancer in animals. Used in cosmetics, inhalation could cause chemical pneumonitis. 

Coal Tar Dyes (includes D&C Blue 1, Green 3, Yellow 5, Yellow 6, Red 33, etc.)  
Even though their carcinogenicity has recently been proven, the 1938 Act includes a specific exemption for 
them. Severe allergic reactions, asthma attacks, headaches, nausea, fatigue, lack of concentration, 
nervousness, increased risk of Hodgkin’s disease, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and multiple myeloma. Found 
in bubble bath, hair dye, dandruff shampoo, toothpaste and foods.  

Cocamidopropyl Betaine  
May contain harmful impurities or form toxic breakdown products, itching, burning and blistering of skin. 
Synthesized from coconuts, this chemical is found in body products and may be labeled natural or organic. 
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Coumarin  
Formerly the active ingredient in rat poison. A carcinogenic ingredient used in the manufacturing of 
deodorants, shampoos, skin fresheners and perfumes. 

D&C Yellow 11  
Found in: Lip gloss, polish remover, nail polish, bath oil/salts/soak, body spray, moisturizer, lipstick, 
styling gel/lotion, bar soap, after sun products, cologne, nail treatment. Color safe for external use only, 
found in ingested products, Color not approved for use around eyes, in eye products 

DEA: Diethanolamine  
A chemical used as a wetting or thickening agent in shampoos, soaps, hairsprays and sunscreens, blocks 
absorption of the nutrient choline, which is essential to brain development in a fetus. 

Diacetyl  
An additive that tastes like butter causes a serious lung condition called bronchiolitis obliterans, or 
“popcorn workers’ lung. Found in foods, especially microwave popcorn. 

Dibutyl phthalate (DBP)  
A chemical used to keep nail polish from chipping, has been connected to cancer in lab animals as well as 
long-term fertility issues in newborn boys. Banned in Europe, but still in use in the U.S. Found in nail 
polish. 

Dimethicone  
A silicone emollient, which coats the skin not allowing toxins out. May promote tumors and accumulate in 
the liver and lymph nodes. Found in lotions and creams. 

Dioforms  
Damage and weaken tooth enamel allowing more staining and discoloration to take place. Found in tooth 
whitening products. 

Disodium EDTA  
Harmful if swallowed or inhaled, causes irritation to skin, eyes and respiratory tract. Found in cosmetics. 

Diazolidinyl Urea 
Found in facial cleansers, shampoos and conditioners. Linked to neurotoxicity and immunotoxicity 

DMDM Hydantoin 
Contains formaldehyde , an ingredient linked to cancer, developmental and reproductive toxicity. 
Allergenic, can be an irritant to eyes skin and lungs. Common in manicure/pedicure products and hair 
treatment packages. 

Ethylacrylate 
Found in some mascaras's suspected as a cause of cancer in humans, based on studies of human 
populations or laboratory animals. 

Elastin  
Suffocates skin by not allowing moisture in or out. Found in facial creams and body lotions. 

Fluoride  
May contain lead, mercury, cadmium and arsenic. Accumulates in body and contributes to bone disease. 
Carcinogenic. Found in toothpastes. 

Formaldehyde 
Suspected carcinogen and neurotoxin, it may be fatal if swallowed, absorbed through skin, inhaled or 
swallowed. Can cause spasms, edema, chemical pneumonitis and is extremely destructive to tissue of the 
mucous membrane, this chemical is found in many nail care products. Known to cause cancers in humans 
and experimental animals. Found in baby shampoo, bubble bath, deodorants, perfume, cologne, hair dye, 
mouthwash, toothpaste, hair spray, nail polish. 
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Fragrances (Synthetic)  
Some perfumes / fragrances contain hundreds of chemicals. Some, such as methylene chloride are 
carcinogenic. Some cause brain damage or are neurotoxins. Avoid unless you can be sure they are not 
carcinogenic. 

Glycolic Acid  
Penetration enhancer which alters skin structure, allowing other chemicals to penetrate deeper into the 
skin, increasing the amounts of other chemicals that reach the bloodstream, skin or sense organs. As a 
sensitizer it can instigate immune system response that can include itching, burning, scaling, hives, and 
blistering of skin. Toxicant, neurotoxin, kidney toxicant, gastrointestinal or liver toxicant. Found in creams, 
lotions, cosmetics. 

GMO/Genetically Modified Organism  
Plants, animals or foods that have been genetically modified, genetically engineered or BT/Biotechnology 
modified. Genetic engineering enables scientists to create plants, animals and micro-organisms by 
manipulating genes in a way that does not occur naturally. Minimal testing shows that animals fed GMO 
feed, refuse to eat it. When force-fed the feed (corn, soy, tomatoes etc.) the animals developed stomach 
lesions and malformations of organs. GMO food is not labeled as such in the U.S. Almost all other 
countries have banned the use of GMO in food and body products due to insufficient testing. 

Hydroabietyl Alcohol 
Found in styling gel/lotions. Unsafe for use in cosmetics according to the fragrance industry's International 
Fragrance Association. 

High Fructose Corn Syrup/HFCS 
High fructose consumption has been fingered as a causative factor in heart disease. It raises blood levels of 
cholesterol and triglycerides. It makes blood cells more prone to clotting, and it may also accelerate the 
aging process.  

Hydrogenated/Partially Hydrogenated Oils  
Hydrogenated oils contain high levels of trans fats. A trans fat is an otherwise normal fatty acid that has 
been radically changed by high heat. Trans fats are poison: just like arsenic. Partially hydrogenated oils will 
not only kill you in the long term by producing diseases like multiple sclerosis and allergies that lead to 
arthritis, but in the meantime they will make you fat! 

Hydroquinone  
A severely toxic and very powerful chemical. Banned in the United Kingdom, but still used in the U.S. 
Found in skin lightening products and hair dyes, this chemical alters the skins natural structure inhibiting 
the production of Melanin. Without natural protection, the skin is more susceptible to skin cancer. 
Prolonged use of Hydroquinone will thicken collagen fibers damaging the connective tissues. The result is 
rough blotchy skin leaving it with a spotty caviar appearance. 

Hydroxymethylcellulose  
Used in cosmetics. Inhalation could cause chemical pneumonitis. 

Imidazolidinyl Urea 
This allergenic chemical finds its way into deodorants, shampoos, hand cream and some mascaras. 

Isobutylparaben 
Potential breast cancer risk. Itching, burning and blistering of skin. Found in body products. 

Isoproponal/Isopropyl Alcohol  
Moderately toxic chemical causing flushing, pulse rate decrease, blood pressure lowering, anesthesia, 
narcosis, headache, dizziness, mental depression, drowsiness, hallucinations, distorted perceptions, 
respiratory depression, nausea, vomiting and coma. Used to clean/disinfect skin, lower temperatures. 
Found in some body products.  

Kajoic Acid  
A chemical that inhibits melanin production. Used in skin lightening products, it damages the skin and 
makes it more susceptible to cancer. 
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Lacquer  
Can cause eyelashes to fall out. Found in mascara. 

Lanolin  
While lanolin itself is skin beneficial, it may contain carcinogenic pesticides such as DDT, lindane, dieldrin 
and other neurotoxins. Can cause rashes. Found in body products. 

Lye  
Can dry and damage skin. Found in bars of soap. 

Magnesium Stearate / Stearic Acid  
May contain phosphatidyl choline which collapses cell membranes and selectively kills T-Cells which 
breaks down the immune system. An execeptant that is used to bind medicinal tablets and make them 
smooth it is also used in pharmaceuticals, foods, talcum powder, ammunition, and as a drying agent in 
paints. 

MEA: Cocamide DEA, Lauramide DEA, Linoleamide DEA, Oleamide DEA 
NDEA (N-nitrosodiethanolamine) forms when DEA reacts with nitrosating agents or the actual addition of 
nitrite as a preservative. As there is no way to determine if NDEA has been formed, it is imperative to avoid 
all products containing DEA as it is a known carcinogen. Often used in cosmetics to adjust the pH, and 
used with many fatty acids to convert acid to salt (stearate), which then becomes the base for a cleanser.  

Methylisothiazoline, or MIT  
Causes neurological damage. Found in shampoo. 

Methyl Methacrylate  
May cause fingers and nails to inflame. Found in nail polish. 

Methylparaben  
Potential breast cancer risk and endocrine disruptor raising concern for impaired fertility or development 
of fetus, and increased risk for certain cancers, itching, burning and blistering of skin. A close cousin of 
benzoic acid: poisonous and moderately toxic it is found in body products. 

Mineral Oil  
A derivative of petroleum, this additive clogs pores, locks in toxins, suffocates and dries skin and inhibits 
your skins natural oil production further increasing dehydration. Causes testicular tumors in the fetus, 
deposits accumulate in the lymph nodes and prevent absorption of vitamin A from the intestines. Found in 
blush, baby oil, lotions, foundation and creams. 

Monosodium Glutamate/MSG  
MSG is an excitotoxin, which causes nerve damage and allergic reactions. Found in hundreds of foods, 
often under other names.  

MTBE 
Gasoline additive. Known as a “likely” human carcinogenic. 

Neotame  
Neotame is a reformulated aspartame that will require smaller amounts than aspartame to achieve the 
same sweetness. Neotame, like aspartame, contains aspartic acid, phenylalanine, and a methyl esther. 
Animal studies reveal aspartic acid and glutamic acid load on the same receptors in the brain, cause 
identical brain lesions and neuroendocrine disorders, and act in an additive fashion. People who are 
sensitive to processed free glutamic acid (MSG) experience similar reactions to aspartame, and people who 
are sensitive to aspartame experience similar reactions to MSG. People who currently react to MSG and/or 
aspartame should expect to react similarly to Neotame. Found in soft drinks, pharmaceuticals, processed 
foods of all kinds. 

Nitrate – Nitrite  
While nitrate itself is harmless; it is readily converted to nitrite. When nitrite combines with compounds 
called secondary amines, it forms nitrosamines: extremely powerful cancer-causing chemicals. The 
chemical reaction occurs most readily at the high temperatures of frying. Nitrite has long been suspected as 
being a cause of stomach cancer.  
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Nitrosamines  
Extremely powerful, cancer-causing chemicals formed at high temperatures when the preservative nitrite 
combines with compounds called secondary amines. 

Olestra  
While fat-free, this additive has a fatal side effect: it attaches to valuable nutrients and flushes them out of 
the body. Some of these nutrients, called carotenoids, appear to protect us from such diseases as lung 
cancer, prostate cancer, heart disease, and macular degeneration. Olestra replaces fats in ‘fat-free’ foods. 

Padimate-O (PABA)  
Nitrosamines, potent carcinogens, may form in products that contain Padimate-O. There is no way of 
knowing if they have formed. Found in cosmetics and sunscreens. 

Paraffin  
Possible carcinogen. Found in cosmetics and food. 

PBDE 
Toxic flame retardant, used in baby bedding to slow advance of fire. Residue found in breast milk. 

Perchlorate 
It is rocket science! Perchlorate is a by- product of rocket fuel, discovered in over 90% of the U.S. lettuce 
and milk supply. It interferes with thyroid function can cause thyroid cancer and or hypothyroidism.  

PEG Stearates 
Potentially contaminated with or breaking down into chemicals linked to cancer or other significant health 
problems. Found in cosmetics, creams and foods. 

PEG (Polyethylene, polyethylene glycol, polyoxyethylene, oxynol: any ethoxylated 
compound, including SLES)  
May contain ¼-dioxane which is a possible carcinogen, estrogen mimic and endocrine disruptor. Can only 
be removed from a product through vacuum stripping during processing. Avoid all ethyoxylated products 
as a precaution. Found in foods and body products. 

PEG-12 Distearate  
May contain harmful impurities or form toxic breakdown products linked to cancer or other significant 
health problems. Found in creams, lotions, cosmetics and foods. 

PEG-80 Sorbitan Laurate 
May contain harmful impurities or form toxic breakdown products linked to cancer or other significant 
health problems, gastrointestinal or liver toxicity hazards. Found in cosmetics, creams, lotions and foods. 

PEG-14M  
May contain harmful impurities or form toxic breakdown products linked to cancer or other significant 
health problems. Found in foods, lotions, creams and cosmetics. 

Petroleum (Petrolatum)  
Suffocates skin and traps toxins in body, clogs pores. Found in lotions, skin creams, and body jelly. 

PFOA or C8 
Used when processing polytetrafluroroethylene (PTFE) or Teflon. This toxic chemical remains in animals 
and humans for indefinite periods. 

PFOS 
Perflurooctanotane sulfonate. A fluorocarbon used in producing repellents and surfactant products, like 
stain resistant fabric. 

Phenoxyethanol  
Possible connection to reproductive or developmental harm to fetus, potential for reduced fertility, 
classified as toxic and an irritant, potential risks to wildlife and environment through excretion of body 
product toxins and disposal of cosmetics. 
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Phthalates  
Accumulates in the body; proven damage to liver, lungs, kidneys and reproductive systems. Appears in 
vinyl flooring, plastic wallpaper, perfume, hair spray, deodorant, nail polish, hair gel, mousse, body and 
hand lotion. Look for it in children’s toys, as; DEHP, BBP and DBP.  

Polyethylene Glycol /PEG  
Moderately toxic, eye irritant and possible carcinogen. Many glycols produce severe acidosis, central 
nervous system damage and congestion. Can cause convulsions, mutations, and surface EEG changes. 
Found in cosmetics, body products, foods, lotions. 

Polypropylene  
Possible carcinogen. Found in lipstick, mascara, baby soap, eye shadow. 

Polyscorbate-60  
Used in cosmetics. Inhalation could cause chemical pneumonitis . 

Polyquaternium-7  
May contain harmful impurities or form toxic breakdown products linked to cancer or other significant 
health problems. Found in body products. 

Potassium Bromate  
An additive that increases the volume and crumb of bread, is banned worldwide except in the U.S. and 
Japan. Considered carcinogenic. 

p-Phenylenediamine (PPD)  
Very toxic substance, used in hair dyeing, shampoo’s and hair spray. Highly carcinogenic, developmental 
and reproductive toxicity, it is allergenic and can cause skin irritation issues. 

Propylene Glycol  
Kidney damage, liver abnormalities, inhibits skin cell growth, damages cell membranes causing rashes, 
surface damage and dry skin. Absorbed into blood stream and travels to all organs. Many glycols produce 
severe acidosis, central nervous system damage and congestion. Can cause convulsions, mutations, and 
surface EEG changes. It is derived from petroleum products. The Material Safety Data Sheets on propylene 
glycol warns against contact with eyes, skin and clothing. It also says inhalation can cause irritation of 
nasal passages while ingestion can cause nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. Research also shows that it alters 
cell membranes and causes cardiac arrest. Found in shaving gel, lotions, shampoo, conditioners, foods and 
deodorants.  

Propylparaben  
Potential breast cancer risk and endocrine disruptor raising concern for impaired fertility or development, 
and increased risk for certain cancers, itching burning and blistering of skin, gastrointestinal or liver 
toxicity hazard. A close cousin of benzoic acid: poisonous and moderately toxic. Found in body products. 

PVC/ polyvinyl chloride 
When produced or burned, this common plastic releases dioxins, may cause cancer, affect immune and 
reproductive systems. 

Quaternium-7, 15, 31, 60 etc.  
Toxic, causes skin rashes and allergic reactions. Formaldehyde releasers. Substantive evidence of casual 
relation to leukemia, multiple myeloma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and other cancers. Found in body 
products. 

Sodium Chloride  
Table salt (processed at high heat). Eye irritation, some hair loss, and dry and itchy skin. Found in 
shampoo as a thickener. 

Sodium Hydroxymethylglycinate  
Potentially contaminated with or breaking down into chemicals linked to cancer or other significant health 
problems. Found in facial moisturizer, facial cleanser, facial treatments, skin fading and lightening 
products, anti-aging products, eye makeup remover, concealer, makeup remover, around eye cream, acne 
treatment, shampoo, conditioner, styling lotion and gel, styling mousse and foam, hair spray, hair relaxer, 
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tanning oil and sunscreen, after tanning products, body cleanser and wash, body exfoliants, body firming 
lotion, baby soap, baby lotion, baby wipes, baby bubble bath, pain and wound products, hand sanitizer. 

Sodium Nitrite 
Makes meat look red rather than gray, and gives meat an overly long shelf life of months. Clinically proven 
to cause leukemia, brain tumors and other forms of cancer. 

Soy 
Contains several naturally occurring compounds that are toxic to humans and animals. Soy foods block 
calcium and can cause vitamin D deficiencies. One health agency estimates than 100 grams of soy protein 
provides the estrogenic equivalent of the pill. Processing and all modern soy foods contain MSG, which 
cause neurological problems. Soy products inhibit thyroid function, which may lead to fatigue and mental 
issues. Infants on soy formula are vulnerable to developing autoimmune thyroid disease when exposed to 
high amounts of isoflavones over time. These isoflavones have been found to have serious health effects, 
including infertility, thyroid disease or liver disease, on a number of mammals. Long term feeding with soy 
formulas inhibits thyroid peroxidase to such an extent that long term elevated thyroid stimulating 
hormone levels can also raise the risk of thyroid cancer. It is said that two glasses of soy milk a day over the 
course of a month contains enough of the chemical to change the timing of a woman’s menstrual cycle. 
Only eat soy if it has been fermented: such as soy, misu and tamari and if it is labeled as organic or non-
GMO.  

SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulphate) 
Builds up in heart, lungs, brain and liver from skin contact and may cause damage to these organs. 
Corrodes hair follicles and may cause hair to fall out. Damages immune system. Contain endocrine 
disruptors and estrogen mimics. Impairs proper structural formation of young eyes. May contain 
carcinogenic nitrosamines. This is a detergent derived from coconut oil and may be labeled natural or even 
organic. Found in toothpaste, soap, shampoo, body wash, bubble bath, facial cleansers. 

SLES (Sodium Laureth Sulfate) 
Ether mixtures may contain carcinogenic nitrosamines. Avoid ethoxylated compounds as a precaution. 
May form 1.4 dioxane, a potential carcinogen, endocrine disruptor and estrogen mimic. Allows other 
chemicals to penetrate skin more deeply and enter bloodstream. May cause hair loss when applied to scalp. 
Found in shampoo, toothpaste, bubble bath, body wash, soap. 

Stearalkonium Chloride 
Toxic and causes allergic reactions. Used in hair conditioners. 

Sulfites 
Can cause reactions in asthmatics, and lead to death. Sulphites are now banned on all foods except raw 
potatoes, wine and dried fruit. 

Talc 
Carcinogenic when inhaled, may result in fallopian tube fibrosis. Found in blush, condoms, baby powder, 
feminine powders, foot and body powders. 

Thimerol 
At one time in most vaccines for children. Still believed to be in many vaccines. This form of organic 
mercury, functions as a preservative. It is highly toxic as it metabolizes into methylmercury. 

TEA: Tea, Triethanolamine 
TEA causes allergic reactions including eye problems, dryness of hair and skin, and could be toxic if 
absorbed into the body over a long period of time. These chemicals are already restricted in Europe due to 
known carcinogenic effects (although still in use in the U.S.)  

Repeated skin applications of DEA-based detergents resulted in a major increase in the incidence of liver 
and kidney cancer. Found in shampoos, skin cream, bubble bath, shaving gel, conditioner, lotions. 

Toluene 
Poison to humans. Hallucinations, bone marrow changes, may cause liver and kidney damage and birth 
defects, endocrine disruptor and potential carcinogen linked to brain cancer. Irritates respiratory tract. 
Found in nail polish and cleaning products. 
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Triclosan 
Found in a lot of antimicrobial soaps and toothpaste products, it can react with chlorine in the tap water to 
create Chloroform. This is a toxic chemical that can give you cancer. If you breathe enough chloroform, you 
will die. When you wash your hands with antibacterial soap that contains Triclosan, you are getting the 
fumes emitted from this chemical reaction. 

Vinyl chloride 
Used to create PVC (polyvinyl chloride) a known carcinogen. Often found in toys. Children chewing on toys 
can release toxins into their bodies.  

Zinc Stearate 
Carcinogen. Found in blush and powder foundation. 

The planet has a fever. Random chemical analysis and laboratory tests of the fluids and gases of the earth 
show something alarming. These chemicals are affecting every living organism. Modern day nutritional 
deficiency on top of toxic chemicals is devastating our health. There are toxic chemicals everywhere! To 
sum up, we are killing ourselves with the same chemicals we invented to make life easier.  

 
 
 

Chapter 8:  Sky - Metal – Our External Body 
 
 

All externally Energy that we can provide to our body to get strength internally, mentally or physically is 
called the metal energy or the sky energy. There are few things we can do to provide energy internally, like: 
 
 

• Unique Energy System – Aura , Chakra & Meridians (Accupressure) 
• Proper Bowel Moment, Elimination & Cleanliness 
• Proper Sleep & Rest 
• Yoga 
• Meditation  
• Emotions 

 
 
 
Unique Energy System – Aura , Chakra & Meridians 

 
 
Among the great and innovative things that God has bestowed upon us and on the rest of the living entities, 
is a unique energy system. The human being's body, which is our main concern, is not only what we can see 
by the naked eye, but also an invisible system supplying the whole body with energy. Special cameras could 
study and take an image reflecting the status of the energy system in any living object. The Almighty wisely 
created the energy system within the human beings' body, to protect the physical body from harmful 
(negative) universal energy surrounding it. The energy system supplies the whole body with energy, the 
essence of life. 
The energy system in the human body consists of: 
 
 
-AURA 
-CHAKRAS 
-MERIDIANS 
 

ENERGY SYSTEM IN THE HUMAN BODY 
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Aura 
 
Aura is the electromagnetic field of energy that surrounds the human beings' bodies or any living entity. 
Aura is composed of many layers. Each layer has its own specific function that distinguishes it from the 
other layers. 
Generally speaking, the importance of the aura lies in the fact that it protects the body and its cells from the 
negative universal energy surrounding us. It supplies the body with the positive energy and prevents the 
harmful (negative) energy to penetrate the body. 
Also, the aura could be described as a fingerprint; no human being's aura looks alike. Moreover, the aura’s 
colours, density and shape vary within the same person depending on his /her psychological mood. An 
Aura's shape differs from mood to mood, like happiness, sadness, relaxation and anger. It is more 
important to mention that the health status has its own obvious impact on a person’s aura. 
Many equipment and cameras have been invented to capture images of an aura. Any ordinary person can 
see the aura with his/her naked eye by practicing certain and regular exercises. 
It is noteworthy to say that the aura can explain the phenomenon of attraction or repulsion at first sight. 
We usually say that a person is amiable, attractive or unbearable without making their acquaintance. This 
is because we have two types of auras; attractive and repulsive. Upon meeting somebody, interference takes 
place between your aura and the other person's aura, then a kind of interaction between the vibrations in 
both of them take place, resulting in either repulsion or attraction between you and the other person. 
 

CHAKRAS: 
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Chakra means “wheel”. It is referred to as such because of its spiral movement. Chakra receives and 
radiates energy. It also moves and distributes energy to the whole body through the Meridians. 
The human body has seven major chakras and twenty- two minor chakras distributed along the human 
body. The seven major chakras are stipulated as follows: 

* Root chakra 
* Sacral chakra 
* Solar plexus chakra 
* Heart chakra 
* Throat chakra 
* Brow chakra/(Third eye chakra) 
* Crown chakra 

 

Charkas act as a station to send and receive energy. The importance of those charkas lies in the fact that 
each chakra is connected with a major gland and a neutral network. 
If we have a look at the chakras locations, we will notice that they are located along the major endocrine 
glands that play an important role in the human body i.e. pituitary, pineal, thyroid, pancreas adrenal and 
prostate glands. It is important to say that even the chakras themselves are connected via a channel 
functioning as a supplying line to distribute energy all over the body. This channel extends from the first to 
the last chakra to ensure a good energy distribution to the area in need of energy. 

The chakra looks like a funnel, it is narrow at the bottom and wide at the top. Each chakra has got a color 
that varies in accordance to the energy vibration and its speed. 
Therefore, the divine innovation is clearly reflected on the choice of the chakras location, as the endocrine 
glands play an important role in the human body. The function and the development of those glands are 
very important to lead a healthy life, as the hormones that are secreted by those glands, determine the size 
of the human being's mental and emotional mood. Also those glands have control over our energy, activity, 
psychological security, and our biological process. Moreover, those glands have their impact on our actions, 
present conditions, body shape and mentality. 
Accordingly, the chakras play a major role in stimulating those glands and supplying them with energy and 
keeping them intact and active. For the reasons mentioned above, we realize how important Reiki is. When 
the healer stimulates the chakras he/she automatically stimulates the glands and restores the energy to 
ensure a good health to the rest of the body. 
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stops or gets weak depending on the degree of the blockage. This leads to an insufficient supply of energy to 
the organ, causing health problems pertaining to all organs connected to the blocked meridians. 

Meridians: 

Our body has an energetic aspect, which the Chinese discovered over 3,000 years ago. It flows through 
certain channels in the body and relates to all regions and organs of the body. This channel system, called 
meridians, distributes Qi (energy) throughout the entire body. 

  

Each of the 12 meridian has a direction of flow and they flow into one another. Keeping these 
lines/channels open is essential for healthy living.  This wave of energy goes though each meridian for 2 
hours in specific cycles (as shown below), completing a 24 hour cycle every day. 

 

 

 

 

There are 12 primary channels 

Six yang and six yin – each yin forms a pair with its yang 

Stomach meridian (yang) – flows to the Spleen meridian (yin) 
Heart meridian (yin) – flows to the Small Intestine meridian (yang) 
Bladder meridian (yang) – flows to the Kidney meridian (yin) 
Pericardium meridian (yin) – Flows to Triple Warmer meridian (yang) 
Gallbladder meridian (yang) – Flows to the Liver meridian (yin) 
Lung meridian (yin) – flows to the Large Intestine meridian (yang) 
Governing Vessel – flows to the Conception Vessel 
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Diet, trauma, and emotions can have a profound impact on the meridians. It is necessary to release 
disturbed/excess energy from these channels. 

There are 8 secondary channels which help connect the primary meridians. There are also 15 more 
channels which help communication between the channels, 12 tendon muscle channels, and many more 
smaller channels that run on the surface and help Qi and blood circulate. 

On every channel, there are points where Qi is brought to the surface and these points can be used to help 
regulate the flow of Qi within the body. On the 14 main channels, there are 361 points. If you include all the 
other channels, there are over 2000. 

  

Reflexology, acupressure, acupuncture, laser, sujok and massage are methods used to keep these channels 
open. These methods are still used today in Traditional Chinese Medicine. The methods share a similar 
concept – use pressure points on the body’s meridians to open them up, relieve stress, and let the body’s 
natural healing ability take place. 

Reflexology is used through the feet, hands, and sometimes the ears. Acupressure and acupuncture are 
similar; acupuncture uses needles, acupressure uses fingertips to apply pressure or to tap the points along 
the meridian. They were developed in Asia over 3,000 years ago – Huang Di Nei Jing (Yellow Emperor’s 
Classic of Medicine), which is said to be the oldest medical textbook in the world. 

 

What is Acupressure 

Acupressure balances the body's energy by applying pressure to specific points along energy channels. The 
term "pressure" is misleading, since acupressure actually uses a very light touch. A practitioner uses her 
fingertips to make contact with the body. It's the location of the contact that's important, not the amount of 
pressure. 

  

 

Chapter 8 (b) Proper Bowel Moment, Elimination & Cleanliness 
 

 
It is said that all the "Death Begins in the Colon and if you keep it clean  and empty you are free from all the 
major disease of the world.  

 
 

Cleanliness Is An Essential Of Life 

2.1 The Need for Cleanliness 

The body operates most efficiently when it is unfettered. Filth on the outside of the body most people will 
not tolerate. They readily appreciate external cleanliness and most keep themselves impeccably clean. 
While there is much to be desired regarding the ways in which most people maintain external cleanliness, 
nonetheless they are imbued with the necessity of a clean body—at least on the outside. 

However, more important than external cleanliness is internal purity. Internal filth damages the body in 
two ways: 

The mere physical presence of pollutants clogs and interferes with body processes. They hinder operations 
much as a crowd of people in a street hampers automotive traffic. 
All contaminants within are poisonous! The body not only objects violently to the physical presence of filth 
but it also objects to its chemical presence. The body tries to maintain physical and chemical integrity. 
Anything that alters the consistency of body elaborated fluids and compounds; anything that threatens cell 
well-being due to its chemical nature is anti-vital, hence poisonous. 
Thus we can see that for best performance the body must not be hampered physically or chemically in its 
operations. 

2.2 A Clean Body Is Necessary to Health 

The sum total of all the processes whereby the body is cleansed or kept pure is called elimination or 
drainage. Elimination is the sequel of feeding or alimentation. Ideally the body must eliminate the 
unusable debris from food ingestion, spent cells, the wastes of metabolism and extraneous substances that 
may be admitted in some manner. The more thoroughly elimination is effected, the purer is the body. 
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A thoroughly clean body is necessary to realize the highest level of function—to achieve the highest level of 
health. Inasmuch as the basic cause of disease is body toxicity, we need to realize the importance of keeping 
our bodies clean internally as well as externally. 

2.3 Body Elimination Must Be Equal to the Need 

Obviously, to remain free of burdensome accumulations, both physical and chemical in nature, the body 
must have full use of its eliminative faculties. If these faculties are impaired by lack of nerve energy, if they 
have been disabled by toxic materials or if ingestion of toxic matters exceeds ability to cope, then 
elimination is likewise impaired. Accumulations further vitiate the elimination process until the body must 
undertake an eliminative crisis (disease) to free itself of its morbid load. 

We Americans are habituated to many eating and drinking practices that fill our bodies with alien 
materials that must be eliminated. Alien materials always take their toll on the eliminative organs. Nonfood 
materials are usually inherently toxic, especially the alien substances the average American eats and 
drinks. A constant load of toxic materials taxes the eliminative faculties. Thus we Americans wallow in 
toxic materials from exogenous sources and, due to their impairing influences, from endogenous sources, 
too. 

By waste we mean all end-products of all the metabolic activities occurring in every cell and organ of the 
body. Elimination must equal the processes of supply if balance and health are to be maintained. Just as we 
can be made sick by living in rooms with our fecal and urinary accumulations, so, too, can we be made sick 
internally if elimination does not occur apace. 

To cope with its eliminative needs, the body must enjoy conditions favorable to elimination. As well, it 
should not be taxed with toxic materials from without. 

2.4 The Body's Daily Cleansing Cycle 

Eliminative processes never cease. Every exhaled breath is an act of elimination of toxic gases. The skin 
exudes some small amount of wastes continuously. But there is one time in each day when the body 
heightens its eliminative processes. This time is, roughly, from three to four o'clock in the morning until 
from ten to twelve o'clock noon. 

The body's stepped up elimination during this time is evidenced in many ways. A particularly toxic person 
may have a furred tongue upon arising. Hunger will not be in evidence. But, if the body is fed just the same, 
the eliminative processes are depressed though the tongue may still remain somewhat furred. 

The body passes through rather distinct cycles daily. These are roughly as follows: 

4:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. — eliminative 

12:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. — alimentary 

8:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. — assimilative 

In view that few studies of these phases of physiological activity have been made, little is known about 
them. The information presented here comes from studies made in Switzerland. These cycles are 
consistent, more or less, with the way things are with healthy humans who observe the natural norm of 
working days and sleeping nights. Thus we eat when hungry. This is followed by body assimilation and, 
upon completion, the body turns its energies to elimination of wastes. 

2.5 A Brief Look at the Body's Primary Organs of Elimination 

You should strive to master physiology and anatomy to understand the body and how it operates. You will 
learn much about these subjects as called for in each lesson. Nonetheless, it would be wise to consult basic 
books on anatomy and physiology. Despite its medical orientation, Reader's Digest publishes some 
excellent books on how the body works. We advise you to acquire and study them. 

The organs of elimination are as follows: 

Lymphatic system (adenoids, tonsils, appendix, spleen, nodes, vessels, etc.). These chemicalize wastes in 
such a manner as to render them less toxic in preparation for expulsion. The lymphatic system also plays 
other roles. 
Liver. The liver further detoxifies wastes. It is the largest organ and performs myriad nutritive and 
eliminative tasks. 
Kidneys. The renal system filters non-utile wastes from the blood and dispatches it to the bladder. The 
kidneys perform many other functions as well. 
Lungs. The lungs, like most body organs, perform a dual role as supplier and eliminator. They obtain 
oxygen from the air and supply it to the bloodstream In addition, they remove carbon dioxide and certain 
other wastes from the bloodstream. 
Bowels or colon. The bowels perform few nutritive tasks other than supplying the body with water in 
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emergencies, and electrolytes should the body require them. On the other hand it carries out of the body 
digestive wastes and metabolic wastes as may be excreted into it by tubes from other organs. 
Skin. The skin is the most extensive organ of the human body. Among its many functions are protection of 
the body from outside influences that would disturb homeostasis, temperature maintenance, cooling and 
warming and elimination of certain wastes in extremely small amounts. In vicarious eliminative processes 
such as acne, boils, psoriasis, eczema, rashes, measles, poxes, itches, etc. the skin is used as an organ of 
elimination. The skin performs a nutritive role in receiving sunlight for conversion into vitamin D. 
The tongue is sometimes used by the body as an extraordinary organ of elimination. This is very noticeable 
when you have a furred tongue. The tongue is not a regular organ of elimination but incidentally one in 
vicarious processes of extraordinary elimination. 
There are occasions when the body will undertake massive eliminative measures. The respiratory system 
and mouth may be utilized in vomiting; the bowels in diarrhea; the mucous membranes as outlets from the 
circulatory systems (lymph and blood); the kidneys are used for diuresis; and the skin is sometimes used 
for diaphoresis and eruptions. 

2.6 Supplementary Organs of Elimination 

We have cited the regular organs of elimination. Those nonregular organs through which the body 
eliminates in crises are called vicarious organs of elimination. As mentioned, the tongue, skin, respiratory 
system and mucous membranes (internal skin) are pressed into eliminative tasks in emergencies. The body 
can cause ulcers or lesions for the purpose of elimination, or it may utilize ulcers caused by tissue 
destruction as an extraordinary outlet. In emergencies the body may press any tissue system or organ into 
service as a vicarious organ of elimination. These may be the eyes, sinuses, bronchioles, lungs and so on. 

2.7 The Liver as an Organ of Detoxification 

The liver detoxifies internal wastes and also attempts to detoxify exogenous poisons. It passes these 
detoxified materials either through tubes to the small intestine for passing on to the colon or back to the 
bloodstream for forwarding to the kidneys where they will be excreted in the urine. 

An example of liver detoxification may be seen in the case of alcohol ingestion or its formation within the 
body by bacteria due to indigestion. The stomach and intestines do not digest alcohol. Alcohol is absorbed 
into the bloodstream as alcohol and circulates until eliminated. The liver detoxifies the alcohol to a great 
extent and passes it on to the kidneys for excretion. The liver, the body's foremost chemical factory, varies 
its chemicals to the need in neutralizing or detoxifying poisons in the blood which pass through it. 

2.8 Cleanliness at the Cellular Level 

A book we heartily recommend you acquire is Dr. Lewis Thomas' The Lives of a Cell. Though the cell is 
generally regarded as the basic unit of life it may not be, for it contains bacteria-like components that act as 
living entities. 

So varied and multitudinous are the functions within a cell that one can spend a lifetime of fascinating 
study of them. It is said that their operations are more complicated than the most marvelous computer 
systems—more varied and complicated than the activities in a major city like New York City. 

The cells take on supplies and they defecate. It is the lymphatic system, not the bloodstream, that 
constantly bathes the cells in a liquid medium. From the lymph fluids the cells derive their nutrients by 
diffusion, pinocytosis and phagocytosis. The cells pass their wastes back into the lymph. Cell wastes are 
partially detoxified by the lymph organs in preparation for passing them into the bloodstream. The 
bloodstream, in turn, transports the wastes to the lungs, liver and kidneys for excretion. 

Cells are self-cleansing of their metabolic debris. They expel it to the lymph fluids through carriers that, our 
physiology books tell us, are not yet clearly understood. 

2.9 Illnesses as a Cleansing Process 

The body keeps itself clean by thousands of different techniques employed by an army of faculties. A 
hundred trillion cells represents quite a population to be served. It is an unimaginably large aggregation of 
living units cooperating as an entitative organism for the good of each and every cell and for the organism 
as a whole. 

Due to unnatural practices or influences, humans frequently accumulate toxic substances in their bodies 
beyond normal capacity for elimination. When the accumulation becomes intolerable within the context of 
residual vitality, the body will preempt its nerve energy and redirect it to the task of extraordinary 
elimination or cleansing. When the body does this, disease exists. Acute disease is a body process. The 
energies normally available for muscular or nervous (brain) activities, digestion, etc. are preempted and 
redirected. Hence, the sick person has little or no energy for normal pursuits. 
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When a person is ill, fasting is indicated as a remedial measure. People should also fast periodically even 
when not ill to help the body effect extraordinary cleansing and healing. 

2.10 How the Body Becomes Befouled 

There are more ways to accumulate filth in the body than we can chart. Basically, all unwholesome 
influences and practices debilitate body eliminative faculties and especially lower the body's supply of 
nerve energy. The key to keeping the body clean is a way of life that neither distresses nor pollutes it. 

2.11 Normal Activities of Life Essential to Internal Cleanliness 

The eliminative capacity of the body is truly immense. The body has over-capacity in almost all its faculties. 
We can live well with one lung, one kidney, etc. The organism thus has safety margins to insure survival. 

Most of the world's people manage to exceed their generous capacity for elimination. Therefore, the 
necessity for illness or healing crises in order to remove excesses that accumulate. If we live within our 
capacities as developed in nature, our system will never become befouled in the first place; hence, there is 
never the necessity for a healing or eliminative crisis—disease. 

The living practices that are attuned to our adaptations will not fetter the organism; rather, they will enable 
us to thrive optimally. Those acts and indulgences which are contrary to human adaptations are bound to 
interfere with normal functions in many ways, the result of which is to burden the organism with 
uneliminated toxic materials. 

Health depends on internal purity, and this, in turn, depends on practices that promote health rather than 
practices that result in the retention of morbid matters. 

2.12 Fasting as an Extraordinary "Housecleaning" Measure 

Whether the organism is befouled or not, fasting is a constructive condition! During the disease process, 
fasting is imperative to efficiently restore high-level function. In health, fasting rests the faculties, 
rejuvenates the cells and heightens functions. 

Since all diseases have the same underlying cause; that is, body intoxication, there is a nigh universal 
remedy for the condition. Fasting affords the body the rest it needs so that it may redirect its energies to 
the task of "housecleaning." Under the condition of the fast the body will expel retained wastes and 
impurities. A thoroughgoing rest is, thusly, an almost 100% effective remedial measure. 

 

Chapter 8 (c) Health Benefits of the Natural Squatting Position: 

 

How to sit for the toilet, squatting position is the natural pose for elimination of the feces  

 
 

 
 
In our daily lives we perpetuate similar practices, for similar reasons – because 

THAT IS THE WAY IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN DONE 

The reality is that while many Westernized countries have adopted the sitting  
toileting posture, it is not the healthiest practice. Numerous studies have linked the  
porcelain throne to many serious colon, bladder, prostate and pelvic health problems  
that are prevalent in the Western world. 
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In contrast, the groups which who have a squatting toileting culture, such as the  
Chinese, Indians, Japanese, Middle Eastern peoples and Africans, tend to have  
fewer occurrences of digestive and elimination problems. 

Aristotle said, "If one way be better than another, that you may be sure is Nature's  
way." 

This has been proven over and over to be true. Squatting is the natural position for  
elimination and the best way in which the body responds. Squatting promotes the  
correct and natural placement of the colon and other internal organs, allowing them  
to function properly. 

Sitting simply does not facilitate the natural function of elimination. The use of sitting  
toilet posture is not only unnatural to the body, but also hinders its natural process of elimination. 

 
The Ability Or Inability To Squat - Does It Really Matter? 

The ability to squat is important because it is intended that human beings evacuate  
waste in the squatting position. The Western habit of sitting is actually a recent  
development which began about 150 years ago, during the Industrial Revolution,  
when sitting-type toilets were introduced to the masses. 

  
Steven Arnott, in his book Wash Your Hands! (Prion Books, 2001), explained why  
squatting is better than sitting in such a simple manner that even a young child can  
understand: 

"Squatting... spreads the buttocks to  
reveal the anus, whereas sitting can do  
the opposite." 

Sitting toilets can actually do much more harm that just keeping the anus "closed".  
The long-term use of sitting toilets for waste evacuation is detrimental to one's health. 

What many may not be aware is that in the sitting position, there is a natural kink  
between the rectum and anus. One has to strain and bear downwards in an attempt  
to force a turd around the bend. 

It is this straining and 'pushing downwards' with the diaphragm while holding the  
breath that are the root causes of many serious colon, bladder, prostate, pelvic- 
related ailments and diseases 

The men who invented the 'more civilised' sitting toilet did not understand how the  
human body works, the natural requirements of waste elimination or its serious  
impact on the health of users.  

 
The truth is that squatting is the best toileting posture as it aligns and straightens the  
rectum and anus, resulting in quicker, easier and more complete evacuation. 

The foundation of colon health is the use of the squatting position for bowel  
movements. 

  
Aside from squatting for bodily functions, the other two elements of colon health are:  
(1) daily bowel movements (at least one per day, ideally one for each meal), and (2)  
colon cleansing and detoxification (two or more times a year). 

  
Together, they constitute the roadmap to colon health, the result of which is a clean  
and healthy colon that provides natural protection and immunity against colon and  
digestive ailments and diseases. 

 
Although the old saying "Death Begins in the Colon" may seem to be an  
oversimplification, it is more accurate than not in many cases of ill health and  
disease. 

  
The situation is quite serious. Diseases of the colon have reached an all time high  
worldwide -- and are still on the rise. 
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For instance, in America alone, close to 100 million people today are affected by  
colon disorders and diseases such as constipation, diverticular disease, hemorrhoids,  
colitis and Crohn's disease and colon cancer. The total cost for all aspects of these  
colon health problems is estimated at more than $100 billion per year. 

Colon Health -- As Easy As 1-2-3 

In summary, colon health boils down to three things,  

namely daily bowel movements,  

doing it in the correct way (squatting) and  

colon cleansing and detoxification. 

 
SIDENOTE 

========================  
As a result of increased Western influence, sitting toilets are now making huge inroads even in countries 
which have a cultural tradition of squat toilets. Nowadays, too many people are giving up - by choice or 
circumstances beyond their control - squatting toilets for sitting ones. Few, if any, would switch from 
sitting to squatting types.  
======================== 

 

 

Chapter 8 (d) : Proper Sleep & Rest 
 

 

  

Why we need sleep? 

 

We spend 1/3rd of our life sleeping, we do not know why we have to sleep so much if we do not sleep we get 
sick. Health is directly associated with how many hours we sleep. While you sleep body monitors hormones 
level and thousand other conditions and then it balances all of them to get you going through next day. You 
may not realize it but a thousand different things are also repaired automatically every single night. Our 
Lever the world’s most advance  chemical factory works in midnight during 1.00am to 3.00 am. To make 
ourselves healthy we need to sleep, lack of sleep causes blood infection by common and harmless virus. 
Sleeping is connected with immune system. 

 
 

 
 

Chapter 8 (e): Yoga 
 
Yoga (Sanskrit, Pāli: yóga) is a physical, mental, and spiritual discipline, originating in ancient India. The 
goal of yoga, or of the person practicing yoga, is the attainment of a state of perfect spiritual insight and 
tranquility while meditating on Supersoul. The word is associated with meditative practices in Hinduism, 
Jainism and Buddhism. 
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Meditation is generally an inwardly oriented, personal practice, which individuals can do by themselves. 
Prayer beads or other ritual objects may be used during meditation. Meditation may involve invoking or 
cultivating a feeling or internal state, such as compassion, or attending to a specific focal point. The term 
can refer to the state itself, as well as to practices or techniques employed to cultivate the state. 

There are dozens or more specific styles of meditation practice; the word meditation may carry different 
meanings in different contexts. Meditation has been practiced since antiquity as a component of numerous 
religious traditions. 

Meditation: Simply means connecting with super natural power by controlling our thoughts, mind & body,  
 
We get into state of Meditation simply by watching our thoughts, without expecting anything, as we look at 
sunrise, a stage show, or a movie, without any involvement or getting affected by the drama what’s going 
on. It is as if watching the smile of a child. In this process, we notice that thought gets dissolved by itself. 
Then later on, another thought will emerge and we go through the same process. Meditation is nothing but 
total silence of the mind, and silence is the Meditative state. 

There are different ways of meditation but I like VIPASSANA the most. Vipassana, which means to see 
things as they really are, is one of India's most ancient techniques of meditation. It was taught in India 
more than 2500 years ago as a universal remedy for universal ills, i.e., an Art of healthy Living. 
 
 
The holistic potential of our Breath 

There is another way to enter into the same state of quietness, emptiness and silence, that is through 
Pranayama (breathing practice). For this, please go through the attachment carefully and do it diligently 
twice a day. Let the approach be spiritual and not just mechanical exercise. Think that you are neither your 
body nor your senses, but a part of the whole cosmic energy.” 

This process of Pranayama may lead towards  Meditation. 

Easy, step by step towards Pranayama: 
Pranayama should always be done empty stomach. 
Depends on the health condition of the individual. In normal circumstances one should sit cross legs in 
relaxed position (Lotus pose / Sukhasana) See that the spine is straight and erect. So that the flow of 
energy generated through Kriyas at the base of the spine is moving upward without any obstruction. 

If the person is unable to sit, he or she can do Pranayama while lying in bed or sitting on a chair, basically 
one has to be relaxed and there should be no tension in any part of the body. Even the face is adorned with 
smile. Secondly, both the hands should be kept on the knees, palms facing upward to let the cosmic energy 
enter. 

* Remember, the objective is to move inward, spiritually and discover and invoke one’s own ability to heal .  

Kriya-1 
Bhastrika: 
It is simply deep breathing through the nose. Sit in a relaxed position with your spine erect. Take a deep 
breath through the nose filling the lungs fully. Retain for 2 to 3 seconds then exhale slowly through the 
nose only because there is direct connection with the lungs. Remain in that state for a little while and then 
again inhale. The inhalation and exhalation has got to be rhythmic at the medium pace, neither too fast nor 
too slow. This is one cycle. Repeat 20 times. Bhastrika increases the capacity of the lungs and makes our 
blood enriched with oxygen. 
 

Kriya-2 
Kapalbhati: 
In this kriya you are throwing the air out with a stroke (forcefully) through the nose but not through throat 
because there is direct connection of both the nostrils with the lungs. While doing so you will notice that 
your stomach goes in automatically. As if you are cuffing through the nose while keeping the mouth 
completely closed. You do not have to make an effort to breath in, it will happen on its own. Maintain one 
stroke one second. In the beginning do this atleast for 50 times and every session try to increase the 
number of strokes. Certainly, after days of practice you may be able to reach  500 or 800 strokes. 
Kapalbhati activates all the internal organs and enhances the immunity level to fight against any disease. 
 

Kriya-3 
Anulom Vilom: 
This kriya is an alternate breathing through each nostril. Begin with closing the right nostril with right 
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hand thumb, after breathing in deeply from the left nostril, close the left nostril with the middle finger of 
the right hand exhale through the right nostril in the same condition breath in deeply through the right 
nostril and close the right nostril with the right hand thumb. Exhale the air through the left nostril. This is 
one round. Repeat the process at least for 10 to 15 minutes or even 20 to 30 minutes. As per one’s own 
ability. Anulom Vilom does the function of transporting the energy generated through previous Kriyas. 
Thus increases the immune system and enhances the healing process. 
 

* After the above Kriyas sit quietly doing nothing. Simply watch the breath and feel how slow it has become 
or possibly, it has completely stopped. You may remain in this state of stillness for as long as you wish. Feel 
the emptiness of space. Oneness, with no interference of the Mind and Thought. This is MEDITATION. 
Witness these precious moments of Bliss wherein the TIME also stops. 

Kriya-4 
Bhramari 
Breath combined with the Sound of ‘OM’ (Aum or Omkar) 
With this Kriya the exhalation automatically gets prolonged without much effort. 
Take a deep breath as we do in the case of bhastrika. While exhaling open the lips and keep the teeth apart 
to create the sound ‘O’. By keeping the sound of ‘O’ short, slowly close the lips lightly. Keeping the teeth 
apart, let the sound ‘M’  emerge and continue this sound as long as you can without putting any kind of 
strain or effort. While creating the sound, “M” see that it comes out from the deepest level of naval. This is 
one round of ‘OMKAR’. 

In this Kriya, experience the vibrations generated at the chest level and reaches to the brain. In this process 
each and every cell of the brain gets activated and rejuvenated. It also soothen the nervous system in the 
most natural manner, plus helps the process of healing. After one round of ‘Omkar’, just watch inwardly at 
breath, and in that total silence, listen to the Echo of the ‘Omkar’. After a while then start again with the 
next round. Like this you may do 3 to 5 or 10 times as one feels. 

 
 
Chapter 8 (g) : Emotions 
 
Emotions play an important role in good health. From a Traditional Chinese, Shamanic and Energy 
Medicine perspective, most dis-ease is caused by emotional repression. The repressed emotions get held in 
the organs of the body and each emotion is associated with a particular organ. The liver stores anger, the 
kidneys hold fear, the spleen holds worry, the lungs hold grief and sadness and repressed emotions in the 
heart can cause depression and lack of joy. The emotions are not good or bad but just part of being human. 
 
Endogenous causes of illness are characterized in Chinese medicine as the 5 Emotions. They are; 

1. Anger - associated with the Liver system 

2. Joy - associated with the Heart system 

3. Worry/ Overthinking - associated with the Spleen/Stomach system 

4. Grief & Sorrrow - associated with the Lung system 

5. Fear & Fright - chronic condition (phobias) associated with the Kidney system 

 
 
I have a message from sahara who has shared her emotional experiences with me , I want to show all of you 
her technique for treating old emotional diseases with help of emotions. 
 
I have written this article for my FB healing site Koha Aroha Healing Arts, and thought you may find the 
information helpful on your healing journey as well. 

I share with you my personal experiences and what I have learned on my own journey to healing, and as a 
facilitator of healing for other people... 

Often when we are detoxing, we find that mysterious aches and pains come up, but we do not always fully 
understand why other than to know that toxins are working there way out. I suggest to my clients if they 
choose to deeply connect with the discomfort in their body and embrace it, it will have much to teach us as 
we ask ourselves what emotion is being expressed by it. 

Unfortunately many children are taught from an early age that emotions are bad and they learn to suppress 
them. When the emotions are repressed they create energetic blockages in the associated organ. When this 
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happens it can slow down circulation to the organ and toxins can build up. For example when sadness is 
repressed it can cause problems with the lungs and respiratory problems may result. Repressing fear can 
cause blockages in the kidneys that may lead to reproductive, bone, ear and other problems. Holding in 
emotions will correspond with possible problems in the related organ. 

What is the proper way to deal with the emotions? The first thing is making them ok and letting them be 
and not making oneself or the emotion wrong or bad. The emotion just is. 

Observing the emotion and fully feeling it is the way not to store the emotion in the body. There are three 
primary emotions, anger, fear and sadness. Acting appropriately when feeling emotional is important. If 
feeling angry then acknowledge and feel the anger and don’t lash out at others. If feelings of sadness come 
up then let the tears come up if it is a safe place to do it. We don’t want to be crying in situations that aren’t 
supportive and places like the workplace are generally not a good place to do it. If sadness comes up and we 
can’t express it then when we have time later when we go home we can play the scenario over in our head 
and let the sadness come out there. 

There are certain body feelings that can be signs that we are repressing an emotion. If we are feeling 
anxious then we can be repressing fear and other emotions. Anxiety is not an emotion but a resistance to 
feeling the emotion. The anxiety is acting like a lid on a pressure cooker keeping the emotions from 
surfacing. We can ask ourselves what emotion am I repressing and then ask something like, am I 
repressing fear, and just say I am feeling fear. When we hit on the right emotion then the fear can begin to 
loosen and the anxiety will go away and the feeling of fear will be predominant. When we fully feel the fear 
then fear will eventually dissipate and often it can happen very quickly. 

Irritation is another sign that we may be repressing anger. Again the irritation is like a lid on the emotion. 
If we just acknowledge we are feeling angry then it can begin to release. When we start doing this it can 
take some time to feel the emotions because we may have spent years repressing them. 

When we fully experience the emotion we then can begin to feel peace. In the beginning there may be many 
repressed emotions that need to released. It takes a tremendous amount of energy to repress our emotions 
and when we release the repressed emotions we can have a lot more energy and improve our health 
because we are releasing the blockages. 

Something I have found helpful in my own healing as well is to allow myself to fully embrace the emotion at 
a 10/10 scale for 6 min. You see, we can hold on to and experience emotion at a 8 or 9/10 for a very long 
time and not release it properly. Research has shown that we can last less than 6 min when we experience 
emotion at a 10/10, it then leaves our body and we are free of it. 

When we view physical pain as a loving response to awaken us to a deeper emotional wound we have 
carried for far too long, we experience it much differently, more gently. Pain is our non-conscious mind 
saying that we are now ready to release a wound. 

You may choose to focus on the discomfort, connect with the emotion and trace it back to a time we 
experienced this emotion before. We often learn when we trace the emotion back, that the issue or wound 
has repeated itself as a theme in our life. The same wound will appear in our lives until it is healed, often 
more harshly than the last. The theme often occurred originally in childhood, I have found as a facilitator of 
Energy Medicine and Shamanism. 

This is the reason I have found Shamanism to be especially effective in aiding people to heal themselves 
because it heals all wounds at the source, the beginning. 

What I have also learned is that there are really only 3 wounds from which all hurt originates; neglect, 
abandonment, and rejection. 

Not long ago, I experienced deep liver pain while detoxing. From my training, I was aware that liver pain is 
associated with an excess of anger in our energy body, I decided it was time to let go of this so my energy 
could better serve me in my life. Memories from the distant past were coming up, along with emotions. A 
profound healing session ensued, leaving me stunned at how much anger I had held on to due to childhood 
trauma. I can not describe the peace I felt following this, a peace I had not ever recalled feeling. For so 
many years I had repressed these heavy emotions, thinking that "nice people" do not get angry. Once 
released, the issue with pain in my liver also disappeared. 

Part of this process for me was to forgive the people who were responsible for the trauma that I had 
experienced, and to forgive myself. I let go of the dream of what could have been, and gave thanks for the 
lessons that came of it. How would I have known of the grace and divinity within me if I had not lived this? 

I freed myself of this wound, and all involved as well. I sent blessings and thanks to all who were involved, 
who witnessed it, and all who were affected indirectly by it over the years by my wounded behaviour. In the 
process, I set myself free. I let go. 
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This is the manner I healed an inoperable pituitary tumor which was life threatening, low thyroid, spasms 
in my bladder, uterus, stomach and intestines which were so severe that I was full of deep bleeding 
ulcerations, the pain was indescribably... add to that, grand mal seizures, heart palpitations, neuropathy, 
depression and suicidal thoughts, the list goes on. Modern medicine had no explanation or cure for all that 
ailed me. In desperation, I searched for alternative healing. When I began to address the emotional trauma 
of severe molestation and abuse the physical symptoms healed too. I will not accept pity, I am not a victim. 
I am now well; body, mind and spirit. :) I share this with you in the hopes that even one person may find 
comfort from suffering. Please feel free to share my experience. 

I hope you find this information helpful on your journey to wellness. 

I send you blessings for all that nurtures your soul and aids you to live to your full potential, if you choose 
to accept. 

Namaste 

Sahara 

Thank you sahara for sharing your valuable experiences with all of us. 

 

 
Chapter 9: 6th element is our karma 
 
 

When all the above 5 elements  are well balanced and  still our body is not well and suffering from 
unknown  or uncured diseases that is due to our karma. If we had done some thing wrong with any one 
in any form or ways it will be returned to us by nature. We do bad karmas by speech, by thoughts, by 
physical power, by monetary power, done by others on our instruction etc.  
 
The doctrine of karma is extremely important in our life. Not only that it explains how things work in 
the world, why we are what we are, why we have this form (body), but it also assures us of our free will. 
We are what we think (karma of thinking), what we say (karma of speech) and what we do (karma of 
action or body) and we can always change this karma and thus create a more peaceful and pleasant way 
of life.  
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So to keep ourselves happy and healthy we have to keep other happy. 
 
Say God has created this world like a manufacturing unit or a production plant or a factory where HE 
firstly created land like we purchase land to set up factory then boundary and basic materials like that He 
then created Earth, mountains, water, Air, metals, Fire, trees, fruits, flowers, vegetables, seads, leafs etc. 
then deposits of metals, oils  and other minerals these are called as ekindriya jiv or living with one sence 
organ that is touch. 
 
Then labour class staff like, air born bactaria, water born bactaria, land or soil born bactaria they are called 
beindriya jiv or living with two sence organs touch & taste, like woodworm, conch, shell, oyster, insect, 
small shell etc. 
 
then some more advance incects with three sense organs are called teyindriya jiv touch, taste & smell or 
nose, like Bug, Ant, Lice, Young worm etc. 
 
than more advance with four sence organs are called choindriya jiv touch, taste, nose & eyes, like, butterfly, 
scorpios, grass hopper, fly, black bee etc. 
 
Then life with five sense organs are called panchendriya jiv, touch, taste, smell or nose, eyes, & ears  like 
water animal, air animals, and land animals. 
 
Water animals are like Fish, whale fish, crocodile, octopus, tortoise, frog etc 
 
Air Animals, Peacock, parrot, bat, pigeon, eagle, hen, sparrow, koel,  etc 
 
Land Animals having different patter of walking 

1) walking with four legs, tiger, donkey, horse, cow, dog, elephant, giraffe etc. 
2) walking with the help of front arms, monkey, mongoose, lizard, rat,  etc 
3) walking with the help of stomach, snake, cobra, etc 
4) Walking with two legs only, humans 

 
  
 
then he thought to creat a best among all creatures then he produces jiv with five sense organ and a well 
developed brain called MAN who is the most powerfull among all and can command on all and help all 
then he thought of man that with whome man will be commanded but with no power as man so GOD 
created woman for man who will love her and be commanded by her, she is so soft, so polite, so beautiful 
that man will loose his power in front of her and she will develop the race of humanity. 
 
Ok this was the creation of nature and life on earth as imagined, but how this factory will go on so he 
developed a software called KARMA 
HE has given the work to each and every creature so the software of karma will work like that that every 
one has to work as given and has to perform with 100% dedication, not to disturb others job, and those 
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who work better will get promotion and those who do not perform well will get demotion for their next life. 
Man is the only animal who is not living as per the law of nature and he is the most sufferer.  
        
 
Everything is energy. 
 
Science has proven this statement to be true. Everything, including you and me, is made of energy, 
vibrating at different frequencies. Things only seem solid to us, but in fact, they are nothing more than 
molecules vibrating at different frequencies. 
 
So what do this mean to us? It means that you have the power to change things in your life by changing 
the vibrations that you constantly send out. This is why it is important to monitor your thoughts and 
your words, because they carry specific vibrations. If you want to change things in your life, change the 
vibrational energy that you are sending out. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 10: The Five Day Gallstone and kidney Stone Flush 

The following is a five-day fast (diet) to flush out gallstones and kidney stones without surgery. Please 
follow instructions to the letter and don’t change anything. 
 

First Day: 
Eat only fruits and crackers and drink whatever you like, Brush and floss your teeth well before going to 
bed. You will not be brushing your teeth during the fast as it will stimulate your digestive juices making you 
hungry as will chewing gum, sucking on a tooth pick or straw or eating hard candy. 
Smoking is very dangerous on extended' fasts. This is a short fast - if you must smoke decrease the 
frequency and number of inhalations as it will give you a headache and produce stomach acid profusely, 
causing your stomach and intestines to gurgle. By the second and third day, your body will flush the 
nicotine reservoirs, and upon breaking the fast, people experience greater ease at stopping the habit. 
 
Second Day: 
Mix apple juice and good, clean water in a 50/50 ratio (distilled or filtered water –no tap water). Drink as 
much as you like and as often as you like. Do not drink pure apple juice. Your liver stores glucose with 
which to fuel your body, and should you drink pure apple juice it causes spikes in your energy levels, which 
you will experience as ups and downs in your energy levels. Sometimes during day 2 allow your stomach to 
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empty by drinking no juice/water for atleast 45 minutes. Then heat 1 qt (liter) of water and mix in 2 tea 
spoons of salt, preferably sea salt; but if it is not available then iodized salt will work fine, although it may 
produce a slight short headache. While still warm, drink the salt water fairly rapidly. The ratio of 2 
teaspoons (one chow hall spoon) to a quart is very important, as it is a salt water mixture that matches the 
specific gravity of your blood. If you drink blood it cannot enter your kidneys, and since your body will 
think this is blood, it goes straight into intestines. Your intestines discover it is salty and the salt water will 
pass through you within an hour or so, flushing your intestines out like a laxative, yet without all the harsh 
chemicals. You will not need to use such harsh chemical laxatives ever again, knowing that salt water works 
in this way.  Wait until the first time you use the bathroom before you drink again, so that you do not add 
fluid to any saltwater remaining in your stomach. A “healing crisis” is the term used to describe the process 
of your body flushing out toxins, preservatives, dead cells, etc, as you fast. For them to leave your body they 
must enter your blood stream and you may experience short bouts of flu like symptoms, dizziness, or 
tiredness. This is a good thing; and it will pass. Do not get discouraged- your system is merely cleaning 
itself. You will see your tongue turn white, your nose may run, your eyes water, etc, as the toxins leave any 
way they can. Suffer through it. 
 
Third Day: 
Repeat the process of the second day. 
 
Fourth Day: 
Repeat the process of the second day. In the evening allow your stomach to empty. Then drink ½ cup of 
virgin olive oil (a vitamin c bottle full), followed by ¼ cup of lemon juice (vegetable oil will work in place of 
olive oil). Immediately lay on your right side with a pillow or two under your hip for a minimum of 2-3 
hours. Your hip should be cocked enough to be uncomfortable. This will tilt you, allowing the oil and the 
lemon juice to help your gall bladder eject the stones into your stomach. You might even feel it happening. 
If you need to urinate, do so quickly and return to your position. After 2-3 hours, you may remove the 
pillows, roll over and go to sleep. During the night, some people awaken in need of going to the toilet to 
evacuate the stones as a bowel movement. 
 
Fifth Day: 
Both the persons who evacuated during the night and those who did not should do a salt-water flush 
immediately upon awakening, to evacuate any remaining stones. Continue with apple juice and water all 
day. This is very important as you have put your organs through some work and the need a lot of rest and 
continued flushing before being assaulted with a stomach full of food to digest. 
 
Sixth Day: 
 
Break your fast upon awakening. Treat your body delicately and begin with small quantities of fruit, 
crackers, then later build towards heavier foods, light soup or oatmeal. Eat nothing heavy or rich, like meat 
or thick spicy soup on this day. The longer the fast the longer one should take to return to their normal diet. 
This is a short fast, so you can return to a normal diet within two days. A healing crisis may occur upon 
breaking the fast as your system uses the first nutrients (if they are good ones) to start the cleansing 
process. By day 2 and 3 kidney stones will be leaving with your urine. If you wish to validate them or save 
them, urinate through some kind of strainer. Upon ejecting the gallstones into the toilet, you will see a 
rainbow of colours. The big, dark stones are the oldest; some of them have been there since childhood. The 
small green stones are the youngest. The apple juice has softened them somewhat. Still, if you wish to save 
them or examine them scoop them up with something and rinse the fecal matter off. They will soon return 
to their original hardness. Everybody passes stones if this is their first flush. If you did not pass stones you 
did something wrong. There should be from 50 to 500. One person did something wrong by putting the 
pillow under his stomach instead of his hip; another avoided the saltwater flush for fear it would aggravate 
his blood pressure (there was no need to fear this as the SW cannot enter your kidneys if the ratio is 
followed and the intestines reject it just as they reject blood if you drank it). Both persons later did the 
process again and ejected stones. 
 
Fasting is one of the best suppressed secrets of our age. Fasting prevents sickness, as it flushes out built-up 
toxins that in later years cause sickness. It also stimulates the immune system as the energy normally used 
to move food through 30 feet of intestines (intestinal peristalsis) is used to heal and flush. It gives your 
organs a rest. We assault them day in and day out for decades with everything we put in our mouths and all 
that goes with it. 
Allergies vanish, intestinal problems disappear, blemishes clear, the skin tones up. There are records of our 
body flushing every type of foreign substance imaginable- up to tumors and cancers- during fasts. Lew 
Strugat cured so many people of cancer at his Houston clinic that he was arrested 5 times. His cured 
patients and their families organized a petition to the courts and now they do not arrest him anymore: but 
he cannot advertise! 
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Chapter 11: Diseases and their treatment 
 
 
 

 
 
I do not want to give here the case history or self experiences.  There are thousands of self experiences and 
case history available on internet and books for urine therapy. Every person has its own experience and it is 
different from others. Here I am giving you how to use this therapy for different disease.  Sri Martin J Lara 
has described the application of Urine therapy in a very simple and beautiful manner in his book Uropathy. 
 
Notes: 

1) Drinking morning fresh urine should be empty stomach, drinking during the day should be one 
hour before or after meal. 

2) Diluted urine and urine drops under the tongue are very simple and effective application against 
infections, fevers, allergies and many other health problems.  You should use them along with 
other applications for all diseases. This application is very useful for those who cannot accept the 
idea of drinking urine. 

3) Malnutrition (mineral deficiencies) and toxemia are the main cause of most of the diseases. So it is 
advises to drink more and more raw fruits and vegetable juices of different variety or take mineral 
or vitamins supplements.  

4) Flushing out the colon frequently and drinking different amount of urine to recuperate his health, 
rejuvenate himself or live healthy until his lease on life expires.  

5) The body produces a fever because it is easier to fight a disease when the body is hot. By providing 
the heat you are helping the body to fight the disease. A fever of 100-101 degree Fahrenheit or less 
is very healthy and should not be interfered with. The body cleanses and produces antibodies 
during such a fever. Just keep an eye on it to make sure it does’t  go above that, just stay at home 
and rest until the temperature is down for at least 48 hours. If the fever is higher than 101 degree 
wrap the head of the patient with a towel soaked with cold water or ice and get medical attention. 

6) Frequency of application is a personal choice. For example: A healthy person should apply rectal 
implant every time he senses offending intestinal gas however a person with prostate problems 
should apply them every morning for a month or two while a person with prostate cancer should  
do them twice a day for four to six month. 

7) The rule of thumb is how fast desperate are you? And how fast so you want to recuperate? Because 
more urine means faster healing. Performing several application at once means even quicker 
recovery. It is up to you. you can drink 30 ml of urine every morning or do a urine / water / liquid 
fast for a month. 

8) Air:  Everyone on a regular basis should, Deep Breathing, Yoga, morning walk etc. 
9) Sun: Sun gazing and sun charged water is good for every day 
10)  Earth: Bare foot earth walking, raw and natural food eating or drinking. 
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11) Water: Drinking pure distilled water 2-3 liters in a day or as per the color of your urine as indicated 
earlier, drink Self Urine,  Juices etc to eliminate the toxins from our body. 

12) Fasting: one must do fasting on urine and water once or twice in a month to keep fit. 
13) Proper rest and sleep is the key to your good health. 

   

 

Different type of application of Urine Therapy: 

A: Drink 30ml to 120ml of fresh morning urine, pure or you can mix with any juice. 

A1: Drink 250ml to 350ml of urine every morning or 120ml three times in a day for 2 to 3 months  

A2: Drink a minimum of 200 ml of fresh urine at least three times in a day 

A3: Drink up to 200 ml of fresh urine immediately and then fast on urine and water only for 24 hours or till 
you feel better. 

A4. Ferment urine for 12-20 hours and drink 250 to 350 ml on an empty stomach 

A5. Drink 50 ml to 100ml of urine every time you get a craving for the substance you abuse. 

AV: After urine and water fast of 24 hours, mix 10 capsules of acidophilus bacteria in 150ml of water and 
apply a rectal implant. Also mix 15 capsules of acidophilus in 250ml of water and drink it first thing in the 
morning. This is done to replenish the good bacteria in your intestines. Newborn baby formula without 
iron can be used instead of acidophilus capsules. 

B: Collect 3 to 4 liters of urine and prepare a warm bath with it. Take a hot shower before the bath and then 
stay in the tub for 30 minutes rubbing the skin while in the water. If you want, you can rinse off with plain 
water after the bath. 

B1: Get a glove, boot, plastic bag, plastic wrap or the large leaf of a tree to cover or wrap the burned or 
affected area. This is done to keep oxygen away from the skin. Oxygen is what causes the skin to blister and 
become painful. Fill the glove, boot or bag with fresh or old urine and leave it on for a few days according to 
severity of burn. Do not apply cream or any other products on the skin, if urine is not available forget it but 
cover the area first immediately. Refill with urine when it dries up. For a third degree burn you may have to 
leave it for 3 days to give the body a chance to grow a new layer of skin. The skin over blister should be left 
alone, do not puncture it, since this protects the area serving as temporary incubator of the new layer of 
skin growing under the blister. 

B2: Apply rectal implant or enema with fresh urine. After the rectal implant is discharged, rub fresh or stale 
urine on the skin of the entire body. Then get into a tub filled with hot water, as hot as the patient can stand 
it. Stay in it for not more than 20 minutes after that go to bed with few blankets to sweat out the fever. 

C. Wet a towel or rag with urine and apply it over the affected area, repeat as necessary when convenient. 
This is called compress. 

C1: Warm (or normal) two to eight day old urine in a double pot, then wet a towel or rag with urine and 
apply it over the affected area, leave the compress on the affected area for 45 minutes or more makes it 
even more effective . For the serious problems place a small electric blanket over the compress at one hour 
intervals. Repeat four or five times a day. 

C2: Prepare a mud pack to stimulate in the affected area. (Pancreas and  liver for diabetes, hypoglycemia 
and hepatitis). To prepare it mix urine (old / Stale is better) with soil, spread it over a towel and apply it 
over the affected area. Remove all twigs and stones from the soil and sterilize it in the oven for half an hour 
at 375 degrees Fahrenheit before mixing it with the urine. If an oven is not available , use plain dirt. Spread 
the mixture over a towel or rag and apply over the affected area of the body. Leave it on for an hour or two. 
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Do this once or twice a day for a week.  It is better if it is left overnight. For serious problem apply an 
electric blanket over the mud pack. 

D: Douche with fresh or stale urine. 

DP: Apply one drop of urine under tongue, every two to four hours. 

E: wash the eyes or ear with fresh or stale urine or put urine drops in the eyes or ears. 

F: Fast on urine and water for two days every week. It is best to do it on your days off, like Friday afternoon 
to Sunday afternoon. This weekend fast is great for healthy people. It gives the body an opportunity to 
regenerate anything that needs to be regenerated before it becomes a problem. 

F1: Fast for seven days on water and urine only. 

F2: Fast for 30 days on water and urine only. 

G: Gargle with urine several time a day or every time you go for urine. 

H: Hold a mouthful of urine for a couple of minutes once or twice a day. 

H1: Hold a spoonful of urine under your tongue for 10-15 minutes 

I: Introduce 150 ml to 200 ml of pure urine in the colon and hold it in as long as possible. This is called 
rectal implant. If a rectal implant is done after a bowel movement it cleanses better. 

I1:  Apply a second rectal implant after the first one is discharged (Introduce 150 ml to 200 ml of pure 
urine in the colon and hold it in as long as possible ) and hold in as long as possible. Normally the second 
rectal implant as absorbed into the body and it accelerates the healing and regeneration process. Rectal 
implant can be done two or three times a day according to the severity of the problem. 

L: Prepare a tall glass of lemonade for a loved one who refuses to treat his substance abuse or illness. 

L1: Get urine from a person other than the patient to give it to a person who is sick. The preferred donor is 
a vegetarian, non smoker who does not drink alcohol. 

R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine all over the body, face or the affected area. Leave it on the 
skin for 45 minutes then rinse it off with water. Do not use any soap or shampoo. 

R1: Rub or massage the whole body or the affected area with two to eight days old urine. Rinse it off with 
cool water after 45 minutes. Do not use any soap or shampoo. 

R2: Obtain urine immediately after intercourse and apply it over the genitals. Girls should apply a douche 
with fresh urine. Leave the urine on the skin for at least 10-15 minutes or overnight. 

V: Boil fresh urine in a pot covered with aluminum foil. Cut a hole about the size of a coin so that all the 
vapors come out at the same spot. Breath the vapors deeply into your lungs for about 15 minutes once or 
twice a day for several days until the condition clears. 

V1: Breath vapors of urine two or three times a day until the healing crisis occurs. 

X: Complement your diet with raw garlic on an empty stomach. Mix the garlic with apple or any other fruit. 
Daily eat a big bowel of salad consisting of lettuce, watercress, spinach, parsley, dandelion and the other 
green plants. Although they taste bad, they are a great way to strengthen the immune system and detoxify 
the body. 

 
Now How to use above application on different Diseases: 
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Acid indigestion: 

A3: Drink, A2: Drink, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant 

Acid Indigestion, Chronic 

F: Fast on urine, F1: Fast for seven days, I1: Apply a second rectal implant 

Acne 

A: Drink, R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine. 

Ance, Chronic 

A1: Drink, C1: Warm Compress 

Addictions, Cigarette smoking, Coffee, Narcotics, Alcohol 

A5. Drink, I1: Apply a second rectal implant, L: Prepare a tall glass of lemonade 

Allergies 

DP: Apply one drop of urine under tongue, every two to four hours. 

Alzheimer’s 

A1: Drink, F: Fast on urine, F1: Fast for seven days, I1: Apply a second rectal implant 

Amoebas and other parasites: 

A4. Ferment urine for 12-20 hours and drink 250 to 350 ml on an empty stomach 

Angina: 

A1: Drink, H1: Hold a spoonful of urine under your tongue for 10-15 minutes. 

Arthritis 

A1: Drink, F1: Fast for seven days, R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine, I1: Apply a second rectal 
implant 

 

Asthma attack 

DP: Apply one drop of urine under tongue, every two to four hours. V: Boil fresh urine for Vapors 

Asthma 

DP: Apply one drop,  V1: Breath vapors,  A1: Drink, , I1: Apply a second rectal implant 

Athlete’s foot 

A2: Drink, C1: Warm compress. 

Blister 

B1: protection, R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine.  

Backache 

A: Drink, A2: Drink, C1: Warm compress 
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Bites, animal or human 

A: Drink, R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine. C: compress. 

Poisonous snakes or insects 

A3: Drink, R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine. C: compress. DP: 

Burns 

B1: protection,  

Cancer – Breast , Skin 

A2: Drink, C1: Warm compress,  C2: Prepare a mud pack, R1: Rub or massage, F: Fast,  F1: Fast for seven 
days, F2: Fast for 30 days on water and urine only. 

Cancer: Colon, Prostate 

A2: Drink , F: Fast,  F1: Fast for seven days, F2: Fast for 30 days on water and urine only, I1: Apply a 
second rectal implant. 

Cancer: stomach, Liver, Ovaries, uterus 

A2: Drink, C1: Warm compress,  C2: Prepare a mud pack, , F: Fast,  F1: Fast for seven days, F2: Fast for 30 
days on water and urine only. I1: Apply a second rectal implant. 

 

Cancer: Tongue, Throat 

H: Hold a mouthful of urine, A2: Drink , F: Fast,  F1: Fast for seven days, F2: Fast for 30 days on water and 
urine only, I1: Apply a second rectal implant. 

Cataracts 

E: wash the eyes,  F1: Fast for seven days, F2: Fast for 30 days on water and urine only, I1: Apply a second 
rectal implant. 

Chicken pox 

R1: Rub or massage, DP: Apply one drop, A1: Drink, I1: Apply a second rectal implant. F: Fast, F1: Fast for 
seven days. 

Cholera 

L1: Get urine from other person, : Apply a second rectal implant. F: Fast, F1: Fast for seven days. 

A3: Drink 

Cirrhosis of liver 

C2: Prepare a mud pack, F2: Fast, I1: Apply a second rectal implant. R1: Rub or massage, B: Bath 

Cold, common 

DP: Apply one drop, A2: Drink, I1: Apply a second rectal implant, R: Rub, F: Fast, X: detoxify the body, V: 
Boil fresh urine 

Cold, Infants 

DP: Apply one drop, I: rectal implant, A: Drink, R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine 
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Cholesterol, high 

R: Rub, F: Fast, A2: Drink, I1: Apply a second rectal implant. 

Constipation 

I: rectal implant , A1: Drink,  

Constipation, Chronic 

I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, A1: Drink 

Cough 

V: Boil fresh for vapors , A1: Drink, , I1: Apply a second rectal implant, F: Fast,  R: Rub 

Cuts, Lesions 

R: Rub, C: compress, A3: Drink. 

 

Cysts 

A2: Drink, I1: Apply a second rectal implant, F1: Fast, D: Douche 

Cysts, in breast 

A2: Drink, C1: Warm compress,  C2: Prepare a mud pack, R1: Rub or massage, F: Fast,  F1: Fast for seven 
days, F2: Fast for 30 days on water and urine only 

Cysts in Ovaries 

A2: Drink, C1: Warm compress,  C2: Prepare a mud pack, , F: Fast,  F1: Fast for seven days, F2: Fast for 30 
days on water and urine only. I1: Apply a second rectal implant. 

Dandruff 

A1: Drink, F1: Fast, I: Introduce rectal implant, R: Rub, R1: Rub or massage 

 

Diabetes 

DP: Apply one drop of urine under tongue, A2: Drink, F1: Fast, R: Rub, C2: Prepare a mud pack, I1:  Apply 
a second rectal implant 

Diaper rash 

R: Rub fresh, R1: Rub stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine, A: Drink, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant 

Diarrhea 

DP: Apply one drop of urine under tongue, I1: Apply a second rectal implant, A2: Drink, F: Fast on urine 
and water.  

Dysentery 

L1: Get urine from other person, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, A3: Drink, F1: Fast. 

Diverticulitis 
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I1: Apply a second rectal implant, A2: Drink, F1: Fast 

Epilepsy (take trace Minerals) 

DP: Apply one drop of urine under tongue. 

Eczema 

DP: Apply one drop of urine under tongue, R: Rub, A2: Drink, , I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, C1: 
Warm compress  

Ear Infections 

 A1: Drink and  E: wash the eyes or ear with fresh or stale urine or put urine drops in the eyes or ears. 

Eye Infections 

A: Drink and  E: wash the eyes or ear with fresh or stale urine or put urine drops in the eyes or ears. 

Fever 102 degree F ( 41 Degree C) 

I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, R: Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine all over the body, F: Fast 
on urine and water.  

Fever, persistent 

F: Fast on urine and water. R & R1 Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine all over the body and B2: 
sweat out the fever. 

Fever, black 

F1: Fast for seven days on water and urine only. R & R1 Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) urine all over 
the body and B2: sweat out the fever. 

Food poisoning 

A3: Drink, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, F: Fast on urine and water 

Gangrene 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, C1: Warm compress, F2: Fast, R & R1 Rub fresh or stale (8 to 12 hours old) 
urine all over the body,  I1:  Apply a second rectal implant. 

Gas Intestinal 

A2: Drink, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant. 

Genital Lesions 

A3: Drink, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, C2: Prepare a mud pack, R1 Rub fresh or stale urine. 

Glaucoma 

A3: Drink, F: Fast , E: Eye wash 

 

Gonorrhea 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, F1: Fast, ,  I1:  Apply a second rectal implant 

Gout 
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DP: Apply drop under tongue, F2: Fast, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, , R: Rub fresh or stale urine, C1: 
Warm compress 

Gum Infections 

H1: Hold a spoonful of urine under your tongue for 10-15 minutes 

Hair Loss 

R1: Rub fresh or stale urine, A2: Drink, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant 

Headaches, Migraine 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, F: Fast, R: Rub fresh or stale urine. 

Heartburn 

A2: Drink, A3: Drink & Fast, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant 

Heart Disease 

A1: Drink, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, R: Rub fresh or stale urine, H: Hold a mouthful of urine, F F1 
F2: Fast  

Hemorrhoids 

A2: Drink, , I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, F: Fast 

Hepatitis A, B, C 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, F, F1 & F2: Fast, R1: Rub fresh or stale 
urine, C2: Compress. 

Herpes 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, F, F1 & F2: Fast, R,R1: Rub fresh or stale 
urine, C1: Compress 

High Blood Pressure 

A1: Drink, I: rectal implant, F: Fast, R: Rub urine on body. 

 

HIV positive and healthy 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, A1: Drink, I: rectal implant, V: Breath vapors of urine 

Hypoglycemia 

C1, C2: Compress, I1:  Apply a second rectal implant, F1, F2: Fast, R: Rub urine on body 

Immune deficiencies 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, X: strengthen the immune system and detoxify the body, I1:  Apply a second 
rectal implant, V: Breath vapors of urine, F1: Fast, R: Rub urine on body, B: Bath, H: Hold urine in mouth. 

Indigestion 

A3: Drink up to 200 ml of fresh urine immediately and then fast on urine and water only for 24 hours or till 
you feel better. 
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Influenza 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, A2: Drink, F1 Fast, R1: Rub on body, I1: Apply a second rectal implant, V: 
Breath vapors of urine. 

Insects bite 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, R: Rub on body, C,C1: Compress . 

Insomnia 

A1: Drink, I1: Apply a second rectal implant, F1: Fast 

Intestinal Problems 

F1: Fast, I1: Apply a second rectal implant, R: Rub on body  

Irritation of the skin 

A2, Drink, R, R1: Rub on body, F1: Fast, I1: Apply a second rectal implant 

Kidney infections 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body 

Kidney, paralyzed 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body, L1: Urine from other person. 

Laryngitis 

DP: Apply drop under tongue, A2: Drink, F: Fast, C: Compress, I1: Second Rectal Implant, R: Rub on body. 

Lead Poisoning 

A1: Drink, R1: Rub old urine on body, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant. 

 

Leprosy 

F, F2: Fast, B1: Bath, C: Compress, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on Body 

Leukemia 

F, F2: Fast, R, R1: Rub on Body, I1: Rectal Implant 

Liver infection 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F, F2: Fast, R1, Rub on Body, I1: Rectal Implant, A: Drink 

Malaria 

Dp: Drop under tongue, B2: Bath, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body. 

Menstruation Problem 

A2: Drink, D: Douche with fresh or stale urine, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R: Rub on body, B: Bath. 

Measles 

Dp: Drop under tongue , F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body, B: Bath. 
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Obesity 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F, F2: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R: Rub on body, B: Bath. 

Parasites 

A4: Drink Ferment urine, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body. 

Parasites, Chronic 

R1: Rub on body, B: Bath, A4: Drink Ferment urine 

Psoriasis 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body, C, C1: Compress. 

Syphilis, Chronis 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F2: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body 

Sores 

Dp: Drop under tongue, I1: Rectal Implant, R: Rub on body, C1: Compress. 

Sores, genetal 

Dp: Drop under tongue, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body, C1: Compress, , F1: Fast 

Stomach cramps, pain 

F: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R: Rub on body. 

Stones, gall bladder 

F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body. 

Stones, kidney 

F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body. 

Swelling 

A2: Drink, , I1: Rectal Implant, C: Compress. 

Tapeworms 

A4: Drink Ferment urine, R1: Rub on body, B: Bath 

Tonsillitis 

F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body, C1: Compress 

Tuberculosis 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F2: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body, V1: Breath vapors of urine 

Tuberculosis in bones 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F2: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body, V1: Breath vapors of urine 

Tumors in uterus 

A2: Drink,  F1, F2: Fast, R1: Rub on body, C1: Compress, D: Douche with fresh or stale urine. 
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Typhoid fever 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, B2: Bath,  R1: Rub on body 

Ulcers 

A2: Drink, Dp: Drop under tongue, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, B2: Bath, R: Rub on body 

Urinary infections 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F1: Fast, I1: Rectal Implant, R1: Rub on body. 

Uterus inflammation 

Dp: Drop under tongue, F1: Fast, R1: Rub on body, D: Douche with fresh or stale urine, I1: Rectal Implant. 

Venereal disease prevention 

Dp: Drop under tongue, R: Rub fresh or old urine. 

Vaginal infections 

Dp: Drop under tongue, A2: Drink, F1: Fast, R: Rub on body, B: Bath, D: Douche with fresh or stale urine, 
I1: Rectal Implant. 

Warts. 

C1: Compress with Warm (or normal) two to eight day old urine   

 

 
Chapter 12:  Conclusion 
 
Pollution is everywhere, not just in our city centers and industrial areas. Toxic chemicals can even be in 
remote places, on mountains and in the depths of the ocean. Environmental contaminants are often 
undetectable to the senses. We may be unable to see the pollution in the air, taste the pathogens and 
chemicals in the water or smell the pesticides in the food. We cannot even imagine that our chemically 
engineered ingenuity is endangering our very survival. Blood samples taken from citizens across the globe 
contain many toxins including: pesticides, flame retardants, stain repellants, rocket fuel residues, heavy 
metals and quite a few other chemical compounds. Although it is hard to believe, even new born babies are 
contaminated from the mother's placenta. 

The human population as well as the wildlife is now threatened because of our separation from nature and 
sacrificing the whole planet for our service.  

• Each year, we spray over a billion pounds of pesticides on our crops 
• We feed millions of pounds of antibiotics to our farm animals 
• We inject our cattle with cycle after cycle of growth hormone 
• We eat grains contaminated with mycotoxins 
• We dump billions of tons of toxic waste into our waste sites and rivers 
• We drink water that has been poisoned with chlorine, fluoride and radiation 
• We drink diet sodas contaminated with aspartame 
• We breathe air that has been polluted with chemtrails 
• We let our doctors destroy our bodies with x-rays 
• We smoke cigarettes and drink lots of alcohol 
• We eat junk food, fast food and processed food 
• We breath invisible radioactive isotopes that is still leaking 
• We are surrounded by toxic heavy metals in our environment 
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The hazardous substances found in air, food, soil, water and consumer products are linked to premature 
death and long list of adverse health effects including cancer, cardiovascular disease, asthma, 
developmental disorders, gastrointestinal illnesses, neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's and 
Parkinson's, decreases in IQ, premature birth, birth defects, immune system suppression and reproductive 
problems. Of increasing concern are endocrine-disrupting chemicals also known as hormone disruptors 
and gender benders. The connection between environmental factors and adverse health outcomes is 
becoming stronger and more direct. Toxicologists and epidemiologists are trying to understand the adverse 
health effects of thousands of chemicals. They are so overwhelmed they cannot figure out how to reverse or 
remedy the situation. 
 
The first step to reduce environmental damage to the body is to use safer alternatives. The second step is to 
reducing or eliminating exposure to harmful substances. The third step is to detox the body to assist in the 
cleaning. There is nothing more effective and cheaper than urine therapy to accomplish this.  
 
Yet, there are no publicly scientific studies or published research on urine therapy. The cost of large scale 
double controlled placebo studies make pharmaceutical companies the only ones that can afford to fund 
them. If there is no remedy with revenue potential then there are usually no funds for research. Databases 
only contain what editors decide to include, perpetuating the status quo and disregarding other 
“unpopular” approaches.  
 
Modern medicine doesn’t emphasize the importance of knowing simple home remedies. Most consumers 
feel that the knowledge of the body is best left in the hands of doctors who “know so much more than we 
do.” However, their results are not always dependable. Government studies now raise serious questions 
about the qualifications of physicians, their misdiagnoses, unnecessary or incompetent surgery, errors in 
medication and high hospital infection rates. The Health ministry is supposed to look after our health yet 
they approve drugs that become gravely dangerous to health. They harass consumers, suppress 
information, and confiscate herbs, amino acids and vitamins that have never been proven to be bad for 
health. This is very strange considering they cost less, get better results and have no side effects. Most 
hospitals have to rely on strong medical intervention to relieve symptoms from the medical errors that 
occur on a daily basis. On average 1 in 7 patients suffer harm from hospital care.  
 
Nevertheless, the new alternative fields of naturopathic, integrative and functional medicine are starting to 
bring great results. The practice of using one’s own urine as a medicine and immune system booster is 
undoubtedly the most ancient remedy on the planet. Today this knowledge is freely available on the 
internet. Urine is medicinal, cleansing, and nourishing. Urine is anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, and anti-viral. 
Not only is it a panacea for any and every disease, it is free and easily available. It can prevent infections 
while at the same time give an aged person the vitality and vigor of youth. Some of the chronic diseases that 
it is effective against include cancer, heart disease, kidney failure, asthma, anemia, urinary diseases, colds, 
candida, diabetes, digestive problems, allergies and jaundice. Other problems such as injuries, warts, 
psoriasis, lumps and bites are often cured in a few days of treatment. The list of diseases for which it is 
effective is long enough to consider it a miracle remedy. It is the perfect medicine for the restoration of 
health and the destruction of maladies. 

Consequently, more people are turning away from conventional medicine. The medical establishment 
should adjust their system so that alternative medicines, like urine therapy, can be integrated seamlessly. 
This simple adjustment alone could tremendously reduce health care costs. Urine therapy could be the 
medicine of the future for billions of people without health care. The extra advantages of no diagnosis, no 
side effects and no costs make it more than an alternative. Urine therapy offers each individual the power 
to deal with any health crises efficiently, effectively and economically. 

Most people are consistently exposed to free radicals that are known to damage their DNA. Radiation, 
plastics, cigarette smoke, chemicals in soft drinks, pesticides and many more common substances have all 
been found to damage DNA. When DNA is damaged, we subject ourselves to numerous health problems. In 
fact, the root cause of most diseases is DNA damage. Given that free radicals mutate cells, our bodies 
become more problematical in re-growing healthy cells. Our DNA has the ability to repair itself given the 
appropriate ingredients of enzymes, proteins and amino acids that only human urine can provide 
flawlessly. Eating organic raw foods, fruit and vegetables greatly helps in this fight against free radicals. 

Today, despite the many incredible medical discoveries, millions are still suffering or even crippled by 
illnesses. One out of three women and one out of every two men will contract cancer before they die. Yet, 
incredulously, there is widespread suppression of natural cancer therapies. The medical profession has 
dominated society so that alternative medicines like urine therapy are almost unknown. Natural urine 
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therapy has fallen into obscurity and has been totally forgotten. Not only has the medical community 
conditioned us to believe that drugs and surgery are all that is needed to restore lost health, but they have 
ignored the research on the efficacy of urine therapy. The extensive medical research on this natural 
medicine has not been disseminated to the general public. Yet every year, thousands of operations 
performed and millions of prescription drugs dispensed are proof that modern medicine cannot cure 
disease but only can control it at best. Billions of dollars are spent yearly on research to find remedies yet 
the number of patients suffering from cancer, diabetes and heart disease continues to increase 
significantly. Meanwhile researchers sat in their laboratories and watched as simple urea from urine 
completely destroyed rabies and polio viruses, tuberculosis, typhoid, gonorrhea, dysentery bacteria and 
cancer cells. They watched as it saved the lives of cancer patients, cured and relieved asthma, eczema, 
whooping cough, diabetes, arthritis and a host of other illnesses. The general public was never told about 
such discoveries yet modern health epidemics grew. If truth be told, it is because urine therapy, unlike 
surgery and drugs, cannot be patented and sold for huge profits. 

Believing there is a natural medicine that is free and can heal most ailments sounds totally ludicrous. 
Particularly if you add the fact that it has been around for thousands of years and works both externally 
and internally. Until its curative powers have been experienced personally, utilizing urine to combat 
sicknesses may sound impossible. Still there are millions of people around the world that are healthy as a 
result of drinking their urine daily. There are millions more that can benefit if only the word can get out. 
Their very lives depend on it. Thousands of testimonies provide evidence of someone seriously ill who was 
miraculously healed by urine therapy. 

More importantly, the health of future generations requires a safe, inexpensive way to deal with critical 
health problems. Urine therapy is an empirical method and its effectiveness has been proven by local 
clinical tests. Its advantages are almost too good to be true: 

• It conveys to the organism all the vitamins required by it. 
• It enables antigens and antibodies, eliminated by the kidneys, to act effectively on the organism 
• This treatment performs hormonal regulation  
• It is a germicide, anti-poison and a tonic 
• It contains powerful antiseptic and antitoxic properties 
• It invigorates the body and removes weaknesses 
• It is nutritive, digestive and a laxative 
• It heals and dries up wounds and soothes burns 
• It protects and restores to health every organ in the body 
• It is equally useful to makes of females of all ages groups 
• Requires no need for a doctor for the diagnosis of the illness 
• It is an easy, inexpensive and self-dependent means to health 

 
Urine is a perfect tonic for the restoration of health and the destruction of maladies. It is a preventative and 
remedy for all illnesses. It gives even an aged person the vitality and vigor of a youth. Urine contains 
antigens, digestive enzymes, hormones, and is a tincture of one's own genetic code. This information on the 
medical uses of urine deserves public recognition before any more widespread, crippling health problems 
overcome society. Only this simple, natural, God-given method of Drinking Your Own Water can solve 
today's most insurmountable health problems.  
 

 

Chapter 13: Health Centers and web sites on urine therapy 

  

Shivambu Health Research Institute (SHRI) 

Shivambu Bhavan, # 13, Sane Guruji Vasahat, 

Vashinaka Road, Kolhapur - 416 012, Maharashtra, India. 

Tel No. +91 231 - 2321565, 2321766; 

ANANDKUNJ CAMPUS: +912329 - 204075, 204050, 233828, 233841; 

CELL No.: +91 94230 41265, 94230 44218 

Email: drsarangpatil@yahoo.com 
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Web Site: http://www.anandkunj.org/ www.urinecure.org 

 

DR. SHASHIKANT PATIL 
13, Sane Guruji Vasahat, Vashinaka Road,  
KOLHAPUR 416012, MAHARASHTRA, 
I N D I A 
Mobile:+91 94220 44265  

Tel. PH. 0231 - 321565 / 321766 
 
  
DR. SARANG SHASHIKANT PATIL 
13, Sane Guruji Vasahat, Vashinaka Road,  
KOLHAPUR 416012, MAHARASHTRA, 
I N D I A 
Mobile:+91  94230 41265 
Tel. PH. 0231 - 321565 / 321766 
Email: drsarangpatil@yahoo.com  

drsarangpatil@gmail.com 
  
DR. NITIN SHASHIKANT PATIL 
13, Sane Guruji Vasahat, Vashinaka Road,  
KOLHAPUR 416012, MAHARASHTRA, 
I N D I A 
Mobile:+91 94230 44218   
Tel. PH. 0231 - 321565 / 321766 
Email: drnitinpatil@yahoo.com 

  

Jagdish Shah 
Phone: 0265-237463 / 2371880 
Email: samanvaya@icenet.net 

  

There are so many useful websites on urine therapy and I have given a whole list on my web 
site www.shivambu.in or www.Munot.in  

 

 

 

Chapter 14: Some of the Best Books on Urine Therapy ( Bibliography) 

  
Based on chronological order of appearance:  
 
1918 Urine as An Autotherapeutic Remedy, Dr. Charles. H. Duncan,  
 
1930 Die Eigenharnbehandlung, Dr. med. Kurt Herz, 1st edition  
 
1930, 5th edition Karl F. Haug Verlag, Ulm, Heidelberg (Germany)  
 
1942 Der menschliche Harn als Heilmittel; Geschichte. Grundlagen. Entwicklung. Praxis., Martin Krebs, 
Hippokrates Verlag Marquardt & Cie., Stuttgart (Germany)  
 
1944 The Water of Life, John W. Armstrong, 1st edition England  
 
1944, Health Science Press, Saffron Walden (England) 1990  
 
1963 Manav Mootra, Dr.R.M. Patel, 1st edition 1963, 5th edition Lokseva Kendra Publ., Ahmedabad (India) 
1991  
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1969 Urine Cure, R.V. Karlekar, Shree Gajanan Book Depot Prakashan, Bombay (India)  
 
1978 Miracles of Urine Therapy, Dr.C.P. Mithal, Pankaj Publications, New Delhi (India).  
 
1978 Shivambu Kalpa, Dr. Arthur L. Pauls,Bionomy Publishing, (England).  
 
1978 Amaroli, Dr. Swami Shankardevan Saraswati, Bihar School of Yoga, Bihar (India).  
 
1978 Urine Therapy, Acharya Jagdish B., Jagdish B. Publications, Bombay (India).  
 
1979 The Eating Gorilla Comes in Peace, Bubba Free John, Dawn Horse Press, San Rafael (California, USA)  
 
1980 “Urotherapy", John R. Herman, New York State Journal of Medicine, vol. 80 no.7 June 1980 
 
1982 Urine Therapy; Self Healing through Intrinsic Medicine, Dr. John F. O'Quinn, Life Science Institute, 
Fort Pierce (Florida, USA).  
 
1982 Health in Your Hands, Devendra Vora, Gala Publishers, Bombay (India),  
 
1983 Cancer Cures in Twelve Ways, A.A. Cordero, Science of Nature Healing Center Asia, (Phillipines),  
 
1984 Tibetan Buddhist Medicine and Psychiatry, The Diamond Healing, Terry Clifford, SamuelWeiser Inc., 
York Beach (USA).  
 
1987 The Miracles of Urine Therapy, Dr. Beatrice Bartnett & Margie Adelman, Water of Life Institute, 
Hollywood (Florida, USA).  
 
1988 Auto Urine Therapy; Science & Practice, Vaidya Pragjibhai Mohanji Rathod, Swasthvrutta Prakashan, 
Bhavnagar (India).  
 
1988 "UrineTherapy, Drinking from Thine Own Cistern", Quique Palladino, PWA Coalition Newsline, Nr. 
37, October 1988,(USA). 
 
1993 Amaroli, Dr. Soleil & Dr. C. T. Schaller, 1st edition 1989, Editions Vivez Soleil, GenÃ¨ve 
(Switzerland).  
 
1989 UrineTherapy; It May Save Your Life, Dr. Beatrice Bartnett, Water of Life Institute, Hollywood 
(Florida, USA). 
 
1990 Auto Urine Therapy, 'an experienced physician' (anonymous),Gala Publishers, Ahmedabad (India).  
 
1991 Buvez, GuÃ rissez, Claude Gauthier, Editions ABC, Saint Serrasy (France).  
 
1991 Die Eigenharnbehandlung: nach Dr. med. Kurt Herz; Erfahrungen und Beobachtungen, Dr. med. 
Johann Abele, 8e verbeterde oplage, Karl F. Haug Verlag, Heidelberg (Germany). 
 
1991 "Uropathy; A Sure Cure for All Diseases", S.J. Kulkarni, lecture at 20th World Congress of Natural 
Medicines, in Madras (India)  
 
1991 Urine; The Nectar of Life", B.L. Nalavade, lecture at 20th World Congress of Natural Medicines, in 
Madras (India)  
 
1991 [Miracle of Auto-Urine Therapy. The Fountain of Health and Beauty] (sofar only in Japanese 
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